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WORK AFTER OPTIONS FOR THE 80's

THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 1980

U.S. SENATE;
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C.
The committee convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:18 a.m., in

room 5110, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lawton Chiles,
chairman, presiding' ,

Present: Senators Chiles, Pryor, bomenici, Percy, and Heinz.
Also present: E. Bentley Lipscomb, staff director; John-A. Edie,

chief counsel; David A. Rust, minority staff director; Deborah K.
Kilmer, legislative liaison; Neal E. Cutler and Helena G. Sims,
professional staff members; Tony Arroyos, Eileen M. Winkelman, .
and Betty M. Stagg, minority professional staff members; 'Donna
Maddox, legislative assistant to Senator Percy', Helen Gross -Wal-
lace, cleritial assistant; find Joan D. Nielubowski, clerical assistant.

" OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR LAWTON ,CHILES,
CHAIRMAN

Senator CHILES. Good morning.
With the arrival of the 1978 amendments td the Age a-

tion inAmployment Act, Congress ushered in a new era fol. eri-
ca's old* workers. The mandatory retirement age for Federal em-

, plo ees was eliminated completely, and the age in the private
was'raised.from 65 to 70. ;

Yet, despite this rather dramatic and sweeping change in the
law, there is virtually no hard evidence to indicate that substantial
numbers of older workers are deciding to delay retirement and
work longer. In fact, during the two decades prior to 078, the

-labor force participation rate of older workers exhibited a steady
decline. Although the trend toward refirethent at a younger age
appears to have slowed down, there are still large numbers of older
persons who, are retiring early. I view this trend with some alarm.

At the outset of these healings, I would like to make it clear that
the committee in noway wants to eliminate opportunities for.early
retirement. For many, early retiiment is both necessary and
viable. What concerns me Is that there are so few alternatives. I
believe it is time to encourage more options so that current trends
will begin to change.

Some people take the view that it will take a decade, or even a
generation, for society's pattern of work and retirement to change.

4' I don't believe we have 10 or 20 years to passively wait for such
trends to evolve. ,

The post-World War II baby boom has been described as a "de::
mographic tidal wave" that has affected virtually every social insti-

. (I)
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tution in the United States from elementary schools to the labor
force to the courts and criminal justice system. Much of the disloca-
tion caused by the baby boom's large numbers has resulted from
lack of planning and a failure tb.anticipite problems.

. With the legal door now open to end mandatory retirement, 'and
with vast numbers of today's workers due to reach their retirement
years at the beginning of the next century, we must begin now to
antitipate the new problems that lie ahead. Yet, at a time when
older persons are s indicOtink that they want to work longer; at a
time when double-digit inflation is eating away at the retirement
income of so many; at a time when many worker§ are questioning
the financial integrity of the social security system; at a time when
more and more private pensions are in serious trouble; why is it
that so little is being done to stimulate work opportunities for older
persons?

As the so- called demographic tidal wave enters old 'age, this
Nation cannot_ simply,wait for trends'to evolve. We cannot once
again be guiltsk4of a lack of planning and a fhilure to anticipate
problems. We must be ahead of the issue, and not behind the
problem.

Therefore, in an effort to shed light on this issue of growing
social and economic importance, the Senate Special Committee on

, Aging today begins,a series of hearings. on "Work After 65: Options
for the 80's."

Our witnesses this morning -bask all developed a measure of
expertise in the field of the older worker, and I have asked them to
testify before...the committee to help us define in more exact terms
the extent and nature of thii;problem.

Our next hearing in this series will be held on May 13, 100, at
which time weAvill hear frOm a panel of distinguished corporate
executives from private industry. This later panet will focus' on
how more can be done in the private sectdr to stimulate additional
employment opportunities for the older worker, and riow,Congress
can work in cooperation with private industry to encourage new
initiatives in this field.

I would also bring to your attention our committee's Bearing
entitled "Holy Old Is 'Old'?"- to be chaired by Senator John Glenn
on pril which will examine the physiological and mental
eff is of aging on one's ability to learn and work. The committee
wil be hearing from medical and scientific witnesses who will
disc ss the varied capabilities of older persons and the. techniques
being researched for testing their skills.

Our purpose this morning is to learn as much-as possible about
the problems facing older 'workers who. want to continue working.
More 'specifically, wa. are concerned about the future implications
of current trends and present policies.

It is my firm belief that new efforts to encourage greater oppor-
tunities for continued enwloyment for older 'workers will be both
human-effective and cost- effective.' Let us examine these two con-
cepts more closely.

What do I mewl by human effective? 'to provide better opportu-
nities for older workers both before and after age 65 allows people
to follow their own desires and preferences,--to use their Own skills,

6
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expeCice,. and learmng' in pursuit of their own financial and
psychological independence.

There is a great deal of clear evidence to- indica te that many
older citizens want to continue working. What I hear from my
constituents in Florida is accurately mirrored in the national scien-
tific 'public opinion surveys. Some prefer full-time work, while
others prefer part-time work to supplement pension benefitsand,
of course, some are perfectly happy with full retirement, which is
their rightbut the evidence of preference for expanded work
opportimities is strikingly clear.

The 1974 Harris poll commissioned by the N ational Council on
'the Aging asked a national sample of Aulericatis about the issue of
mandatory retitenient..

. Eighty-six percent agreed that nobody should be forced to retire
because of age if they wanted to work. There was no difference in
this position-between people under age 65 and those over age 65.

Fir years later, another Harris\ poll asked' the identical ques-
tions with similar results: 87 percent of both working and retired
persons interviewed agreed that mandatory retirement should be
abolish4d altogether. .

The 1978 national survey, however, provides more dethiled infor-
mation abort the desire of older persons to have` expanded work
opportunities, and something also about the frustration which they
feel in not being able to work.

current employees and current tirees were asked whdt they
w6uld prefer as their retirement-wo situation. About. 25 percent
of each grow said they would prefer me kind of part-time work
after retirement.

But in a followup question, while 25 percent of currently working
persons expected to find part-time work when they retired, only 8
percent of the already retired perions were in fact able to find
part-time employment.

itIt is sometimes argued that only the poor among the retired are
interested inworking past normal retirement age. Results from the
Harris survey show this to be a myth rather than a reality.

All retired persons were asked: "In retrospect, assuming .you
would have had an adequate amount of retirement income, what
would you have preferred to do when you reached retirement age?"
Forty-nine percent of the retirees said they would prefer to work.

Moreover, of retired persons questioned with incomes under
$7,000, 49 percent were either working at Ite time or would prefer
to work; for those with incomes over $15,060, 48 percent either
were working or would prefer= to mirk. In short, the desire and
preference for work is no different for the better off than for those
of low income.

Not only do many persons want to work longer, but considerable
savings can result from expanded employment life. j

The costs of providing adequate retirement income have already
hit home. Continued, concern over the financing of social security
and the threatened collapse of various pension funds are but two
outward and visible examples of the cost problem. To appreciate
fully the future cost impact of present policies and trends it is
enlightening to examine closely what the -current statistics tell us.



We are now all fairly aware that the United States, along with
other industrialized countries is an aging Nation. The 1980 census

twill count some 25 million persons, age 65 and oldermole,e,than 11
percent of our total population.

The latest and most accurate population 'projections from the
Census Bureau predict almost 32 million olden persons in the year
2000or 13 ,percent of the population. When the baby boom, the
demographic tidal wave, reaches the traditional retirement,age of
65 and becomes he senior boom, the impact will be dramatic. By
the year 2030, ,the United States will have twice as many older
personsin both numbers and percentagesas we have in 1980: 50
million older persons representing 22 percent of the population.

There is even some evidende to suggest that these estimates are
conservative. If continued advances in the control of illn'esses such
as heart disease, cancer, and stroke are made in the next few
years, several million additional older people 'will. be couhted in
these future years.

. The impact of the growing size of the aging° population upon
American society will be particularly devastating if the current low
rates. of older worker participation in -the labor force continue into
the future.

There are several notable indicators of the magnitude of early
retirement and the lack of older worker participation.

FOr example, in recent years the majority of new applicants for
social security retirement benefits have been 62 to 64 years old, not
65.yeard.old.

More generally, a recent Department of Labor manpower study
indicated that whereas in 1947, 48 percent of male workers age 65
and over were in the labor force, this percentage had declined to
only 22 percent by31974. Further, estimates made before the 1978
amendments predict that suet participation will drop to 19 percent
by 1990.

In summary, the recent and present patterns of labor force par-
ticipation- rates suggest declining employment of the older
workerand a greater vulnerability of- unemployment even for
those older persons, who desire work. In short, we have a paradox.
Older persons say they want to continue working longer, and yet
theyare retiring earlier.

The question of costs in many. ways is, in reality, a question of
the ability of a shrinking labor force to shoulder the financial cost
of a groiring older population: What better way is there to ease this
problem than by recognizing that millions of older persons prefer
to worksand then by providing job opportunities for them?

The generation which follows the baby boom is much smaller in
size than the baby boom itself. Indeed, some expert believe that
there may by labor shoitages as this smaller birth group replaces
the baby bothn over the next severafdecades.

In the "Long-Range Budget -Outlook," appearing in the Presi-
dent's fisca1,1981 budget, the Office of Management and Budget, in
fact, estimated that "during the 1990's, the rate of growth of the
labor-force is likely to be only about a third of the rate experienced
during the 1970's. '

What happens when a smaller Eutd smaller work force is respon=
Bible for providing. for a growing older population? What will the

8
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future dependency ratios be? What can we do, now, in 1980, in
advance of possible economic problems and dislocations, to antici-
pate this situation?

Demographers use a .measure called the dependency ratio to map
trends in the relative sizes. of groups of workers and retirees. Using
the traditional retirement age of 65, this ratio has been chajiging
significantly over past decades. In 1930, there were only 9 retire-
ment age persods for every 100 working age persons in the United
States. This had doubled by 1970, to 18 per 100. By the year 2000,
this ratio will be about 20 retirement age persons per 100 working .
age persons. -

In 2030, however, the experts see a dramatic jump to 32 per 100
as the baby boom becomes the senior boom.

Two main factors contribute to these rather striking trends. One
is the size of the older and younger age groups. The other is the

Age at which retirement actually takes placethat is, the age at
which people move from the worker side of the equation to the
retirementside.

We have little or no control over the population size, but we can \
influence the age of work and retirement.

The Office of Management and Budget haii prepared a very
interesting chart which I will insert into the record following my
remarks. In short, this chart show's that ,the older the retirement

cage, the lower the dependency ratio. In fact, if the average retiree.
ment age is raised to" age the dependency ratio will stay ton-.
start for the next 70 years. however, if the average retirement age
remains at the present level of 62, the dependency -ratio Could
double between now and the year2030.

Now I am not a statistician and I note this chart only as an
-.illustration° of a more fundamental ,fact, something which is direct- ,
ly relevant to 1980, and the .next few years. No one is suggesting
that people be forced to wor11 until age 70 or age 68, or Whatever. A

What ;we are saying is that expanding job opportunities for older
works is cost effective fOr our country." For those people who
Want to continue to work, we must start now -to investigate new
opportunitits, 'develop new practices, and to °expand existing
succeasful'optIons.for the older, worker.

[The chart referred to follows]:

64-568 0 - 80 - 2 9
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Senator CHILES. Senator Domenici.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR PETE V. DOMENICI
Senator DOMENICI. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to hate the

Opportunity today to make a few brief remarks as we open thefirst
of a two-part hearing on "Work After 65: Options, for the 80's."

The major problem affecting older peooni today is an economic
oneinflation poses the greatest threat tAksthe economic security of
all older Americans. It was this concern which prompted me to
come to you, Mr. .Chairman, in January of last yeaf and sugge
that this committee give special attention to a broad range of
economic,,budgft:ry, and policy issues affecting the financial secu-
rity of older persons. The result was an extensive work done for us
by the Urban Institute which identifies and analyzes the major
polio issues relating to'employment, retirement income, pensions,
and income maintenance. This codikehensivq, study will guide us
as we begin today. with this hearing to deliberate these complex
and challenging matters.

One way we can help our- older citizens to cope with inflation,
and combat that inflation by increasing prOductivity at the same
timeis to allow older workers to remain in the work force for as
long as they are willing and able. idy personal opinion is that an
individual should be permitted to work as long as he orshe desires
and js capable of doing so. I am very pleased that the rights of '
alder workers to remain productive in the work force for- longer
periods of time are nov7being recognized.

In looking toward the future we need to realize that older people
constitute a valuable employment resource that we cannot afford '

2040 2050
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to push aside. Today's" generation of older, persons fought in our
wars, worked in our factories, and on bur, farms, and were, through
their diligence, responsible for.the prosperity we all enjoy today. If .
we, as Ginernment policymakers, meet our obligation to accommo-
date the employment desires and needs of these .older workers,
they can help all of us to build a still stronger, more prosperous,
and more economically viable county in the future.

Senator -Onus. Thank you. We are delighted -toclaST:te have a .
panel which I think is most qualified to speak to this subject. On
our panel we have Dr. Harold L. Sheppard, Counselor to the 'Presi-
dent on Aging, and director, Center on Work and Aging, American
Institutes for Research; Dr. K. Warner Schaie, director, Gerontol-
ogy Research Institute,.-Andrus Gerontology Center, University of
Southern California; Michael D. Batten,, consultant; Center for
Studies in Social Policy, University of Southern California; Jerome
M. Rosow, president, Work in America Institute, Inc.; Karl Kunze,
chairintin,IsiXtional Institute on Age, Work, and Retirement, Na-
tionalT.oimcil on Aging; and Dr. Thomas C. Woodruff, Executive
Director, President's Commission on Pension Policy. ,

Senator Pryor is also with us this morning. .
Senator Pryor, do you haveany comment?
Senator PRYOR. I think the hearing is most timely. I agree with

what you have said and certainly thank you for, calling this hear-

L

. iRg *'
,.. I do have a statement, Mt. Chairman, I would like to submit for

. the record. -
Senator CHILES. All right. Your statement will be made part of

the record at this point.
[Therstatement of Senator Pryor follows:]

STATEMENT BY 'SENATOR DAVID PRY04

Mr. Marmon, I feel it is most appropriate to .begin by commending you this
morning for chairing,the first in the series of hearings on 'Work after 65: Options
for the 80's." We are grateful to you for your leadership in an area that is most
relevant and pertinent.to our current economic and social times.

As we begin a new decade, it is important to start taking seriously, the fact that
the baby boom generation of poet -World H will create a senior boom by the year.
2OQO, with effects far greater, I am afraid, than current predictions estimate.

e im of inflation on retirement income, the questions on the soundness of
the security system, the reports on the trouble of private pensions, and the
fact that many elderly want to continue to be active, all\need to be taken into
consideration in the reevaluation of the working world.

With the elimination of mandatory retirement for Federal employees, raising the
age from 65 to 70 for private industry, and the fact that the trend to retire early is
slowing down, the fact remains that large numbers of elderly are still retiring early.
We need to examine how we can stimulate and encourage the elderly to continue on
as workers. The elderly are a valuable resource and one that needs to be fully
utilized and we can only benefit from their continued, contributions to the working
world.

Mr. Chairman, Fm,afraid a big 'part of the problem lies in the way many of us
perceive the subject of age. Many times we fee), ,once a person hits that age of 65,
the individual goes through some metamorphosis and emerges as a different person.
Therefore, in many instances it ,js decided that this in cannot or. should not

recontinue to work. They then tire, and as ample clinical /evidence shoyis, physical
and emotional problems can result due to the denial of employment opportunities.

The attitudes of us all must be alteredwe must help put an end to the sterotyp-
ing of the elderly. We must help to prove that the myths of poor health, loss of
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energy, higher accident rates, lower productivity, and other such mistaken idetis do
not necessarily pertain to the majority oolder Americans.

Mr Chairman, I think it is time to heed the warning that retirement and old age
in the fpture will not be the, same as it is today. It will be our responsibility to help
decide just what role Government should take. I am anxiqus to hear from our
witnesses today and hope that our efforts here and on May 13 will result in a better
understanding of what our options are and what plan of action we must take to
encourage the elderly) to continue to work after 65 and remain km active part of our
society.

Senator CHILES. Please proceed, Dr. Sheppard.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD. L SHEPPARD, PH. WASHINGTON,
D.C., COUNSELOR TO THE PRESIDENT ON AGING, AND DIREP"
TOR, CENTER ON WORK AND AGING, AMERICAN INSTITUTES
FOR RES4ARCH

4 'Dr. SHEPPARD. Thank you.
I have seven quadrupled pages of my statement and about 10,000

marginal notes which will take up another 37 minutes. I will do
my best.

I want to apologize first of all for not having a prepared state-
ment in advance for the staff and for the members of the commit-
tee but as you have said, I am in the Middle of_ switching jobs
which is an imposing task. Trying to get out from under one and
into, another was more than I expected and I should haye expected
it.

I also want to say \something about the importance this coin-'
mittee, having once been a member 19 years ago of the staff as its
first research director, and then the staff director, from 1959' to
1961. I think its role in the Senate is one of the most important
because it straddles all of the other legislative committees.

I am very happy to be at a hearing where, if My statistical
memory is correct, we have Senators from the two States which
have, Lthink, the highest percentage of aged in,their populations. I
don't think I have been at a. hearing .Where both Florida and
Arkansas'were represented before.

I,would like to start out my brief statement by describing what is
in my view Wsort of schizophrenic quality.in our country's policies,
values, and programs regarding the issue of work and. retirement. '
Let me 'quickly insert the thought that schizQphrehia is not a
monopoly of tho United States. I see fhe same thing in the five
Etiropean countries inclutled,an a project I have been directing, on,
the future of retirement age policy, with support from ,the Adfininis-\

' traiion on Aging and the German Marbhall Fund ofthE United
States.

The policy schizophrenia lies in the duaphenanienon of.one, a
,

polictand progrant paition Eitatinekiat older ytorkers have a right
to!employment as long* they are willing and ablelo continue. to

-work, reflected in part byy a limited.emplornenf program for low-
inCome Older workers; by the passage of the Age Discrimination in
EmpIoynient Act amendments; by a low level of private sector
intere0 possibly but '.ndt definitery growingand J expect Mr.

/R0i3OW will comment on that and correctine; I hope-1,an igterestin
retaining or hiriirg elderly men and women; in Contrast to, to
coffiplete thii schizophrenic couplet, and two, a more persuasive
policy and pattern of behavior that encomrages or forces directly Or
indii.ectly early retirement; pnd a deeply held belief system that
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states that so-called older workers. should retireand the earlier
the better In, order to solve the problems of employment and
promotion ambitions of so-called younger workers.,,

This belief system i.further reinforce 1 by notions that anything
that enhances the employment security of older workers is ipso
facto a detriment to the employment 1 chances and 4ecurity of
women and minority groups. -t

My comments on this situation will be brief and succinct.
One7There is no clear-cut evidence thip a forced draft policy of

early 'retirealent is a neat solution of other groups' job problems. I r
recommend' to you the .report by the Urban Institute, put out by

. the administration on that ipsue. I' alio remind you that the more'
people we put out to pasture with loweiAincomes, the more we
reduce the level of decent purchasing power, for the aggregate
economy.

Two: 1 really don't understand the argument abOut injury to.
women andiminoritiv. It's a little bit like saying, "If it's hot, in the,
summertime, it :must be cold in the cities." In other words, are
there not older persons &hong females? I am asking an obvious
question. Are there not older :persons among blacks and Spanish:
speaking men and women? You kno* what the answer is.

The further irony in all this lies in the fact that over the next 10 4- -

1 years, the fastest growing age segment protected by the Age Dis-
crimination in Employment Actpeople 40 through 69will be
nonwhites. By 1990, nonwhites 40 to 69 years old will have in-
.creased by over 26 percent, in contrast to less than 13 percent in
the case of whites in the same age group. Does it make sense for
anyone truly, to believe that this act has a built-in bias against
nonwhites, given these demographic realities?

I should also add that the 'teenage nonwhite ,populationduring-
. the same decadewill actually decline by over 2 percent. The

teenage white population decline will'he much more dramatic, 22
percent.

But given these kinds of 'unchangeable facts, sophisticated labor
marketoanalysts and personnel directors know that early retire-
w& incentives can only lead to `personnel shortages. You calif

'grow more teenagers between now and 1990. It's too late, unless
. you know of something going on in the backrooms in the laborato-

ries ,that they have not told us about. And you don't make over-
night more skilledled and semiskilled, highly productive workers that
will in all probability be needed in our private and public sectors to
maintain the economic base.neceasary for what we call the Ameri-
can lifestyle, highly pro4ctive workers who will be in short supply,
if we continueour currenretirement age policy.

It is possible to have a shortage in the labor market and still
have disczimination. There is a lag ,phenomenon involved in the.
ethergence of the shortage and the shift to popitive employment,
policies. This- is all on the macroeconomic level of analysis. I am
not going to delve here, because of time, into the personal and
individual reasons for workers wanting to or needing to continue in
the productive lifestream of our society and economy. I would like,
however, Mr. Chairman, to ask permission to submit a report that
we did at the Arderican Institu4tfor Research for the General

.
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Electric Foundation on the characteristics of people who` would
postpone retirement after the age of 65. .

Senator CHILES. We will be delighted to receive the report.'
Dr. SHEPPARD. Thank you. Neither do I need to spell out to. thill

committee the benefits to .our social security system that derive
from putting a brake on the growing number of men, and women
otherwise eligible for retired worker benefits. The same principle
applies to the retirement income systems of Federal, .Stoic, and
local governments, and it is equally applicable to our private pen-
sion systems.

I will leave to Dr. Woodruff of the President's Commission on
Pension Policy the business of commenting on the issues surround- ,

ing-the world of private pensions. But I feel impelled at least to say
the following,'and it-is something with which I shall be concerned
in my new position as Counselor to President Carter on Aging at
the White House. . .

I firmly belteVe that this country has been subjected to an over-
preoccupation with the real and imaginedand contrived prob -.
lems of our firmly established`social security institutioRsand that
this preoccupationnds to blunt the level of concern and attention
that should he peU to the privati pension dimensions °tour retire-
ment income systems in America.

All of the components of that system, including social security,
must face up to the 'issue of the future of retirement age policy, as
long as certain demographic, biomedical, and economic factors and
trends continue to characterize the current and near future dec-
ades. Fn this connection, it-is important to remind ourselves that
the working age issue is not some idiosyncratic phenomenon
unique to our country. In one way or another; all industrialized

4 societies, especially in the West ,but not_simply in the' West, are
undergoing reexamination of their retirement trends in the light of
demographic, biomedical, and economic developments.

We shotild be proud of our social legislation in such fields as age
discrimination, and in this respect we plight be quite unique judg-
ing from the reactions I have garnerAfrom other countries. NO
other country to my knovAledge4.has passed a law concerning age
discrimination.

We should be proud of the fact that we have gone a long way
toward reducing poverty among our elderly parents and relatives,
but we must not use that fact, as an argument, now emerging in
some circles in this country, that the ag6d of this country are
better off than they deserve to be, and that we need tb put a atop-,
to, and even go backwards in, our developing system of providing a
decent retirement life especially to the very old, those really not

, eligible for continued paid employment in our society.
I don't need to tell you the details, of this very old elderly'

# population explosion. Over the next 20, years, for example, the 80-
plus population will increase by over 55 percent. This is the
graying of America. The 65-plus population as a whole is only
going to go up by 10 percent.

Finally, throwing out another statistic, the group we a're most
concerned with in this hearing, the 65 to 69 group, it is on1' going
to go up by less than 6 percent. So when I hear all the talk.and the

'See appendix, item 1, page 61.
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fuss and bother about the horrible consequences,of passing the new '
Age Discrimination in Employment Act, and then look at how
many more people there will be in the 65 to 69 age group, I have to
say that the opponents to this legislation, the people dragging their
feet on compliance, don't know what they are talking 'about. The
numbers involved are too trivial.

We have an ethical commitment to the goal and the valUe of
achieving and maintaining a decent way of life for the very old and
that means also that we have to make every effort to keep the
young-91d in the labor force as one more source of support neces-
sary to make that commitment a real and manageable one.

I will end there, Senator, but I 41ave a 1o1 of other, comments at
t o the specific steps that might be considered and I hope that that
can come up in the panel discussion.

7 . Senator Cimm. All right, sir.
Dr, Schaie. -

STATEMENT- OF K. WARNER SCHAIE, .PH. D., LOS ANGELES,
CALIF., DIRECTOR, 9 GERONTOLOGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE,
ANDRUS GERONTOLOGY 'CENTER, UNIVERSITYIQF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

Dr., SCHAIE. Previous hearings of this. committee' have ))rought
out in detail the demographic changes in our population and the
potential implications of changes in mandatory retirement prac-
tices. These matters, I am certain, will also be covered by other
panel members. I would therefore like to be rather narrowly fo-
cused in my comments.

First, I propose to discuss some of the prevalent-myths and
stereotypes that seem to affect public opinion and policy regarding
the desirability and feasibility of continuing full or partial employ-
ment past the age of 65. Emphasis will be given to the question
whether the older worker is at a disadvantage because of a system-
atic age-related decline in the compethncists required 'to perform his
br her job, or whether the older worker compares unfavorably with
younger peers because of inadequate training or obsolescence.

Data from a 21-year longitudinal study will be presented which
relates to this question, and their implication with respect'to the
need of individual appriaisal of work capability and for the need of
educational intervention to overcome obsolescence caused by gener-
ational differences in training and career opportunities will be
considered. Finally, some realities of the older worker will be ex-
amined with regard to iinplicatigips' for necessary changes in work .

schedules and 'environments mandated by an/ older work force.
When only, a few people attained an old age they were respected

and honored for the mere fact of their rarity. When societal change .

was slow, the old provided continuity across the generations and
their experience was valued because they. could tell- the. young what
their life as adults would be like. Since the attainment of old age
has become a common -expectancy for most, and since societal
change nowadays occurs at a tremendous rate, we tend to focus not
on the wisdom of the old but on their frailty their obsolescence,
and the,..hurden which they may impose, on the rest of us. ThuS,
while tfeliefs aikult some societal groups tend to be idealized, those
about the aged generally' end to be more negative than the 'facts
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would back up. Of course, the longer we Jive, the greater is the
possibility of accidents, disabling disease and other personal cotes-
trophies. But such possibilities need not be and are not realities for t
most of our elderly citizens.

Of the many myths abounding about the older worker, I w ill
here discuss five of the most important ones: Poor health,- higher
accident rates, lowered productivity, reduction in learning ability,
and lowered value of retraining.

There is no gainsaying that old age increases the probability of
disease and that people over 65 are sick more often, require longer
hospitalizations, and are restricted' in their activities more often
than the young. But disproportionately a large number of the sick N.
elderly are those above 80 years, and not the young-old, those in
their sixties and early seventies. Illnesses' of the elderly are more
frequently of a chronic nature; they require extended treatment
and often become more like conditions of life than acute illnesses.
Many older people learn to cope very well with the limitations
imposed by chronic illness. Given such adaptations, it is interesting
to note that more than 80 percent of the elderly are able to conduct
their lives with few restrictions upon their activities which would
be caused by the state of their health. There is evidence, moreover,
that successive generations will enter old age in better physical
condition. For example, the conquest of infectious' diseages will
cause present young adults to reach old age in much better shape
than is true of today's elderly. We can thus predict that in the near
future, disease will cease to be a major factor in reducing the work
capabilities of older individuals prior to the eighties.

Some physical changes, however, are of importance. For exam-
ple; reaction tine slows with age, fatigue sets in sooner, vision and
hearing become less effective, and muscle strength is reduced. Cor-

Jective measures of an individual kind, and more careful structur-
ing of the work environment and work schedules, however, can
largely compeniate for most individuals. Large individual differ-
ences and widely differing job demands suggest that these physical
changes will be trivial for most workers in most jobs, but may be of
substantial importance in some jobs, and indeed prohibit employ-
ment in othersfor example, aircraft controllers. These individual
factors are unlikely to interfere seriously prior to the late sixties,
but become increasingly important as the midseventies are
reached.
°Emit era have argued that hiring and retraining older workers

may an excessive risk because of the increased number and
severity of accidents. The evidence suggests that there is hardly an
increase in accidents with age, what changes may be the types of
accideriti. For example, Sheppard, 1978, reports that older workers
are more likely to be involved in falls, but less likely-to be injured
in misusing machinery. Birren, 1964, earlier concluded that older
persons have fewer accidents which could be, avoided by judgment
based on e*perience, but more accidents dde to failure to take
quick evasive action.1 Thus, while in general, older workers tend to
.have fewer accidents than the yourig, there may be some industrial

' Harold L Sheppard, "The Search and Development strategy on Employment Related Prob-
lem of Older Workers." Washington: American Institutes for Bo- earch, 1918; James E. Birren,
"The Psychology of Aging.' Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1964.
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situations in which they present either a greater hatard,_..or no
hazard at all, dependirig upon the-specific work environment.

It has been argued that older- workers show decreased productiv-
ity because khey are slower, are absent more frequently and be-
cause their kflalty to their employers' goals haf.1 decreased. Employ-
ers might therefore, be better off, to retire their older workers and
replace them with younger and presumed to be more eager, and
committed employees. Many 'studies bf this problem suggest that
there-are wide individual differentes in productivity, but these are
not systematically related to chronological age. Where modest rela-
tionships have been found, they are typically in favor of the older,
more experienced group. Studies by such diyerse groups as the
New York State employee system, a, department store, and a print,
ing firm suggest that attendance is better older workers and
output does not change substantially, particularly if pace of produc-
tion can be controlled by the older worker: In other meords, even

'the slowing accompanying increased age ill 'often more than offset
by workers improved skill, knowledge, and dependability.

Increased age is often thought to lead to greater rigidity of
established behaviors and consequently the inability to learn new

. skills which may be essential for maintaining one's viability as a
productive worker. Learning ability has most often been measured
by assessing performance on intelligence or ability tests. Early
cross-sectional studies comparing people of different ages suggested
that intelligence peaks in young adulthood and declines thereafter.
Such studies are misleading, however, because the older compari-
son groups typically had less schooling than did the yqungeieBe-
cause of the generational differences in educational preparation,
older persons often compare unfavorably with their/younger peers.
But this difference is likely to bedue to obsol_nce rather than
senile decline. When the same persons are Mowed over time, it is
found that many abilities increase into midlife and show no decline
until the late sixties. Moreover, the pattern of change is not identi-
cal for all abilities.

In our own research, we have followed successive groups of
ple for as long as 21 years. From these longitudinal studies it
been possible to prepare estimates of performance of people at

successive ages as a proportion of what they would have produced
at age 25. Table I shows these performance changes for five differ-
ent ability measures. Although age decrements occur reliably by
age 60 fonsome measurpsthose involving speedy responsethese
drops are, quite minor tkitil thee seventies are reached. In fact, the
average performance, even by age 81, does not-drop below the 25th
percentile off the 25-year-olds, except for the measures involving
quick responsevocabulary recall and speed of addition.

TABLE (-4ROPORT1ON OF PERFORMANCE AT BASE AGE 25 FJO SUCCESSIVE AGE GROUPS

tM 25.100), -e..

Ptte San* size leestil
oriontlthai vccabulay

---
index of

educatdly

32

39- ................ - -,

46
, .

- 53

(109)

(184)

(255)

(261)

105

,109

111

112

106

105

108'

108

102

104

104

104

107

104

103

'101

102

102

104

99

104

107

108

108

64-568 0 - 80 - 3 l
1
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TABLE 1.PROPORTION OF PERFORMANCE AT BASE AGE 25 FOR SUCCESSIVE AGE GROUPS

Continued

(Age 25.100)

ASA Sam* size R=
coereibm

Rule

iderefica-
t

Sneed el
adCeb:e

Recall

lecabulary
Index el

edateity

60' (275) 111 106 104 99 / 95, 107

111 .

74

. . .. . (231)
(181)

105

96

99

89

97

87

87

75

91

84

101

92

81 . .. . .. (88) 85 79 80 56 74 83

,Lower 25 percentile at age 25 85 72 83 74 84 86

J

It may be concluded then, that for many jobs, and most workers,
capabilities and learning ability remains sufficiently high until the
eighties are reached.. Because of the many different combinations

\ of job demands and individual ability patterns, much research
remains to be .done to deteimine the best matches between such
individual patterns, jobs, and working conditions.

We have just suggested that the old myth that "old dogs cannot
learn new tricks" simply is not true for most of us until the ery
end of life: Nevertheless, employers frequently feel that reso ces
employed for on-the-job training or career development should be
reserved for their younger workers. And further, when specific
work roles change, it is thought to be more economical to hire a
new set 9f younger workers instead of retraining the existing work
force. True enough, older workers take somewhat *More tune to
learn new skills, but when retrained they are likely to stay on the
job longer, have better attendance records, and are more reliable.

From our studies of age changes in intelligence we can also
address the issue of comparative educability at various ages; that
is, the relative likelihood of benefiting from formal instructional
programs. Referring to the last column of table I, it will be noted
thdt likelihood to benefit from education is as high at age 67 as it
was at 25.

Just as we would not expect educational technologies developed
for kindergarten children to work with college students, we know
that the older person requires different .learning approaches than
does the,young adult. There is now a,oubstantial body of research
to give its clues on how the older and younger adult differ in
effective learning appPpaches: For example,.we know that in teach-
ing older learners we must build on past, exptrience, must, assist
the learner in developing memory strategies, give positive fe414-
back, encourage active participation, allow self-pacing, and abee
all- provide. a supportive environment. Unfortunately, however]
these principles have not yet been applied consistently in most
training situations.

A matter of. great relevance to these issues which is often over-
looked, is the rapid pace of favorable changes which have occurred
in our society over the past half century, For the 'old, however,
these changes mean an increasing degree of cultural and technical.
obsolescence. Consider the fact that the basic education of today's
retiree was typically at the eighth grade level, anrunting to an
average of 5 years less than that of current entrants into the- work,

18
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force. This eduction occurred when many of the basic issues and
facts in today's' world of work had not even been.. thought of.

Just as we can use long-term .studies of human abilities to gain
evidence change in performance with age, so we can use these data
to estimate differences between successive generations in ability
levels at ygung adulthood. Table II provides information on this
issue of gekerational differences for the same skills for which we
gave age data above. Here we compare the performance level of
successive population cohortswith birth years from 1896 to
1945with a young adult cohort born in 1952. Note that these
changes are complex. For example, there are few generational
differences on skills such as addition or recalling words, but sub-
stantial differences favoring the more recent generations on skills
such as spatial orientation and the identification of rules, skills
which are exceedingly important in today's technological society.

TABLE II. GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES EXPRESSED AS PROPORTIONATE PERFORMANCE OF OLDER

COHORTS AS COMPARED TO A COHORT BORN IN 1952

(Cotort1952.100)

cabs tot Yes San* size = Spam
wadable

.,,Fitt"I'r Speed ci
eiStan

Real
mutely,

Index of
edixiblity

1945 .............................
1938 ................... . _............
1931

1924

1917

1910 .... ......... .

1903 .... ..... _.
1896_ .
Lower 25 percent* fa 1952 o:bort ....... ..................

(133)

(238)

(351)

(384)

(387)
(361)

.(353)
(p5)

96

92

91

94

90
88

85

79

83

110

112

100

102

97

96

89

84

71

102

100

91

90

82

'80

73

67

80

108

113

112

122

120

122

115

107

74

96

89

90

98

10

12
M5

105

83

98

Sa

94

93

88

86

80

74

84

4.2,

Note thEit the data on generational differences do not Imply that
the older people hay' e lost skills, but- rather that they are at a
disadvantage m not having reached a level sufficiently high for ....

today's needs in the first places Note further that the educability ,

index for the older cohorts is sufficiently high to suggest that -,

- educational intervention is warranted to overcome this gap.
' Changes in mandatory retirement laws and the general upward
shift of the age pyramid will lead to an increase in the average age
of the work force as well as to a marked increase of workers at the
older end of the age scale. How then must we react to this inevita-
ble development? First, we must pay greater attention tooptim'al
work environments. The young organism has much greater lati-
tude to function under unfavorable circumstances. than does the
old. CO4sequently occupational safety considerations need to be \
expanded t.ck take account of the somewhat lessened visual and
auditory capabilities of older workers, ti) mandate suitable environ-
mental compensation. ,Some paradoxes may be produced thereby.
For example, energy siktng temperatur'e controls in public build-
ings may be energy expensive because they may reduce productiv-
ity in older workers by placing undue stress on the lessened adap-
tive capability of the older persons to sudden changes in tempera-
ture. .

a
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Second, if we expect to extend the worklife of many individuals,
More attention must be paid to the matter of obsolescence. It is
essential to spread our investment in education more evenly overJ the lifespan. 'In times of fiscal constraints, adult education and
career retraining tend to get short shrift. This, of course, is eco-
nomic myopia. The new Department of Education should be strong-
ly urged to investigate the deployment of educational resources
such, that the reality of lengtheiied life and. work in a rapidly
ch4nging society can be dealt with more rationally. While it may
not be realistic to move a year of compulsory education from the
teens to the sixties, public educafioiti must accept the fact that
opportunities for the older learners are not frosting on the cake
but essential, contributions to insuring continuing productivity for
our Nation.

Third, as has already been brought out in previous hearings of
this ,committee, considerable attention by private and public em-
ployers must be given to flexible modes of work and retiree en
has been stressed earlier, the physical and psychological changes
occurnng with advancing age do not lea. Tor most, to dramatic
drops in ability to function and be or... et' g. But they do lead to

"'progressive lowering of energy levels nd capability to cope with
stressful situations for extended of time as was possible at
earlier life stages Adaptations in wo 1 schedules which .nrmit
gradual ftduction of workload and time but which assure mainte-
nance of part-time employment to advanced age are likely to con-
serve substantial talent under optimal conditions.

Incidentally, if we manage to develop traditions of part-time and
shared jobs to deal with the problem of the older worker, we may
also be creating models which will be equally applicable for the
needs 'of-women- with young children, and thus solve some of the
problems which seem th assault the stability of the modern family.

Finally,. I would like to stress the need for greater support of
research and demonstration activities which will expand our
knowledge base to find the best match between individual needs.
and opportunities and the necessities of our economic systeM. A
large investment has been made, for example, in developing suit-
able assessment methods for educational and vocational placement
of children and young adults. Unfortunately these methods lack s'N

validity for our 'needs with older workers. Yet, haiing abandoned
chronological age as a criterion for ending a person's worklife,
other objective criteria must be substituted, and fair methods for
their implementation must be developed, to protect the older
worker, and to insure that our economy continues to function
effectively. Similarly, much increased efforts are needed to develop
the most effective methods for retraining older workers and for
developing methods and programs to maintain optimal motivation
and performance, throughout the worklife.

Thank you.
Senator CHILES. I would like to call to your attentions another

hearing of our committee which is going to be held on April 30 in
this same room. That hearing is going to be entitled "How Old Is
Old?" and cover the effects of aging in learning and working. The
hearing will be chaired by Senator Glenn and- we will receive
testimony' from several societies, including Dr. Schaie. Primarily

4
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this hearing will compare the health and mental capabilities of
today's older persons to those of years ago, so I will be glad to have
you back again with us then, Dr. Schaie.

Senator HEINZ. Would you yield to me for not more than 60
' seconds?

Senator CHILES. Certainly. .

STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for hold-

ing this hearing at this time on the' questions of employment and
our senior citizens, the queStions of retirement,, the questions of ,how we can best move forward with the first step we took in the
1978 Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments. I think
these are absolutely essential issues for us to come to grips with .It is to.he exceedingly difficult to\ define what other criteria
.we ought to establish if we are able to lift, as I 'sincerely hope we
'can, the age 70 mandatory retirement age. I believe that that agelimit of 70 is prima facie discrirhinationa tragic prejudice against
senior citizens. That is why, Mr. Chairman, I think what you are
doing is so very important. I commend -you. . ,Senator CHILES. We are delighted to have yout participation.

Senator HEINZ. I ask that the full text of my prepared statement
be included in the record.

Senator CHILES. Your statement in full will be included in the

L
record.

[The prepared statement of Senator" Hejnz follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN HEINZ

Mr. Chairman, I welcome the 'opportunity that this hearing presents to explore
some of the creative optionq for persons over the age of 65 to remain productive,
contributing members of society. Although many.people look forward to retirement
from work, significant numbers of older persons Wish to tontinte employment
'beyond the official retirement age. As our exploration of this matter commences,
would like to state the basic principles which will guide me in my consideration ofthe comments and testimony presented:

Compulsory retirement on the mere baiis of chronological age is, quitesimply, discriminatory.
Our older, Americans must be afforded ad equitable array of employment

opportunities frdni which to choose.

I

4_

e must not arbitrarily or capriciously sepatati our seni6i7irahrfronr-the---
, work force and a steady paycheck; and'

.We, as,a society, cannot afford not to tap the valuable resources that out
older population offers.

Mr: Chairman, I would-like to briefly elaborate op my concerns about each ofthese Foints.
I be ieve that no one should be forced to retire simply be'cause okheir chronologi-cal age. Many older Americans desire to continue employmen , for a variety of

reasons. Some wish to work simply because they need` additiontal-income; -othershave never Warned io make constructive utle of-leisure time; still others are ener-gized by the social interactions and challenges accompanying work. The Age Discrimination in Employment Act, extending theordatory retirement' tigetto 70 for'
most workers (and eliminating it entirely for th in the Federalervicb) is a greatstep toward permitting senior -citizens to continue working. It is a victory againstageism in the struggle for economic equality for older people.jiatfact, I would like to
see the upper age, limit removed and other methods develop-ea for measuring thefunctional capacity pf workers for continued employment.

In a study of the effects of mandatory retirement, the American Medical
atibn reported that: "Compulsory retirement robs those affected of the will
full, well-rounded lives, deprives them of the opportunities for 'bompelling ph
and mentEdactivity, and encourages atrophy and decay Compulsory retireon the basis of age will impair the health of many individuals whose jobs rep

ssoci- _

ical
nt
t
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e major source of status, creative satisfaction, socialization, or self-respect There is
ample evidence that physical and emotional problems can be precipitated or exacer-
bated by denial o1 employment opportunities. Few, physicians deny that a, direct
relationship exists between enforced idleness and pooehealth:"

The enforced mfivment age is, however, not the only factor inhibiting the em-
ployment of tholisaa&. 9f potentially papductive workers. An adequate supply of
appropriate job opportufiities for these people, constraints in employee retirement
and benefit systems and disincentives in -the .social security system all affect the
decision to retire. . ,

I have long been an. advocate of providing the maxi um number of 'options for
full- and part-time employment, shared jobs, retraining, and careers, and even Z.

third and fourth careers for those- desiring them. .
Another factor which must be considered is the grea2cha lenge of providing ....

economic security to our older population in view of both the ch ng age distribu-
tion of the work force and the projected increase in the number f older ,Americans.
Due to continuing trends toward early retfrement, combined. with increased life
expectancy, many people are spending more and more years in the' statilighat we
currently define as retirement. For example, a person retiring at 55 year 6.c. age
today may live a other 20 to 25 'years. ,

Ment, and in the face of increasing inflation, will they be able to afford it? Further:, '

The questions which we must address today are whether out better "educated,
more healthy, m re mobile citizens will welcome this extended petiod of unemploy-

.more, can we afford, as a society, to let this vast resource of skills, talent, and
abilities be underutilized by involuntary exclusion from productivity? . v

Increasing numbers of older people without adequate incomes put It strain on our
retirement systems and other public benefit 'progiams. Instead of pushing people
into earlier and earlier retirement, we must examine incentives to help them to
remain in the work force. I hope that we will Year more today, and as.we pursqe
this series of hearings, about how we can provide these options. I.

Senator CHILES. Mr: Batten. <

STATEMENT OF -MICHAEL D. BATTEN, FAIRFAX, VA., CONSULT- ',44
ANT, CENTER FOR STUDIES IN SOCIAL POLICY, UNIVERSITY ,,..., t
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA >.

Mr. BATTEN. Mr. Chairman ,and. distinguished members of the t
committee, it is a pleasure to be here today to testify and discuss
this irbportant matter of age, work, and alleged retirement norms. --'''
My, statement has been given to the committee and I would like to
summarize. .,

Senator CHILES. Your state ent in full will Be made part of the-
record.' We will appreciate you ufnmarizing your statement -

4,..Mr. BATTEN. Thank you very h. :

I think what you have heard of about in these hearings and- ,
will continue to hear about are e changing age profiles in our - I
populationtin the labor force And w down the line Eomgwhere we
*ill' really have to deal with this. employment issue because so _ i
many people wil,1 be living in =full- retirement status. You have ,

. .
,heard. of limited/pension and social security systems that are going
to face us down the line. You have just heard Dr. Schaie testify , ' -,

that older people are capable of working beyond the normal-retire- .;"1

ment age. You also will -hear about companies that Are adapting
policies to accommodate the abilities of older workers.

What you have not heard about is the day-to-day .problems of age
discrimination, in erQployment. This is a very serious obstacle in
the way",of older workers and what Congress has given to the older
individuals in terms of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
is .a flawed instrument. I don't mean to criticize Congress' because,. , _I'
this is at least a first step.

See page 21.
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What we seem to.be facing here is the development of a new civil
rights movement. Back in 1964, Congress. passed the Civil Rights
Act and title VII of that act protected the employment rights of
blapks, women, and other minorities, and employers could not use
these surrogates to exclude them in any of the privileges, Condi-
tions, and terms-of employment. However, age was not protected at
that time and instead'Congress recommended that a report be
prepared and submitted to the Congress as to the existence and
prevalence oftikre discrimination. This report compiled by the Sec-
retary of Labor eas indeed submitted to Congress in 1965 and it is
one of the most extensive reports documenting the systemic fact of
age discrimination in our employer community ever developed and
it is too bad we' have not had more of them, quite frankly. The
report's findings underscored facts that we already-know, that the
older an unemployed individual is, the longer it is going to take
that individual to reenter the labor force.

. In "surveying employers involved in this study they blatAt. tly
admitted that they put age stipulations on job orders an.they
didn't want applicants over the age of 45. They could easily do that
because there was no lays to prevent the practice except a few
State statutes. Congress then legislated the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act in 1967. In essence the law prohibited age dis
crimination in hiring, promotion, and job transfer, d all the
terms, conditions, and privileges of` employment. Bt then a
number of exceptions developed.

First of all there was a limit from age 40 to age 65 and maybe
that was what the.Nation was able to accept that we would prohib-
it some discrimination and discriminate, if you will.

Section 4(0(1) which allows an employer to refuse to hire and
sAllows an emple7 to terminate an individual if age constitutes

hathat is called a na fide occupational qualificationBFOQthat
is, if an individual is judged by an employer because of age to be
incapable of meeting certain job demands. Therefore, they -don't
have to be hired or. if an incumbpnt can't hack it any more and in
a strenuously demanding job, then the individual can be terminat-
ed or forced ints,retirement.

Congress gave the employer community a two-edged sword to
discriminate. What I think happened, as we look at the history of
the litigation, was a .self-ftifilling expectationthat judgments
were made in certain occupations such as police, firemen,2epilots,
for example, or any job that allegedly had physical demfihds that
age became an iutomatic surrogate for excluding the individual.
411 the litigation in this area has been detrimental, for the most
art, to older workers.
The first case was the infamous Greyhound Bus case. Greyhound

had, and still has, the policy of not hiring workers over 35. The
case was litigated against ckeyhound and Greyhound won in the
courts. The issue was not resolved on the ability of an individual
aged 35, 45, 55, or 60. Greyhound admitted that the older .bus-
drivers had the better safety records. When an accident occurred
on.the highway the older busdriver could get out and calm things
down; he had learned by experience. But no individual over 35 Vas
hired,, not to speak of 40, Or no one would retain an individual
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beyond age 65 because it was assuntal-thaLthe individual would .
not be able to perform that job. -..

The same thing holds true for, the pilot. I hear people complain
that we better not let any pilot fly who is over 60. Would you
.permit a pilot to fly if he were 80? My answer is I don't know
abotit an 80-year-old but maybe a 62-year-old or a 65-year-old might
not be too bad. -

That is not the only problem with thl* act.. Many of the cases
that are being litigated, again revolve around this issue of"perform-
ance appraisal, where the jobs involving older workers are not
physically demanding but, where a so-called BFOQ exclusionary *
rule of performance standards can play the-.se role. That is, if
management looks at an older worker and d cideb he or she is trot
carrying his weight, then they will introdu a practice that will
either demote this individual or terminate hem on t116 basis of
performance standards: Many of these standards are ill-defined and
subjective. The battles in the courts have upheld employer judg-

e:A,rnent that they know what the demands of the jobs are and what
the-performance qualifications ought to be. On the other hand, the
courts have ruled against purely'ubjective application of perform-

, ance standards but it is by no means clean or clear. -
What the litigation is suggesting is that Congress has to look

over what it put in motion and really consider a drawing,up' of a . -1

whole new Age Discrimination and Employment Act, not just rais- '

ing mandatory retirent. What the older *Orker seemsto havecis
half a loaf. You canna discilminate against a black because he ar
she is a little black, you cannot discriminate against a Chicano
because he is a little bit Spanish and you cannot discriminate
against an individual because he is a little Catholic, a little Protes-' tent-, or a little Jewish. But you can discriminate against an indi-
vidual because he or she is a little old.

The courts have tended to lean toward the empleyer, figuring
that they are cot management experts. I think that older workers
are really getting the shaft (under this, discriiiiination law and I
think it needs a whole new dimension. -

In summing it up, I would like to just repeat what a Federal
district 'court judge said 'about the Age Discrimination in Employ-
ment Act and the way it is applied now. 'his was based of a
decision involving Westinghouse C,orp.'on. a charge of age discrimi-
nation. The Federal judge statedin part:

An agerelated BFOQ, the Vona fide occupiitional qualification clause and rules,
permits an employer to admit that he had discriminated on the basis of age but to
avoid any penalty, lqcause the establishment of a BFOQ relating to age justifies an
employer's violation of the heart of the ADEA, allowing him to apply a generally
exclusionary rule to otherwise .statutoria protected individuals solely on the basis of
class membership.

.

When a Federal judge ssys that the act itself permits an employ-
er to exercise an action which is a violation of the heart of the law
itself, I think it- is really time for Congress to take a close look.

In concluding, I wouhl like to simply note-what a friend of mine
in the corporate community once said. He said that age-discrimina-
tion, this ADEA and older workers in the 1980's constitute a sleep-
ing giant.- We don't wants to go 'through what we had to do with
blacks and with women in pursuit of civil rights and equal pay and
other kinds of things. My feeling is that the employer-community

4
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learned and should avoid the adviniary elationslups that w11
arise between them and older workers as time goes on. By then the
issue can be decided thud resolal in a positive way. I hope this will -
happen in the coming years,

you very much. sN.,

.taSenator Onus, Thai* you, Mr. Batten. Your prepared state-
ent will be inserted inffo the record at thW point.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Batten follows:] '

PREPARED &Allman or MICHAEL D. BATTEN

MrXhairman and distinguished members of the contmittee, my name.is Michael
Batten and I am an independent consultant to industry and Government on employ-
ment andretirement policies affecting both management and older workers. In this
capacity I've bad the opportunity to deal directly with personnel systems and
functions which impact on hiring, retention, retraining, performance evaluation,
termination, and retirement of older workers. I've also had the experience of serv-
ing as an expert witness in age discrimination cases before Federal district courts.

My statement will cover two-basic themes. First, the problemof ,age discrimina-
tion in employment is severe and constitutes one of, largest obstacles to older
workers seeking jobs or three wishing-toremain in tl% work force. Second, employ-
ers and legislators can learn iniiiertant lessons from litigation under the Age
,Disciimination in Employment Act (ADEA) and thereby develop more positive
policies and practices in dealing with older workers over the coming years. In
developing these themes, this testimony Will examine the ADEA- and some major
cases that have arisen =do the statute. This is a practical approach which, I feel,
will fit in well with and supplement other testimony presented at these hearin

I. GENERAL MUER ON AGE, EMPLOYMENT, AND RETIREMENT

The committee has heard, and will continue to hear, that changing age profiles in
the population and labor force over the coming years will require new approaches to
both retirement and eniploynmittpolicies affecting older workers. There will be
more older persons in the popuMtien living longer and healthier lives. At the sdme
time there may well be -fewer younger workers in the labor force to support the
large, older group living in a full retirement status. The sheer weight of older
persons in the population, plus economic factors, may cause us to rethink the
concepts-of work and retirement for this group. But such rethinking may not come
about until tha problem is actually with us in 10 to 20 years down the line.

The committee has heard, and will continue to hear, that age, of itself, is no real
°obstacle to continued employment of older rsons into the late sixties, seventies,
and beyond. Studies indicate that able, older

pe
as productive' as their

younger counterparts, are capable physically and entally of meeting a wide vari-
ety of job rolesincluding the learning demands ted with different types of
work. The older person, objectively viewed, appears to be a resource for his or her
own independence as well-as a contributor to the economy end society at large..This
contravenes the stereotypes that many ,hold on older persons and older workers.

The committee has hearcl,,iind will continue to hear, that the Nation's retirement
income resources pensions and social securityare finite and thAi given,.an ex-.
pending, longer living older population, both systems may face "'creasing stress
over the coming decades EMPloYment alternatives to retirement, then, ilreeent
ways to alleviate such cress and ways to extend the contributions of a vital human
resourcethe older worker.

.The committee bas heard, and will continue to hear, that certain employers have,
and ate developing, policies and practices which facilitate, hiring, and retention
opportunities for older workers. However limited and scattered these practices are
throughout the broader employer community, they offer precedents on which ex-
tended employment policies and practices can build.

But what the committee has not heard much about is the continuing civil rights
-strtiWe of older workers to achieve Fill and equal-employment opportunities such
ea gained by minoritl, pmp workers over the past 15 years. This is a day-to-
day. issue and struggle which is ilMteted by both the growing numbers of corn-
playas of age discrimination filed with the Equal EmploymInt Opportunity Com-
mission and the growing number of ADEA cases being litigated in the courts. Thug,
while there are long -range considerations involved in the reassessment of employ-,
ment and retirement policies for older individuals, there are immediate issues -

-which both Congress and the employer had better pay attention to.. .

I
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H. AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT

There are as Rainy explanations for the pernicious Rhenomenon of age discrimina-
tion in employMent, as there are for any qlher type of job bias against any other
group In the case of age, hewever, one effort to document and describe this type of
discrimination stands out. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 laid down a --
number of employment safeguards for blacks, 4,rdmen, Chicanos, and individuals of
other minority status It offered no protections for persons based on age Instead, it
directed the Secretary of Labor to conduct a study to determine the existence and
extent or age discrimination in employment and to make recommendations to the
Congress The report, perhaps the m4,, extsnsivs of its kind, was submitted to
Congress in 1965' Major findings include the following:

Unemployed older workers actively' seeking work suffer substantially longer
periods of joblessness than do their younger counterparts. This issi documented
and long-standing pattern (which. still exists) and can be attributed, in part, to a
lack of job-seeking skills on the part of older workers. It can also be attributed
to systemic age discrimination practiced by many employers.

Many employers utilizing the services of the U.S. Employment Service will
specify that they want no individuals referred to them for jobs whq are over age
45not to'peak of workers beyond that age. This also has been a long-standing
trendthere being no major Federal statute to prevent such age stipulations.

Many employers interviewed over the course of the study, stated-openly that
they, felt older workers were less productive than younger workers, could not
adapt to changing job requirements, and were too costly to hire in terms of
higher wage/salary demands and employee benefit costs.

In response to thii-stimly and extensive hearings held on the topic, ofage discrimi-
nation, Congass passed he Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967. The act
is diost popularly known for the recent rise in mandatory retirement age from 65 to
70 which occurred through the 1978 amendments to the ADEA.2 But the purposes
and provisions of the ADEA reach far beyond that. It is apprOpriate here to review
the major features of the statute. .

' 111. THE AGE DISCRIMINATION )N EMPIAWNIENT ACT, AS AMENDED'

The purpose of the ADEA reads as follOws: "It is therefore the purpose of thivact
tp promote employment of older persons based on their ability rather than aA; to
prohibit arbitrary age-discrimination in employment, to help employers and work-
ers find ways of meeting problems arising from the impact of age on employment."

As can be noted, two directives in the statute call for positive and educational
efforts -to promote older worker employment. One_ directive relates to prohibitions.
Even before the 'list of prohibitions, the act in section 3(a) `lays out a series of
educational and research programs to be un,dettaken in order to achieve the positive
ends of the lqw. Regrettably,,no such program, focused on educating employers on
older worker abilities, has ever been developed or undertaken.

Section 4(a) of the statute spells out the prohibitionswhich are similar to those
provided by title VII of the Civil Rights Act. Thus, the ADEA, as amended, makes it

rtillegal for elgiloyers: "To'fail or refuse to hire or discharge any individual or
otherwise discriminate against any individual with respect fo his coriveheation,
terms, conditions, or privileges of employment because of such individual's age."

The law also prohibits discrimination on the part of labor unions to exclude older
workers from membership or limit them in various rights of membership. Employ-
ment agencies may no longer stipulate age as a requirement for job referral or
legally accept ,age stipulations on job orders. Nor, may erriployers or employment
agencies advertise in a manner which would limit job applications and subsequent
placement for elder persons,

As amended, the act protects indfviduals between ages 40 and 70. The statute
covers 'public--and private employers of nore than 20 workers and labor organiza-
tions of more than 25 members.

But, as is the case with many regulatory laws, thermre exceptions. Thus, in the
ADEA, section (0, as amended, reads as follows:

(t) It shall not be unlawful for an employer, employment agency, or labor organi-zation
(1) To take any action otherwise prohibited under subsection (a), (b),. (c), pr (e)

G. of this section where age is a- bona fide occupational qualification reasonably

'US -Department of Labor, "The Older American Worker: Age Discrimination in Employ-
ment," WashingtonD.C., 1965

' 29 U SC. 621. et seq., 92 Stat. 189 (1978)
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necessary to the normal operation of the particular business, or where the
differentiation is based on reasonable factots other than age;

(2) To observe the terms of a bona fide seniority system or any bona fide
employee benefit plan such as a retirement, pension, or insurance plan, which
is not a subterfuge to evade the purposes of this act, except that no such
employee benefit plan shall excuse the failure to hire any individual, and no
such seniority system or employee benefit plan shall require or permit the
involuntary retirement of any individual specified by section 12(a) of this act
because of the age of q individual;ndividual; or

4, (3) Discharge or otherwise discipline an individual for good ca
It should be noted that the 1978 amendments also permitted coin ulsory retire-

ment at age 65 of certain business executives and policymakers when such individ-
uals are entitled to a pension of at least $27,000 per year. In addi "on, tenured
faculty at institutions of higher learning can be retired at age'65 up to Jul 1, 1982.

What older workers seem to have in the ADEA is something like a-loaf of
wor -relat4 civil rights protecUons. It is as if Co wrm is unsure of the protections
passed and to quail& them. There is certainly no comparison to the ADEA
protections and exceptions to those. in title VII. An employer cannot discriminate
against a person because he or she is a little black or is a little bit Chicano or
somewhat Catholic, Protestant, or Jewish. But for older workers the matter is
mixed. A look at the litigation under the act will underscore the ambiguity of its
protections.

IV. OLLICTIED UTICIATION UNDER THE ADEA

There were three major lines of age discrimination cases that developed fairly
quickly under the statute. The first involved the bona fide occupational qualification
clause of section 4(0(1) or the BFOQ. The second inVolved the range of personnel
functions affecting older workers including refusal to promote, problems with equi-
table salary arrangements, and termination for a variety of causes. Key to this line
of cases are performance evaluation criteria and how they were applied. -A third
stream of cases involved involuntary retirement as a condition for membership in a
bona fide pension plan. The 1978 amendments have effectively prevented such
actions so the subject will not be treated here. Tohe sure, there are many shades of
age discrimination cases, but the two categories mentioned above will serve for the
present discussion.
A. The bona fide occupational qualification (BFOQ) norm for hiring and retirement

One-of the first major ADEA cases to reach the courts was Hodeon.v. Greyhound
Buis Lines, Inc.' The case involved a challenge to Greyhound's long-established
practice of refusing to hire individuals over age 35 for the position of driver. The
rationale for this policy was based on the assumption that older or noteo-old
persons could not, meet the strenuous demands of "extra board" driving assign-
ments. By seniority practice, newly hired drivers had to take assignments involving
erratic and long hours, at night, and under severe weather conditions. Tlit, older the
driver was, the more susceptable he was tostrkin, fatigue, and reduce& proficiency
as a result of the former. In , such a rson constituted a...safety risk.

, Furthermore, the company contended t the older
pe

applicant would be more dim -.
cult to train, take longer, and as a result, cause the company to incur higher costs.
Exclusion of older drivers wee also based on economic as' well as safety factors.

The Federal, district court ruled against Greyhound, stating that the company had
not demonstrited that a majority of over 35-year-olds could not meet the "extra
board" job requirements. A general -rule of "all or nearly all" applicants being
unacceptable op the basis,.M age did not apply. The court of appeals, however,
reversed the decision stating that the company need only denfonstrate rationally
that a minimal risk of harm to others 'could xesult from hiring the older applicants.
By refusing to hear the case, the Supreme Court, in effect, upheld the ruling in`
favor of Greyhound.

In a way, the case resulted in.the honing of one edge of a two-edged sword which
cuts into ojderfixorker employmerit opportunity. One edge allows refusal to hire, the
other fonmkint. Selected cases are instructive.

In Houghton v. McDonnell-Dmigkis, Inc! A 52-year-old -production test pilot was
pounded on the basis of his age. He sued the company under the ADEA and there
developed what amounted to one of the most comprehenaively"litigated cases involvl

Hodgson v. Gisyhound Bus Lines, Inc., 499'F. 2d 859 (7th Cir. 1974) cert. denied, Brennan v.
Greyhound Bus Lines, Inc. 419 US. 1122.

'Houghton v. McDonnell Douglas Corp., 533 F. 2d 581 (8th Cir. 1977) cert. denied McDonnell
Douglas Corp. v. Houghton, 434 U.S. 966 (1977)
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mg physiological evidence related to age and job requirements The company sought
to use the BFOQ as its defense in the most general sense. That is, it claimed that
Houghton was in an age group which tendered, generally, to encounter suddenly
disabling events (e g cardiac arrest) more frequently than other, younger groups
and, therefore, constituted a safety risk which amounted to interference with the
business of the companythe production, testing, and selling of aircraft.

The Government, which took up Houghton's case, introduced massive evidence
which showed that pilots and test pilots in Houghton's age groupas opposed to the
general populationencountered such events so infrequently as to be statistically
insignificant. The court rulings were as, follows. The Federal district court ruled for
McDonnell, but was reversed by the appellate court. The U.S. Supreme Court
refused to hear the case and renianded it back to the original district court. The
district court judge simply reinstated his original ruling against Houghton. The
EEOC is appealing that action. Whatever the course of these interesting legalities,
Houghton is still out of a job and has received no damage award.

This type of case constitutes the second edge of the BFOQ swordthe use of age
as a surrogate for mandatory retirenrnt well before the limit set by the ADEA.

A Federal judge has summed up the BFOQ function well "An age-related BFOQ
permits an employer to admit that he has discriminated on the basis of age, but to
avoid any penalty. RSlablishment of a BFOQ relating to age justifies an employer's
violation of the heart of the ADEA, (emphasis added) allowing him to apply a
generally exclusionary rule to dtherwise statutorily protected individuals solely on
the basis of class membership. "'

Age exclusions go beyond the ADEA and the spirit of the BFOQ sword has been
sanctioned by the U.S. Supreme Court. In a series of constitutional cases' relating
to Federal and State laws which require retirement as early as ages 60 and 50, the
Court has simply refused to apply the rule of "close scrutiny" as to possible constitu-
tional violations. The age exclusions, involving forced retirement, were held to be
rational and not in violation of the equal protection provisions of the fifth and 14th
amendments

This is unfortunate, because in all major occupations involving stress, public
safety or other unusual features, most employer organizations require fairly rigor-
ous physical examination for applicants as well as incumbents. Thus, pilots, police,
air traffic controllers, firemen, etc., have to meet specific physical condition criteria
related to their jobs This is where individual assessments can be made and the
general discriminatory rule of age avoided.

TheAEOC is nom considering a number of legal challenges to both hiring and
retirement 'rules based on the BFOQ. Most of the pending cases involve .police and
firemen. This is at least an indication that some older workers have not given up on
their civil rights options undd the ADEA. The committee should follow the EEOC
actions cldsely as it considers the need to eliminate or rectify` section 4(0(1) of the
ADEA.

.
B. Age factors and the terms, conditions, and privileges of employment

The EEOC recently filed suit against Con EdisonNew York City's utility compa-
ny. About 140 older workers had been terminated as a result of a company reduc-
tion-inforce (RIF) procedure brouglA about by economic factors. The company'
claimed that the separation of the older workers was based on their inferior job
performance, record and not on age. The older workers claimed just the opposite
that the company let them go because of age and the fact that due to length of
service they were at the higher salary and wage levels. Their job performance, they
claimed, had nothing to do with the RIF. This will be the focal point of the
orpiment when the case goes to trial. It is not an issue without precedent.

Generally gpeaking, management cannot admit that age, of itself, plays a central
role in personnel decisionmaking which adversely affects older workerswith the
exception of the BFOQ issue discussed earlier. In several instances, employers have
put forwariOthe inferior performance argument as the. rationale for terminating,
refusing to promote, or downgrading older workers. The underlying assunWtion

Marshall v Westinghouse Electric Corp, f76 F. 2d 588, 591 (5th Cir. 1978)
Massachusetts Board of Retirement v Murgia, 427 US 307 (1976) This case involved a State

law requiring the retirement of uniformed State troopers at age 50 Despite Murgia's proven
\ record and ability, the Supreme Court denied access to the equal protection clause of the 14th

amendment The court simply denied that a serious constitutional issue existed in the forced
retirement of Murgia Vance v Bradley 440 U S 93 (1979) This case involved the forced
retirement of foreign service workers at age 60 Again, the Court denied that the issue amount-
ed to a.senous constitutional issue Since Congress set the rule of retirement, it was up to
Congress to change it.

2 8
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appears to be that -certain older, long-term employees, after years of service become
poor performers. Several ADEA cases are pertinent.

In Mistretta v. Sandia Laboratories, Inc,* over 200 senior high-technology workers
were terminated through a RIF procedure. The company claimed that these workers
were lees productive and were separated on that basis. Further examination, howev-
er, revealed that the.company had only the. most general, kinds of criteria on which
to assess p or lack thereof for the workers in question. The older workers
were sel for the RIF by supervisors and higher management made the final
decisions as to who would go or stay.

The Federal district court ruled that the whole process was highly suhjective and
that after analysis of the evidence determined that Sandia had engaged in a "pat-
tern and practice" of age discrimination regarding the termination of workers aged
52 through 64. The other workers may have encountered discrimination, but this
would have to be determined on a case-by-case basis. The overall statistics did not
prove discrimination against the 40- to 52-year-oldsbut-that did not rule out the
pcesibifity.

' In developing the case, GovernMent attorneys investigated every major pe rsonnel
function in the Sandia organization. That is, in the "search and discovery" phase of
the case, the Government requested and received age-related data on hiring, promo-
tions, salary administration, trainer and development, retirement policiesas well
as information pertaining to the RN procedures on which the actual charges of age
discrimination were based. In summary, the Government conducted an age-audit of
the, company's entire peraonnel operation. .

These types of investigations are not uncommon under title VII cases involving
race or sex discrimination. But this is the first time such an extensive investigation
had been conducted on the basis of age discrimination. It will not be the last. The
EEOC will apply such systematic investigation to the Con Edison case mentioned
earlier. In another pending case spinet Phillips _Petroleum, involving a RIF and
older worker downgrade situation similar to that in Sandia, the EEOC will continue
an extensive and sea investigation of this case which it inherited from the'
U.S. Department Laborwhen jurisdiction for the ADEA changed hands last July.
The case involves over 460 older plifintiffs filing charges of age discrimination.

There are many more ADEA cases 'that could be discussed:Some of these have
been won by older worker plaintiffs, some by defendant employers. But we should
not be interested in a won-loss scorn on ADEA cases. Instead, employers add the
committee should be concerned with the underlying causes of age discrimination in
employnsit and ways in which these can be eliminated.

is. isamtoiname moons To DZ =AWED FROM ADIA DAM

One of the reasons that ADEA cases arise-in the first place is that employers fail
to perceive that age is, bipically, just one of many human resource factors that can
be managed in a positive and productive manner. It seems strange, indeed, that it
takes a lawsuit to bring about an
Management should have condlicted such an
making personnel decisions which would affect

What follows is a of lessons
learn from ADEA cases. It is use

analysis of a company work force.
ysis long agocertainly prior to

numbers of older employees.
meat and employers can

is not the forum for a Mc hnical
treatment of the subject. The

-
committee, however, and employers, can readily. see

the major points.
A Conduct an age audit of the work. force

Situ:wage is a universal variable, all employers, froth top to bottoin, have one.
Management can, based be careful organize on of internal age data, note any
imbalances that may show up in various units or occupational lines, With planning
bedtime, more appropriate age distributionswhich Federal courts allowcan be
developed. This is not only good human resource management, but tends to avoid
and prevent problems of age discrimination. :IfP

Review all major personnel functions, Over a period of time a comparative
age perspective

Managers should know how many workers over 40, 50, d 60, have applied for
jobs ,oven each of the lest 3 lead and how. many were . If comparatively few
older w6rkers were hired this could spell trouble. With careful analysis, the situa-
tion can be corrected. The same by the Mistretta caseshould
be conducted in the areas of promotion_ age groups, salary administration, .train-
ing and development, performance evaluation ratings, terminations and retirement.

Mistretta v. Sandia Laboratories, Inc.,j5 F.E.P. Cam 1690 (D. N. Mex.; 1917).
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In short, preventive medicine, taken by management, can avoid trouble and help
develop a productive older worker force in addition to other age groups.

a Examine job descriptions, qualification .statements, and perforkance appraisal
systems from an age viewpoint

.No one expects, least of all the courts, that employers should hire or retain
_workers of any age who cannot meet job qualifications of performance standards.
'Those qualifications and standards, however, must be clearly defined and communi-
cated to workers and supervisors as well as being job related. As the law stands
now, employers can exclude older workers from certain positions on the basis of the
BFOQ. The burden of establishing the Bg0Q lies on the employer. Fewer older
workers, it appears, are willing to accept age exclusions.

The same holds true for performance appraisal systems. Any company which
retains workers over many years and then, suddenly, tells them they are marginal
or substandard performers is simply asking for trouble. Even if the individual
worker is below standard, the situation should be well documented before any
adverse action is taken. Title VII standards apply equally to the ADEA. The positive
side of the approach is that early detection of problems facing older workers can be
rectified by retraining, job reassignment, counseling, or combinations of these. Posi-
tive human resource management for older workers should be employer policy.

D. Review retirement and early retirement policies. Develop alternatives to retirement
A worker in his or her fiffies can look forward to 20 or more years of ernploy-

mentall things being equal, such as health, ability, and interest in staying on the
job. Oftentimes, however, employers expect older workers to take early retirement
options or to leave at the so-called normal retirement, retirement age of 65. This
may, at present, be a sort of self-fulfilling expectation. Employers expect older
workers to leave. Being expected to go, older workers may well chose retirefhent.
Given the raised mandatory retirement age, plus inflation and energy costa, all this
may change. Employers should review retirement policies along with retirement
and early retirement rates to assure that older workers make such decision volun-
tarily. Any policies or practices, which directly or indirectly force retirement deci-
sions on older workers are suspect.

The positive side of retirement policy is to expand it. Automatic retirement, for a
variety of reasons, is becoming a policy of the past. Older workers represents a rich
store of skill and eperience. Sudden cutoff from such resources simply doesn't
make good management sense. Companies are beginning to expiniment with phased
retirement, part-time work, special task assignments, and/flexitime schedules as
means to retain and apply the skills of older workers beyond thp normal retirement
age, If managed Well, this approach meets older worker needs.and the continuing
needs of production.

V. CONCLUSION

The committee and employers should realize that older worker policies over the
coming years will develop along two major lines. The best case is that they develop
as part of overall human resource management policies. If this happens, then we
can expect a-decrease in litigation under the ADEA7ff such policies cio not develop,
then the action will shift toward the Federal courts. Hopefully, employers will have
learned the lessons of dealing with other minority group workers under title VII of
the Civil Rights Act.

But none of us can afford to kid ourselves on the older worker issue,First, it
simply won't go away. Second, older workers are becoming more sophisticated and
are quite capable of spearheading their own civil rights-type movement. They are
ISeginning to see age bias for what it isa violation of law arid a waste of their own
human resources. s I, 4

One cqrpqrate official experienced with many EEO cases'over the years refers to
older wo?lairs and the ADEA as the "sleeping giant" of the 1980's. It will be
regrettable if thegiant awakens and moves toward the coetly and time-consuming
path of ADEA litigationall the more so, since employers and lnanage'rs have the
meanspositive policies for older.workersto prevent that fromhappening.

Thank you very much. I will be pleased to respond to any questions you .nay
have.

Senator CHILES. Mr. Rosow....
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STATEMENT OF JEROME M. ROSOW, SCARSDALE, N.Y.,
PRESIDENT, WORK IN AMERICA INSTITUTE, INC.

,Mr. Rosow. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
_ I have been privileged to be asked to participate in this panel of

experts on older workers. I come to this hearing with early

der Workers in Ameof

infor-
mation

"The Future lrica." The report ismation on a report completed by the Work in America Institute
entitled
really a two-part document. One is a policy study with major

--r-recommendations for Government, unions, and employers and has
the endorsement of our tripartite board of directors. The other is a
companion casebook on practices in: effect in American industry,
which will be published in July of this year under the title, "Young
Programs for Older Workers."

I have been asked by the committee stafflo concentrate on the
casebook and I am happy to do that, Mr. Chairman. I request your
permission to place ikto the record two statements of testimony.
that I have submitted to the committee. One deals with the.basic
policies of the report, some of which have been segregated out for
the attention of the committee. Those are the recommendations
'ocused on Government and requiring the attention of Congress.

The second statement, prepared at the request of your staff, deals
with the casebook d attempts to highlight- the casebook.,

Senator Qum. our statements will be includg in the
record.*

Mr. Rosow. Thank you,, Mr. Chairman. As an introduction I
would like to say that come what may, employers in the 1980's will
have millions of older workers on their payroll and they will want
to and will have to 'deal with them in ways that enhance prothictiv-
ity and the quality of working life. That will necessitate rethinking
and reshaping present policies and practices, with a view to
making the workplace better, not for older workers alone, *rut for
the entire work force. .

There are a few underlying principles in our report which I
think are pertinent in connection with the ,case studies.

First, that the extension of working life is socially and, in many
camp, individually desirable; but it should come about by individual
choice, not by coercion.

Second, that the value of a worker to the employer, can only be
judged on the merits, not by chronological age.

Third, that a healthy'employee at age 50 should be regarded as
having a potential 20 productive working years ahead.

Fourth, that it in the employer's self-interest to sustain the
motivation and productivity of any employee who continues work-
ing beyond the normal age of retirement.

ese principles lead to threebroad recommendations:
First, an older worker should be offered opportunities as attrac-

tive as those offered to any other worker of similar competence,
or, and ambition.

personnel policies: Hiring and separation, pay and nerifits, per-
formance appraisal, career counseling, preretirement counseling,
and training and development.

,
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Third, that many new options for the extension of working life
which will make older employees more valuable to the employer
deserve consideration and also make the jdb more desirable to the
employee,. These optionswhich are treated in some depth in our
report, and are illustrated by and based on real cases now in effect
in American industry, not sufficient in number but quite impres-
sive in characterrelate to the redesign of work schedules, the
redesign of jobs, transfer and reassignment, reassignment with
lesser responsibilities, characteristically designated by the oppro-
brious term of demotion, work and education combinations, part-
time work, phased retirement, recall of annuitants, second careers,
small business opportunities, and outplacement.

I would like to turn from these broad principles to the casebook
itself. In launching our report recently, a questionnaire was sent to
1,300 major corporations in tha,United States, asking them if they
had any definitive policies or practices or illustrations of what they
were doing relative to older workers in the areas of hiring and
firing, employing annuitants, flexible work schedules, permanent
part-time work, job sharing, redesign of jobs, demotion, retraining, r
continuing education, educational leaVes and sabbaticals, second
careers, performance evaluation, salary and pay practices, and
benefits.

3 Ninety-one companies responded, for a return of 7 percent. Work
in Anierica Institute consultants and staff, as well as members of
the policy study's national advisory committee, provided additional
leads. Marc Rosenblum and Harold L Sheppard graciously sup-
plied.their list of 43 companies. In all, more than 170 organizations
provided the data base for this project. The final 69 case studies
represent-7a cross-section of what industry an* Government are
dpingin the older worker area.

r The universe represented here is quite substantial because the 69
organizations contain a total population in excess of 2.5 million
employees. I suspect that number As on the low side because if you
just take the telephone company alone there are 1 million people
represented by som(tof their policies.

The casebook is rganized into six areas and I will touch lightly
on each area, Mr. Chairman, and illustrate the companies in each
area. -

First are the new work arrangements. There are three aspects of
new work arrangements. These include part-time work, phased
retirement, and second career training:These three new working
arrangements are responding to changes in the economy and to the
aging of the labor force.

In part-time employment we report six major case studies apply
ing to older workers, including: Northern Natural Gas Co., Macy s,
Woodward & Lothrop, and Bullocks Department Stores, the Toro
Co., San Francisco Unified School District, and Wichita Public
Schools. r**

want to comment particularly on one fascinating case that is
highly original with wide potential for adaptation, namely the
California and Kansas experiments, that deal with the shrinking
profession of teaching. These States have made a substantial break-
through in work sharing by changing pension rules and allowing
older teachers to collect their full pensions while working part
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time, thus opening opportunities for the employment of younger
teachers and rebalancing the age mix of the educational establish-
ment. I think this particular experiment is now being emulated by
four other States and, shows wide promise for other sectors of the
economy.

,,In phased retirement, a few private sector companies are flirting
with phased retirement. Here the problem is finding a way for
employees to reduce their working life gradually without decreas-
ing pension benefits. As a wave of the future this is a problem
searching earnestly for a solution. We did find four attractive case-
studies on phased retirement: the Wrigley Co., Towle Silver Co.,
New England Mutual Life Insurance Co., and Gordon E. McCallum
& ,Engineering Service.

It is interesting that in the recent settlement of the Internation-
al Harvester strike, which was reported in the press the last few
days, the controversial issue that locked up Harvester had to 'do
with compulsory overtime. The solution reported by Harvester
stated that one of the 'options now made available to the company
with the permission of the UAW was to recall annuitants to per-
form so-called overtime work which the regular workers were re-
fusing. This is another aspect of opening job opportunities for
annuitants.

In second careers we see an option which could extend working
life through a . series of contiguous careers. These programs,- of
course, require excellent planning and a close tie to labor market
needs. One remarkable case study reports a failure in the instance
of the air traffic-eontrollers, many of whom retire early because of
the high stress of their work and who seek second careers. The
Civil Aeronautics Board has invested a lot in this program but the
program went awry.

There are five important case studies on second careers: IBM,
New Career Opportunities, Inc., the Air Traffic Controllers, Aero-
space Corp), anti Yale University.

A fourtW aspect is what we all job redesign. This is'an area with
great potential but only*one case is reported, the Tektronix Corp. I
think it' is an area of great potential, fitting in with many, of the
things that Dr. Schaie said in his remarks about the designing of
work to deal with the changing character of the older worker.

Reentry workers, the fifth part of the book, deals with women
who left the work force to raise families and have now returned to
work. This deals with Government programs designed to help
women toward economic, independence. We know the displaced
homemakers programs are a response to the social and economic
dislocation caused by the high divorce rate. Since estimates put thb
number of ditlaced homemakers at the 4 million mark, these
efforts represent only a beginning. The programs we have reported
inchule: New York State displaced homemaker program; Center for
Contlbuing Education for Women, Valencia Community College,
Orlando, Fla.; The Maryland Center for Displaced Homemakers;
and Project Reentry of the Career and Volunteer Service, Civil
Center and Clearing House, Inc., Boston.

NeTt we report on -secondary organizations which help older
workers find jobs. The Tact that many annuitants desire employ-
ment is no longer open to question and with the high level of
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inflation we 'n anticipa hat that pressure will increase. The,
Harris-poll or 979 showed t at 45 percent of retirees surveyed said
they would p efer to bec.working. Erhployers who hire older work-' ers and an tants are increasingly plea,ed with their reliability
and petforra ce. _ .

One ,new nd exciting case relates to an organization in Sin
Mateo, Calif'', called Job Finders, Inc., which has a 3-week intensive
job search training program linked to the CETA legislation, a4d has
had a 95-percent placement rate for participants over age 5,0' who
have attended the workshop. Eighty-one percent of those people
have retained their jobs for at least 6 months. The other cases
include. Second careers program; Mature Temps; Older Americans
Emplo, ent and Training CeAter; Senior Personnel Employment
Coun it of Westchester, and Retirement Jobs, Inc.

e fourth aspect deals with redeployment. That is the involun-
ta movement of workers because of changing economic and tech-
nological -conditions. We have seen the tremendous burst in the
last,few years in the so-called outplacement of executives, counsel-
ing people to find a job with another employer, which eases the
trauma of separation. In spite of severe problems which accompany
job loss, the statistics from a number of studies have shown Very
effective results.

I am running out of time so I wonit discuss all the remaining
cases. I will just say ip conclusion that the fifth section of the
casebook deals _with new hires of older workers, and the last sec-
tion deals with what we call assessing and advising. This includes
the very critical issue of.. performance appraisal and its effect on
the career treatment of older workers.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, sir. Your statements will be entered

into the record at this point.
[The statements of Mr. Rosow followd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JEROME Mt' Rosow

My name is Jerome M. Rosow. I am president of Work in America Institute, and
a former Assistant Secretarrof Labor.

I was invited to present a brief summary of the findings and recommendations of
a policy stud recently completed by Work in America Institute, entitled the Future
of 01 or ers in America. Work in America Institute is a not-for-profit organize-
t' supported by corporations, unions, foundations, and the Government. Our 10-

ember board includes-respectkd representatives of business, unions, and public
life, under the distingtiiihed chairmanship of Dr. Clark Kerr. The policy study was
carried but under grants from Rockefeller Brothers Fund and the Commonwealth
Fund, with the active help of a national advisory committee of 20 experts drawn
from major sectois of the society. Our final report, and a casebook to illustrate some
of the most progressive practices now 'in effect, will be published in July of this
year.

The central finding of our study is that the future of older workers is still
hanging in the balance. Some piiwerful economic, demographic, and social factors
are pulling toward the extension of working life; others in the opposite direction.
We believe that the balance will ultimately tip toward extension of working life but
no one can be certain how quickly this will occur.

Officially, the Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that the 19804 will see a
continuation of the long-term trend toward earlier and earlier retirement. This
projection should be taken with great caution. Our analysis indicates that it is the
result of deliberate public and private policies, not the result of natural causes.

-Changing the policies can change the trend.
What lies behind the diminishing labor force participation of solder men? We

examined a number of key factors anefound:
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. Social Security coverage roseofrom 64.5 percent of all U.g. workers in 195( to 90 .
percent in 1975, and the size of rdenthly benefits robe almost tenfold (especially due)

cost-of-living indexing). The proportion of people 55 to 64 yeaks old who were
orking declined sharply beginning in the early. 1960'i, when those aged 62-64

e eligible for social security benefits,
The earnings testunder which social security benefits are reduced if one earns

moneyis widely belie* to have caused older people to Stop working, but it may
have encouraged Part-time work rather than retirement. t

Other factors that encouraged older people to stop working include a liberaliza-
tion of disability benefits under social security; expanded private pension coverage,
from 22 to 4p percent of the labor force; mandatory retirement and early retirement
programs; poor health (although the health and life expectancy of older people have
shown tremendous improvements); the shift in population from farming to industry;
the competition -from greater umberp of female-and-youngbr workers; and the
steady increase in per-capita wealth before the mid-1970's,

These policies will be increasingly-brodght into question by a set of forces that
will incline people to prolong their working lives: _

The rapidly rising cost of social security due to increasing benefits and increasing
lonisevity may lead to legislative changes that will delay the age of retiment, as
national policy. - -

Future changes in the social security and tax laws, a rise in the age of mandatory
retirement, indexation of.pension benefits, and, the need to retain older ivorkers--
may dater employers from endouraging early retirement as more effective human
resource policy.

1 IIp flation, ythich erodes pensions, and the addition of 5 years to the age of man-
datory retirement may induce employees to continue 'working, as an economic
necessity. . .

-

Improvements in health, vigor, and longevity may make older vlorkers continue
their attachment tit the world of work, as a psychoaocial,need.

Riiing educational levels of older dltirkers mean that a higher proportion will hold
interestingiobs and therefore have a stronger desire to remain at work. °

Expanding use of flextime and pa -time work Will make extended worklife more
attractive, as a vneans to better balance between work, family, and leisure.

On the other-band, as I mentioned earlier, a number of forces will pull in the
opposite direction:

Custom and practice discriminate against older workers particularly in the
, hiring of people over age 50. 6 `z ,

o Ovr society prefers the youth culture. . ..
The slow-growth economy creates insufficient employment opportunities.
Inflation of labor costs puts pressure on employers to separate older, more costly

workers. ,
better and earlier pensions, and toward

work sharing. .
Younger employees (25 to 44) compete with those aged 55 and above for oppor-

tunity within the organization. .
Negative stereotypes about the health, vigoa, competence, productivity, and ambi-

tion of older workers become self-fulfilling prophesies. .
Come what may, employers in the 1980's will have millions of older workers on

their payrolls. They will want to deal with them in ways that enhance both
productivity and the quality of working life. That will necessitattzethinIcini and' reshaping present policies and practices, with a view to making' the workplace
better not for older workers alone but for the entire work farce. %

Employeii, by and-hirge, are receptive to moving with the treincii and new social
expectations, and they are searching for intelligent answers. Their responses will be
compatible with diverse needs: Thtir own needs for productivity and profit, workers'
economic needs and lifestyles, the requirements of law, and specific needs for
efficient personnel practices. . °.>

Our report aims primarily to- advise employers because they have the broadest
range a decisions to make. However, it also recommends supportive Govez;nment
actions and contains ideas which shout be useful to 'union leaders. Today I want to
speak mainly about Government acti

The underlying principles of the report are as follows: . '
Extension of working life is socially and, in many cases, individually desirable; ,

but it should come about by individual choice, not by coercion. '
The value of a worjl_ _to the employer can only be judged on the merits, not by

chronological age. s .
A healthy employee at age 50 should be regarded as having a potential 20

productive working years ahead. 0 . 4
,
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It is in the employer's.aelf-intereit to sustain the motivation and productivity of
any employee who continues working beyoncahe normal age of retiseTent.,

These principles 1* to three broad recommendations:
An older worker slIould be offered' ppertunities as attractive as those offered to

any other worker of similar competence, vigor, and ambition.
Age-neutrality should be designed into the critical personnel policies hiring and

separation; pay and benefits; performance appraisal; career counseling, and preretire-
ment counseling; and traning and development.

Many new options for the extended working life make the older- employee more
valuable to the emploYer,,and the job more desirable to the employee. These options
includeredesign of work schedules, redesign of jobs; transfer and reassignment;
reassignment with lesser responsibilities; work/.education combinations; part -tithe
work; phased retirement; recall of annuitants; second careers; small business oppor-
tunities;tunities; and outplacement.

Now let me turn specifically to Giverillnent actions. ,
..

If present treads of labor force participation continue, as projected by BIS, a
diminishing proportion of workers will be underwriting a rapidly rising proportion
of retired people. As the cost rise, so will the threat of intergenerational conflict.

, The single most important factor influencing workers to leave the work force early
is the availability of substantial, indexed social security benefits. -

,

(...
.:

SOCIAL SECURITY ,
...

A great debate is now shaping up, in the Country and in Congress, on the
question: Can the mushrooming costs of social security be checked by public meas-
ures that delay the age of withdravialfroin the labor forpe? If so, how?

If Congress comes down in favor of the extension of working life, the social
. security law will have to be amended in.one of two basin directionscoqmulsion or
incentives. - ..

reSeveral amendments of a compulsory nature have been proposed: '.
...

Age of eligibility increased to V7 or 68. .
. , Inflation-related benefit increases limited to a part of the increasein the Consum-

er Price Index. . .
Benefits made taxable in whole or in part, , .

. --2
. Liberalization of the earnings test deferfed or dropped:, . 4

These changes would reduce the drain on the social security fund by eroding
present entitlements. Americans in general, as well as unions and the gray lobby,
can therefore be counted on to oppose them bitterly. The age extension.-would
disappoint the expectations of millions of people and upset the current age equilibri-
um in the labor force. In addition, it would operate against the interest of those
employers who ,t older employees to retire earlythey would have to ante up 2
or 3 additional' years of bridging money. -:/

The alternative to compulsion is incentives, which have a sloWer effect on the
fund but standhimuch greater chance of acceptance. i

Let me suggest .a few- amendments that would encourage people to Retire later
rather than earjier: ,

, '
,, The earnings test might be liberalized even more than the present law contem-
plates, over a period of years.

The bonus for deferring retirement beyond age 65 might be raised, from.!the
presen 3 percent per annum to a 50/50 division of the 'actuarial savings as between
the fun d those employees who forgo drawing any annual benefit.

The, Elecurity tax on workers who continue beyond age 65, ilnd on their
, employers, ld be waived.

As betty compulsion and incentives to defer retirement, *ork in Amerida
Institute stro gly recommends the careful consideration of new incentives.

. -- #
THRIFT ND SAYING PLANS .,

On the subject of.fringe benefi report recommends a number of steps that
employers should take to insure that benefits for older workers are equivalent in
value to those for younger work rs. Among otherswe urge them to adopt and
imprqve thrift and savings plans, wlf h cannot only increase employee savings but
also provide.a second tier of pension coverage. These objectives would be furthered
by congressional aetion along the following lines: ,

We recommend that Congress create, added incentives to foster employee thrift
and sayings plans by granting tax exemption to employee contributions. With

to national savings rates at an all-time low, the United States needs tax policies which
reate new incentives to save. ...

--r
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.
We recommend the amendment of exis3ting legislation or a ruling from the Treas-

ury which would enable'a worker to transfer a vested thrift or savings account to
an individual retirement account, thus creating a modest form of pension portability
without changing pension laws.

JOE COUNSELING AND PLACEMENT

Oiir report points out that 10 or 11 million people, aged 40 and above, who are
presently not working, say they would like to find suitable employment. Probably'
more are seekirt part-time work than full-time. We believe these numbers will
increase rapidly during the 1980's.. _

N.- Even if job openings eifisted for all these people,. many Would be unableto take
advantage of them. It has been so long since they had real contact'fwith the job
market, that they no longer know, even if they knew before, how to get arouneprbit.
They lack a realistic understanding of their value to a prospective employer, they' lack information about where and how to conduct a job search, and they lack skill
in presenting themselves as applicants.

Some private and public agencies have sprung up, which rbelp older pple over-
me these difficulties, but the surface has barely been scratched. We therefore

recommend as follows: .
The role of CETA in retraining, comiseling, andplacing older workers should be

expanded by making its help-available to the millions, including pensioners, who
are now excluded because they do not qualify under the economic limitations. The
cost of serving them would probably. be less than the cost -of excluding' them,

.4 because getting older people into jobs would bolster tax revenues and the 'social
security', fund.

RETRAINING AND &NTINUING EDUCATION

In our continually evolving economkAthe demand and supply ofskills change with
frightening speed. Almost inevitably, it is the older worker whose skills are most
subject to obsolescence, and whose difficulty in updating them is greatest. In addi-
tion, many older workers would like to upgrade their stock in trade or move intojt
different ocdupation altogether.

Older people -except those who 'are gravely illhave just as much ability to learsi
as younger people have. T)ley are held back by two thingsthe fear that they aretoo old to /earn, and the inability to be full-time students and support themselves.
and their dependents at the earns tilae. The growing number of older students at
institutions of higher learning suggests that the fear is diminishing. The financial
proklems, however, are growing.

Older people seeking further. education also need advice as to which fields of.
study are7best suited to their objectives, and information about where to pursue
thoee fields. , .

Our report recommends several ways in which employers should assisi'llIder
workers .to obtain marketable new Iikkllsbut there are certain points on 'chGovernment action is desirable.

The 'Federal Government should sponsor detailed studies of age distributions by
occupational groupings, with an evaluation of the educational levels of the -Workers,.
With such information, on a trend basis, there is a better possibility forAfterminint,1/4:
the education and training needs for those older workers who want to prepare
themselves for jobs in industries with increasing job opportunities.

Government and employers should help employees gain access to reliable argice
about career opportunities and requirements, about where to get the necessary
education to take advantage of these opportunities, .and about their own readinessfor education.

The current CETA program should be recast so that all public employment
programs other than the strictly countercyclical ones, have a significant training ...and plac. ement component. Special programs for retired people should also be

We recommend that the appropriate congressional .committees review the WestEuropean experience with large-scale training as a social investment. Congress
should consider providing a sufficient period of full-time or part-time training and
education to all individuals who can meet appropriate qualifications, except workerswhop cannot be reeducated without undue and expense, for a d chane of
emloyment The congressional review should be carried out in the light of MI'A
training efforts, and indeed, might be included in any reconsideration or renevial ofCETA in 1981. -

We recommend that the ' mployment insurance law be amendeck so that people
who are unemployed but tending full-time educational institutions for periods :up
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to 1 year. are eligible for benefits, provided they are not less than 30 years of age
and have contributed to the unemployment insurance fund for not less than 5 full
years. The program should be subject to proper certification procedures, with re-
sponsibility to be assumed by the educational institution_to shbw that the course
taken by a client will produce marketable skills.

ADDWNAL STATEMINT OF JEROME M. Rosow

DZSCRIFTiON .OF CASED OK

The casebook reflects the practices of leading-edge companies in the United
States.

A questionnaire was sent to 1,300 major companies requesting information on
rsonnel policies as they affect older employees m the following areas: Hiring and

, employing annuitants, flexible work schedules, permanent part-time wolf .

job , redesign of Jobe, demotion, retraining, continuing education, education
. leaves an sabbaticals, second careers, performance evaluation salary and pay

practices, and benefits.
- Ninety-one comies responded, for a return of 7 percent. Work in America

consultants and as well as members of the policy study's national advisory
committee, provided additional leads. Marc Rosenblum and Harold L. Sheppard
graciously supplied their list of 43 companies. In all, more than 170 organizations
provided the data base for this project. The final 69 ithits6represent a cross section
of what industry and Geverfiment are doing in the older worker area.

The universe represented here is substantialthese 69 organizations contain a
total population in excess of 21/2 million workers.

The casebook is entitled "Young Programs for Older Workers," and will be
published by Van Nostrand Reinhold. The cases are organized into six areas reflect-

eing:
(1) New work arrangements; (2) reentry workers; (8) secondary organizations; (4)

.ployment; (5) hiring older workers and annuitants; and (6) assessing and advis-
ing. r

1. New work arrangements
There are three aspects of new work arrangements. These include part-time work,

phased retirement, and second-career training. These three new working arrange-
ments are reeponding40 'changes in the economy and to the aging of the -labor force.

A. Part-time employment.Part-time employment is represented by six case stud-
ies' including: Northern Natural Gas Co.; Macy's; Woodward & Lothrop; Bullocks
Department Stores; the Toro Co.; San Francisco Unified School district; and Wielita
Public Schools.

One fascinating case that's highly original, with wide potential for adaptation, is
the California and Kansas-exPeriments to deal with the shrinking profession of
teaching. These qtates have made a.substantial breakthrough in work Baring by
changing pension rules alloWing elder teachers to collect their 4ull pensions while
worldhg part time, thus opening opportunities for the employment of .younger
teachers and rebalancing the age mix.

13; Phased retirement.A fewitivate sector. companies are flirting with phased
retirement. Here the problem is ding way for employees to reduce their,work-
ing life gradually without decreasing pension benefits. As a wave of the future this
is a problem searching earnestly for 4 solution. The four case studies reported
include: The Wrigley Co.; Towle Silver,Cb.. New England Mutual Life Insurance Co.;
and Gordon E. McCallum & Engineering Science.

, -C. Second careers.--Second career training is another option which_can extend
working life through a series of conliguous careers. These programs rec}Mre excel-
lent planning and a close tie to labbr market needs. One remarkable case study
reports a failiife in the instance of the air traffic controllass and describes the
reasons why. There are five cases studies here, as follows: IBM; New Career,Cppor-
tunnies, Inc; the 'Ou, Traffic Cohtrollers; Aerospace Corp.; and Yale University.

ft Job redeign.Ar area with greaV potential but only one case to report at
present. is the redesign of *.jobs- to be more compatible with the capacities and
interests of older workers: Tektronix, Inc.
2. Reentry Workers

Reentry workers are women who left the work force to raise !amines and have
returned to work after varying periods of tijne. The cases in this section deal with
Government progrims.designed to help women toward economic independence. The
displaced homemaker programs area response to the social and economic disloca-
tion caused by the high divorce. rate. Since estimates. put thelnumber of displaced

t' homemakers it the 4 million malt, these"-efforts represent only a beginning. These
o include the following: New, York State displaced hememaker prdgram; Gbnteefor
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Continuing Education for Women, Valencia COmniunity College, Orlando, Fla.; The
Maryland Center for Displaced Homemakerti Project Reentry of the Career and
Volunteer Service, Civic Center and Clearing House, Inc., Boston.

Secondary organizations
There are a number of successful secondary organizations which help older work-

, ere find jobs. The fact that many annuitants desire employment is no longer open to
question; 45 percent of retirees surveyed by the lags Harris poll said they'd prefer
to be working. Employers who hire older workers and annuitants are increasingly
pleased with their reliability and performance. One exciting new development re-
ported in the case studies is the Job Finders case study, San Mateo, Calif., which
has had a 95-percent placement rate for participants over the age of 50 who
attended a 3-week workshop. Eighty-one percent of these'people retained their jobs
for at least 6. months. The other cases include: Second careers program; Mature
Temps; Older Americans Employment and Training Center, Senior Personnel Em-
ployment Council of Westchester; and,Retirement Jobs, Inc. '

, 4. Redeployment
This section deals with the involuntary movement of workers because of changing

economic and technological conditions. Increasingly, corporate employers who are
forced to terminate executives and salaried personnel are providing outplacement
counseling to speed up the relocation process and ease the trauma of separation.

re pIn spite of the severe ems which accompany the loss of a job, statistics from
two studies by professio outplacement counselors show that over 70 percent of
terminated employees get better paying jobs when they relocate. However, older
workers have a significantly harder time accepting the jop loss and finding new ".

positions.
Age seems to affect a manager's attitude _.toward demot n. A 1978 survey of

Danish managers showed that the older the 'employee, the more likely he is to
accept a transfer to a_position of lesser responsibility and pay. While there has been
little acceptance of and experience with demotion in this country, where it has
worked, as at Kellogg and Maremont, those corporations have observed several
important principles. The reassignment was mutually agreed upon by employerlipd
employee, the worker was included in the planning process froM the beginning,
time was allowed to explore other options, the final choice was left to the employee
and, where possible, the reassignment involved transfer to another unit within the
company. 7.110 casebook reports the followineexamples of reassiounent to4positioru3
of leaser responsibility (demotion): The Danish Experience; Marement rp.; the
Kellogg Co.; and General Electric Co.Aircraft Engine Group.
5. The "near -hires " =older workers

Older workers or annuitants are being hired by high-technology industries, banks
. and insurance companies, and manufacturers. Where skills are in short supply, in

the fields of engineering and computer technology, secretarial and clerical work,
and skilled craft areas, age is not a limiting factor. Employers are finding that older
workers are reliable and prodlictive and some companies, notably- Bankers Life &
Casualty Co., are saving employment agency fees by establishing oncall work forces
of their own for their annuitants. While some older workers and annuitants return
totwork full time, the Nast majority work.as consultants and part-time employees,
supplementhig,their retirement income. These cases have been organirted by indus-
try groups as follows: High technology industries; insurance companies and banks;
manufacturers; and academia. ' .

6. Assessing and advising
Four types of assessment and advice are reported in the concluding of the

casebook.
A. Performance appraisal.The most complex assessment programs deal with

pe ormance appraisal. This will become critically important in ,the face of age
Hai in employment legislation. There are five cases reported wljialaiare

significant: Grumman Aerospace Corp.; the Kellogg Co.; Bankers Life & t3'
Co.; the Mead Corp.; and Connecticut General Life Insurance Co. yx

B. Continuing education and training.There are many opportunities for training
and continuing education in American companies, but age data is hard to identify.
Four programs are reported here, as follows: General Electric Co.Aerospace Elec-
tronic Systems Department; the International' Silver Co. and theTrade Adjustment
Assistance Act; A. T. & T.; and the each Corp.

C. Occupational alcoholism p ming.There are two cases reported here:
Gr`umman Aerospace Corp.; and cohol awareness programU.S. Department of
State.
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D. Preretirement planning.The more progressive companies troth experience are
Moving toward starting their retirement planqing not later than age 55. Manyenlightened personnel directors see a need to tf6 preretirement to career life plan-Ping in general. Here tlie six leading-edge cases are reported as follows: AIM; Levi
Strauss & Co.; Polaroid Corp.; Atlantic 'Richfield Co.; Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. ofNew York; and Grumman Aerospace Corp.

This report of American practices for older workers is neither comRrehensive nortotally representRve. In our view these are the more elitist- and progressive prac-tices. In fact theMsebook represents a "creaming" of industrial practice. We -threwout a big net in a questionnaire to solicit the identification of any experimentation
or new programs, and it took a considerable .effo to isolate these cases. However,they represent positive programs that are workin and that are meeting the eco-
nomic needs of the society-. The fact that leading, ighly.profitable corporations inthe United States have done these thinggss and are continuing to do more is certainlya harbinger of better things me. We believe that a great nur f sociaLlindeconomic improvements occur b imitation, and our hope is that his casebook will-result in much more widesprea use throughout the country. This casebook, takentogether with our mak: 'recofnmendations, begin and end in the workplacewhere critical personnel decisions are nre affecting the extension of work-ing life ,t'Senator CHILES. Mr. Kunze. -

STATEMENT OF KARL HUNZE, OXNARD,, CALIF., CHAIRMAN,
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON AGE, WORK,' AND RETIREMENT, NA-
TIONAL COUNCIL ON THE AGING

Mr. KUNZE. Senator Chiles, I want to first express my gratitude
for your presentation at the NCOA 30th anniversary conference._In
particular your agirmative stance was most welcome and-most
appreciated: I would also like to express appreciation to members
of your Staff who contributed significantly tonhe conference which,
in my opinion, turned out to be the best one ever on this subject of 1kissues of the older.workers.

Senator CHILES. Thank you, sir.
Mr. KUNZE. Over the years NCOA has worked very closely with

this committee on a number of tasks, and we are very pleased to beable to share. with you today some of our views on employment
options and opportunities for middle-aged and older persons, and
the impact of those options not only on the individuals involved but.
on their employers, present .or potential, and on our society in'general:

Since NUM's_ founding in 1950, it has been concerned about
Older workers, and that concern remains central to this day. Youwill find more details about some of NCOA' s major job-related'
activities in our prepared statement,1 but perm -me just to men-tion, a few of them here.

NCOA publishes "Aging and Work," a- quarterly journal thataddresses a broad spectrum of issues related to age, work, and
retirement. It is read by many in industry and unions. We have -good distribution to libraries; Government agencies, and I believe
we. have really, pretty good readership of that journal in variouseats of societi.

COA has commissioned major surveys of attitudes about aging
and employment, first from the public at large in 1975 as part of aJar-reaching poll by Louis His & Associates and more recently'

'from perionhel directors and chief executiye,officers of the largest
corporations- in the Nation. I am happy to mention that attitudes

See page 39.
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do seem to be changing, especially with those' who direct the larger
corporations. It might have to do with some of the legal cases that
we have had Over the last 11 years or so but at least an awareness
now has taken place and it is for the good of our causes.

NCOA helped lead the fight for amendments to protect workers
until age 70 under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.
With reference to Senator emz' statement on this subj.-let, we are
ready to fight for removal o the 70-year age ceiling; in fact, we are
involved iii that at the pres t time. The ceiling to me is entirely
contradictory and it brings a ut an inconsistency in the act.

One might characterize th recommendations that I am about
to summarize as the three E's enforcement, education, and
exhibitions. ,

The ADEA remains the major tool for fighting discrimination in
the'job market on the bas. of age. The number of complaints filed
under ADEA increases eve ear, and the increases have appar-
ently accelerated since enforce t authority transferred from the
Labor Department t9 the Equal Em nt Opportunity Commis-
sion. I am.not implying causation here, I am merely stating some-
thing with reference to time. Yet thousands of protected workers
know nothing of their rights under this law, or learn about them
after deadlines in the act have passed. NCOA urges this committee
to take the lead in amending the ADEA to simplify procedural
requitements, remove the upper age limit for protection, and elimi-
nate some of the irrational exceptions.

frequently overlooked tool in helping older workers find and
keep jobs is another Federal _jaw, the Age Discrimination Act of
1975. This lathe ADA, seeks to prohibit age-based discrimination
in the distributioiNf,benefits from Federal programs, some of
which are aimed squarely at helping' persons find unsubsidized
jobs. Parts of the cETA program, for example, provide comprehen-
sive employment 'and training services. Although persons over age
55 comprise about 9 percent of the Nation's unemployed, they
c nstitutecr'only 2.9 percent of the CETA employment and training

icipants in 1979.
er employment-related programs'affected by the ADA include

the U.S. Employment Service and the vocational rehabilitation
program. Yet more thaw,6,rnonths after the deadline, the Labor
Department has not "issued even proposed regulations applying the
ADA !o its programs. NCOA urges the committee to press for swift
enforcement of the ADA and tightening of the Statutory require-
ments themselves, if necessary.

Well, that is the first E, enforcement. Now let's turn to the
second E, education. The first facet of education deals with employ.,
ees themselves. We must assist workers who find themselves, intheir /ate foities or fifties, faced with unemployment because of
economic clisruptions.qhousarids of steel and auto workers are
today, trying to nitch- their worklives together again after the
massive layoffs and terminations in those industries. I know that
the focus of these hearings is on keeping older workers on their
jobs, but what happens when the jobs disappear? With often large
financial oblieations, and with few prospects for new employment -
at anything like old wage levels, these workers are in need of help.
We need to make retraining more available at all levels, especially
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through CETA, for middle-aged and older workers who suffer these
kinds of career disruptions.

Also, as I mentioned, workers themselves need to be better in-
formed of their rights under protective laws. Much more must be
done than merely requiring the employer to post a sign about the
law against employment discrimination.

My field is in industrfal relations, I am in close touch with the
employees and I know Bow naive they are at this point in time
about age legislation. But an even greater education job is needed
awong employers and not simply the corporate giants that the
committee will be hearing from next month but small- and medium-
sized firms, ones with anywhere from .several to 1,000 workers.
They need to be informed about the requirements of'ADEA, to be
sure. As part of its senior community service program, NCOA
conducts community seminars on the older worker law around the
country. These seminars have reached almost 600 smaller compa-
nies over the past 15 months.

NCOA's community seminars do more than just help assure
compliance with the ADEA. They alsolive employers insight into
how to identify areas where middle-aged and older workers are
being underutilized. Correcting that meads higher work force pro-
ductivity and highef prtifits for the company: The tool we use for

v'this is an age profile or, as it is commonly called, an age audit, .of
the work. force. The completed age profile analyzes personnel iii-
tionshirings, promotions, terminations, and the likeby age, for
various types of occupations in the company. It does enable the
company to examine how well it is complying with the ADEA, but
it. also allows management- to see the potential for better work
force utilization.

Another major' unmet educational need has to do with the re-
search on middle-aged and older ,workers, the subject of much of
today's testimony. As you are hearing, a great deal of test informa-
tion is being developed in areas such as older worker, productivity,
adaptability,- constancy, and other characteristics, as well as some
exciting and promising findings in measuring functional capacity.
These are far from complete or conclusive, and more research
needs to be done. But we need .to communicate what we already
know to the employers andpolicymp.kers who can put them to use.
In short, we need to keep theni'educated on the latest information
relevant to. the aging work force they will have:to deal with. NCOA

Aoio. does some of that trommunication, through its jOurnal, through the
seminars I. have described, and in other forums, but the task is
monumental. Stereotypes about older people and their capabilities
took decades to work themselves into our consciousness and they
will not be excised overnight.

After enforcement and education, the final implement in this
alliterative toolkit is exhibitions. NCOA's retirement planning pro-
grams, for example, encourages and assists- employees and spouses

. to plan for their retirement. The program was funded jointly by
the Adthinistration on Aging and a consortium of major corpora-
tions and unions. We have conducted successful exhibitions, or
demonstrations, . involving economic development districts and
older worker specialists in State employment offices. Many offer
potentially productive demonstrations are set out in Dr. Shepprid's
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report titled "Research and Development Strategy on_Em_ployment-
Related Problems of Older Workers," including part -time .employ-
ment, tapered retirement, skill upgrading for older minorities and
expansion of apprenticeships to workers over age 40. That last
subject is one that really has not been looked into at all.

Mr. Chairman and members of the 0 committee, those are not
simple problems and will not yield to simplistic solutions but, I
believe the steps I have outlined briefly can help to bring about
improvements in the working lives of older people as well as a,
more productive society for us all.

Senator ,CHILEs. Thank you, sir. Your prepared statement will be
entered. into the record at this time.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kunze follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT. OP KARL ADDER

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for this- opportunity to
fy today for the National Council on the Aging, a private nonprofit organization

comp eting its 30th year of service on behalf of older Americans. Over the years
NCOA has worked very closely with this committee on a number of tasks, and we
are very ,pleased to be able to share with you today some of our views on employ-
ment options and opportunities for middle -aged and older persons, and the impact of
those options not only on the individuals involved, but on,their employers, present
or potential:6nd on our society in general.

NCOA's commitment to the older worker began at the time of its founding in
1950, when a qiinmittee on Employment and Retirement was named, and has
continued through the present. Permit me to sketch for you some of the employ-

* ment-related activities in which NCOA is engaged or has already completed.
National Institute on Age;:-Work, and RetirementThis unit of NCOA, originally

the Institute of Industrial Gerontology, has focused for the past 12 years on the
issues and problems of age, work, income, and retirement as they relate both to the
labor market and to the middle-aged and older workers. The institute conducts
studie?ind provides an extensilte range of training and technical assistance for
industry, labor, State, and local councils on aging, and many others. Several of the
specific projects listed belowaie undertaken within the institute.

Journal on Aging and WorkSince 1969, NCOA has published "Aging and
Work" (formerly Tndustrial Gerontology"), the only national publication devoted

solely to issues of age, employment, retirement, and income as they affect middle-
aged and older workers. "Aging and Work" addresses 6 range of topics designed to
help employers meet the challenge of an aging work force.

Major articles in the journal regularly focus. on employment and training of the
lder worker, techniques td determine functional ca ty, innovative management

hniquee, retirement-preparation programs, social security and private pension
plans, flexible worktime, performance appraisal, retraining and second careers,
employment discrimination, and industry's redponse to older worker issues. A regu-
lar column of the AMA highlights court decisions, pending cases and settlements
involving older workers. Abstracts of current research on older worker issues are
included in each issue, as are book reviews on new texts dealing with the economic
and social implications of the middle-aged and older work force.

The journal in the last several years has published articles describing special
program experience regarding older workers. Examples of demonstration programs,
summaries of unique skills assessment, job placement, and training techniques have
been highlighted.

Retirement planning program. l1 new initiative of NCOA has been the retire-
ment planning program, a major thrust to serve the needs oT industral organiza-
tions and their employees on a national basis. .

Conducted in cooperation with a consortium of 13 major corporations and unions,
the program is an innovative approach to preparing employees in their' forties and
older for retirement. The new approach is based on advances in the behavorial
sciences, and employs multimedia interactive techniques packaged as eight modules
of training materi4U. The program is funded jointly by the consortium and the U.S.
Administration on Aging.

Consortium members have participated actively in the design, development, and-*
testing of the . training modules. A typical module has audiovisual, materials, a
speoially prepared booklet, and self-assessment aids for employee and spouse, indi-
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vidual and group exercises,,minicases, and a seminar leader's guide. The modules
are designed to enable an employee and spouse to actually produce a personal plan
relating to each topic area covered.

The-modules were subject to tryout-evaluation-revision cycles by preretirees from
the consortium corporations until they met established effectiveness criteria,

Harris 1975 NCOA published the results of a far-reaching liatib poll
to determine society's attitudes on. aging. The survey, conducted for NCOA by Louis
Harris & Associates, is titled "The Myth and Reality of Aging in %A.menca." It
pinpointed attitudes of workers of all ages, and of persons with hiring responsibility,
on Such topics as age discrimination, mandatory retirement, reasons for continuing
em lo enyincome adequacy, and many others.

CEO survey.Last year NCOA was instrumental in developing a survey of chief
executive officers and personnel directors of the country's largest corporations on
their attitudes toward older workers and retirement, and their own retirement
preparation practices. The survey revealed a heightitled awareness among corporate
leaders of inflation s grave implications for retiring employees.

National Association of Older Worker Employment Services (NAOWES).This
association was created in 1978 as an NCOA program under the National Institute
of Age, Work, and Retirement, in response to members who wished to establish a
national forum for an exchange of ideas and to have an impact on public policy
recommendations. NAOWES was also designed to provide training and technical
assistance to local groups who wish to assist older workers in obtaining employ-
ment.

Economic Development AdministratThe Economic Development Administra-
tion of the U.S. Department of Commerce approved a grant to NCOA in 1977 to
conduct a training, and technical assistance project .on "Economic Development and
the Older Worker." On the premise that the legislative mandate 'for EDA is job
creation, the grant was designed to use EDA's district development system to insure
that jobs created by public works projects and through loans and grants to private
industry would be distributed equally to all ages.

The project; while of short duration, was significant because it recognized that
older workers were an important human resource. It emphasized that effective
manpower utilization is a significant part of economic development and that knowl-
edge of older workers' potential is an important factor in effective development.

Industrial health counseling demonstration project.--One of the Institutes most
effective demonstrations was its Industrial Heath Counseling Service- (IHCS) in
Portland, Maine, which adapted an age-free method for matching workers to jobs.
Funded by DOL, IHCS perfected a technique originally implemented and tested by
the Canada _Veterans' Addinistration, applied successfully. .and still in' use at de
HaVilland Aircraft in Toronto. The method was, according to a DOI, publication,A
"giant step toward changing industry's attitude toward the.arg process."

appropriate jobs showed that workers, ,through system.reduced the
An analysis of the result of testing 4,000 applicants an matching them with

turnover rate in "lasting industries, eliminated workmen's compensation
claims, and resulted in higher morale, from workers being placed in compatible jobs.

The senior community service project (SCSP).Thisprogram, NCOA's largest, was
initiated in 1968 under a= DOL contract as- a demonstration program focusing on
disadvantaged ,oltler workers.

SCSP gives older persons jobs as bigngual tutors, hospital and mental health'
aides, day-care assistants, crime prevention counselors, paralegals, housing advisors,
mobil library drivers, vocational counselors, casework and clerical.aides, and assist-
ants to the handicapped Jobs also are available in the fields of recreation, energy
conservation, and restoration as recreation supervisors, park and museum guides,
tribal historians,,energy, auditors, and home repair aides.

Benefiting the elderly, in particular are jobs in nutrition programs, senior centers,
health and home care, transportation, information and referral services, employmeat assistance.

Age discrirnination.Through its Public Policy Center, its publications, and
speeches and contacts by staff and board members, NCOA worked very hard to
bring about enactment of the 1978 Amendments to the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act (ADEA). Of course, that effort benefited enormously. from the
leadership of this committee, and we were successful. The same year'saw strength-
ening amendments to the other ahtiage bias laifthe Age Discrimination Act of
1975, and NCOA was in the forefront of that-struggle as

NCOA is proud of its record of advocacy and achievements on behalf of middle-
aged and older workers, and persons of those Pages who would work if the opportuni-
tyerose. But as today's tistunony demonstrates, the fears and, anxieties about the
"graying" of the work force are widespread; myths about older workeie' capabilities
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persist; those contemplating retirement are g1 en pause by months of 15 to 18
percent'annual inflation rates, and those already retired are compelled to go looking
for work again to keep from sliding into poorer economic condition. ' .

The committee is. to be commended for recognizing these problems, and address-
ing them in the course of this series of hearings.

-I will not recite the litany of barriers facing the fully use of middle-aged and older
persons in the work force;'rather, what I will tryto do in this statement is to lay
out a few basic strategies that seem to hold some promise in removing, or at least
diminishing, those barriers.

e might characterize these recommendations as the "three E's"enforcement,
cation, and exhibitions.

Enforcement.Great strides in enacting antiage discrimination legislation
have been 'taken in recent years. The ADEA, first enacted in 1967, remains the
major.weapon for.fighting age discrimination in the job market on the basis of age.
The number of complaints received by the Department of Labor rose from 1,000 in
1969 to almost 4,300 in 1978, and more than $16 million of income was restored to
individuals over that period. The volume of complaints has apparently grown even
heavier since, transfer of -ADEA enforcement authority from DOL to the Equal,
Employment Opportunity Commission. Yet thousands of protected workers know.
nothing of their rights under this law, or learn about their rights after the deadline
for filing -a complaint has passed: More and more cases are also beginning to be"
decided against older workers,as the exceptions in the law are given broad judicial
interpretation.

NCOA urges this committee to take the lead in strengthening the ADEA in a
variety of ways: .

Procedural requirements should be simplified, and a y plaintiffs to class
actions should be improved.

The upper age limit' for protection under the a 70 are for most employees,
should be abolished. -

Irrational exceptions to the ADEA, specifically those for tenured college far"
and for highly paid business executives, should be repealed.

The exception permitting discrimination when age is a "bona fide occupational
qualifidation". shoidd be sharply restricted. Employers are increasingly construing
strength or Agility requirements, among others, as age "BFOQ's."

A frequently' overlooked tool in helping older workers find and retain jobs is the
Age Discrimination Act of 1975. It is not primarily an. employment law; in fact, the
only employment program covered expressly. is,the ComprehensiviEmployment and
Training Act (gETA). While the ADEA- is patterned after title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the ADA parallels title VI of that act. Its purpose is to prohibit

' discrimination on the basis of age in programs receiving Federalfunds, and some,of
those funds are aimed squarely at helping persona finding unsubsidized employ-
ment.

Title II (parts A, B, and C) of,CETA, for example, provides comprehensive employ-
ment and training services. Although persons over age 55 Constitute about 9 percent
of the Nation's unemployM, only 2.9 percent of the CETA employment and training
participants in 1979 had resapd that age. The U.S. Employment Service referred
about 800,000 persons over ar:55 to job openings in 1979about 8.5-percent of the
more than 15.5nillion persons so referred. Both of these programs are covered by
the ADAyet the Department of Labor, more than 6 months after the deadline, has-
yet to issue even proposed regulations applying the ADA to Laborprograms.

This committee has been a pivotal force in getting the Administration on Aging to
issue long-overdue regulationS for title III of the Older Americans Act; NCOA-urges
that you lake a similar leadership position in forcing DOL. and a dozen other
Federal agencies to issue the ADA regulations that were due to be issued last
September, Furthermore, we believe the committee should examine closely the need
to tighten the loopholes ripped in the law by the governmentwide regulations nowin effect.

These actions in the area of enforcement could sig nificantly improve the chances
of many older workers to keep their jobs, or find new ones if the need arises. 4

The second "E" of this series of suggestions is: Education. Both .employers and
employees must be educated in a variety of areas.

One group of employees hi obvious need of education are those who, in their
forties and fifties find themselves out of work _because of downturns in theeconomy
or in s_ particular industry. Thousands.of steel and auto workers are today trying to
stitch together a new wbrklife after massive layoffs and terminations in those.
industries. Although the focus of this hearing is to find ways to keep older workers
on the job, de must ask, what happens when that job disappears? Middle-aged and
older workers, faced with larger financial obligations, with fewer prospects for work
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at their generally higher wage levels, are in desperate need of help. We need to
make retraining more available at all levels, through devices such as CETA and the
Trade Adjustment Assistance Act, to help middle-aged and older workers make job
transitions and remain productive.

Another aspect of worker education is education about their rights under the laws
discussed above. The ADEA requires employers to post signs telling workers there is-
a law against age discrimination, but a much more systematic, aggressive informa-
tion campaign needs to be waged by Woth EEOC and the Labor Department.

An even greater education job about ADEA is needed among employers. Not the
major national corporations scheduled to testify before the committee on this sub-
ject next monththey are well aware of their duties under the law. Those in need
of enlightenment are the great number of smaller and medium-sized firms, with
anywhere from 20 employees to 1,000, who simply have not had the law's require-
ments brought home to them. "

In conpuiction with its senior community service project, NCOA is conducting
community seminars on AREA and the older worker around the coun These
seminars have reached almast 600 small companieswith up t o 3 I I I ... .yees
over the past 15 months. Often, fungible (though statistically i . . Hi ..:i gains
result immediately from these seminars. Our staff fords older .rkers sit in on
these sessions, and. many a company president has heard something like, "Your
factory wouldn't hire me because I was too old." And many of those who speak up
find themselves with job interviews later the same day, and eventually with jobs at
the company that had rejected them before. Employers need to learn about their
ADEA obligations, and we need to help them learn.

NCOA's community seminars help assure compliance with the ADEA, but, in
addition, they give employers insight into those areas where middle-aged and older
workeri are being underutilized. Correcting this underutilization has definite bene-
fits to the employerimproved work force- productivity,.and higher potential profits
for the company. The tool NCOA-uses in this process is an "age profile," or, as it is
mere commonly called, an age audit, of the work force. (We prefer the "profile"
label because it captures the nonthreatening nature of the process better than the
term "audit") The completed age -profile analyzes personnel actions-r-hirings, pro-
motions, terminations, assignments, compensation, etc.by age, for various occupa-
tions in the company. The profile becomes a preventive tool. Management need not
wait for a complaint to be filed, potential problem areas can be identified and

. remedied long before that stage.
Another major unmet educational need relates to the.reamis of research on

middle-aged and, older workers, much of which is the subject of today's testimony.
Test information is being developed in areas such as older worker productivity,
adaptability, training receptivity, constancy, and other characteristics. When NCOA
did a "survey last fall of relevant published studies on functional capacity, for
example, the bibliography contained 150 references and ran 11 _pages in length.

These studies far from complete or conclusive, and more research has to bestudies
done. But we n take advantage of what is in existence, to communicate what
we already kr, the employers and policymakers who can put it tp use now.
NCOA does some of this communication through its journal, other NCOA publica-
tions, the community seminars, sessions at our regional annational meetings, and

iin other forums but the task is monumental. Not only do -rive need to enlist-others
in this communications process, but we must sort out the most effective techniques
of communication and make use of them. We need, in short, a dissemination,
strategy.

Such a strategy would play a part, not only in education, but also in the third tine
of the three-pronged recommendation: Exhibitions. NCOA's retirement planning

, which is described above, is a good illustration of this technique. We
gathered existing data about -a variety of' toPics relevant to retirement consider-
ations, coupled them with proven learning bichniques, and began working with
employers and unions to test, refine, and publicize the program. The economic
development program, also described earlier in the statement, demonstrated how
economic developers could assure that workers of all age groups profited from the
job-generating impact of a particular project. Many other potentially fruitful demon-
strations are described in the research and development plan compiled for the
Labor Departnient by another of today's witnesses, Dr. Harold L. Sheppard. That
document, "Research and Development Strategy on Employment- Related Problems
of Older Workers," gave high pnority to conducting such demonstratigns as part-,
time employment, tapered retirement, skill upgradirit for older minorities, and
expansion of apprenticeships to workers over age 40..

Demonstrations, or exhibitions, take principles which are sound, but obscure, and
implement them in practical ways. DOL, AoA, and the private sectorboth nonprof-.I
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it and for-profitshould be cooperating in devising, conducting, and evaluating
4 demonstrations affecting older workers, and then disseminating the results.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the problems facing older workers
in the private sector today are not simple ones, and they will not yield to simplistic
solutions. You canna abolish by statute the stereotypes about the aging process
that people have taken decades: to accumulate. But I believe the steps I have
outlined for you today can help bring about, at a relaaely modest cost, tangible
improvements in the jives of millions of older people, as well as a more productive
society for us all.

Thank you very much.

Senator CHILES. Dr. Woodruff.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS C. WOODRUFF, PH. D., WASHINGTON,
D.C., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON
PENSION POLICY

Dr. WOODRUFF. Mr. Chairman, I would like to address the issues
that you have under consideration today from a different perspec-
tive than the other panelists. My remarks will focus on the difficul-

. ties that older Americans face in retirement. I, will also briefly
outline the problems of our traditional retirement systems as they
attempt to meet the needi of the elderly. Both of these develop-
Ments have a significant effect on possible policy initiatives related
to increased work opportunities for our senior citizens.

As you. know, the President's. Commission on Pension Policy was
established by Executive order and authorized by _Congress to pro-
vide the country with an overall -retirement income policy. Put
simply, our present system of retirement income is a hodgepodge.
We have no overalL,national pension policy. Nor has the country
arrived at an accepted definition of what constitutes an adequate
retirement income.

The Commission, will be issuing an interim report to the Presi-
dent and the Congress later in May. Many of the issues we are
discussing today will be addressed in that report In fact; one of our 1

study groups is expected to make specific recommendations regard-
ing employment opportunities for the eldeily. And, this overall
question will be addressed by ,the Commission as it considers the
relative roles of social security, employer-based pensions, personal
savings, and work in providing income to older Americans.

I think you can appreciate my role today as Executive Director
of a Commission that has not yet issued an interim, report.Secause
othis situation, my comments may not be as specific in an advo-
cacy role ea some of the other panelists. However, I will provide
you with some of thinitial data from some of our surveys and
other studies..

At the very heart of our study and recommendations "lies the
question of how to provide older ericans with an adequate level
of income in their later years. The country's retirement income,
resources, both public and private, are already' straining at their .
limits` We can expect that increasing amounts of the national
income will be devoted to pension benefits in the very -near future
as our population -ages and lives longer once they have retired. -

Total, retirement, disability, and survivors benefits have grown
from 2 percent of the gross national product- in 1950 to over 8
percent of the gross national product by 1975.

In the face of mounting pressures brought about by increased.
pension benefits,' high rates of inflation and a larger aged popula- , .
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-tion which is living longer in retirement, it is obvious that the
Nation's policymakers must examine every option in providing
additional income resources to the elderly. It would also be good
policy to encourage more individual initiative.

One policy initiative to relieve the intergenerational dependence
and financial strains on our retirement system would be to in--
crease work efforts Voluntarily. This could be accomplished

' through work incentives and increased job opportunities fox' older
persons.

I do not mean to suggest that increased employmentopportuni-
ties for the older worker is a panacea. There are, unfohunately, no
simple solutions. Mr. Chairman, as you mentioned in your opening
statement this morning, we have witnessed a trend toward earlier
retirement. In 1979, only 62 percent of males aged 60 to 64 were in
the labor force compared to 75 percent in 1970. This indicates a
lessening of the role of work income and a growing dependency on
retirement programs for those in that age bracket.

The President's Commission is considering a number of policy
initiatives which could increase work incentives and job opportuni-
ties for the elderly. We are in the procegs of reversing that trend.
A few of the very general recommendations that are before the
Coiiimission next wee ctude the elimination or modification of
the social security ea sings test, encouragement of alternative
work patterns, and enco agement of retraining programs.

Other possible work incentives include requiring pension accru-
als for those workers overage 65 in private employer-baged pensiori
plans. Currently regulations permit pension, plans to freeze accru-
als after a worker reaches age 65. In addition, there is the issue of
lifting the age. 70 mandatory retirement. This is another subject
the Commission may deal with next week.,

At this point let me describe why work incentives for the elderly
are so important by giving you some of the preliminary results of a
nationwide survey on retirement income questioris which was spon-
sored by the Commission and several other Government agencies
and carried out last fall.

According to our survey, we are witnessing the disturbing devel-
, opment of'a two-class system of retirement income in this country.

One group of senior citizens lives fairly-'well in retirement because
they receive' social security benefits and some benefit from an
employer pension plan. 'A second group of older Americans has to
rely primarily on social security to maintain a minimum standard
of living in retirement. The question for national policymakers is:
Should wesii,cetan we elk* this development?

Let me' few results of our survey, and another survey that.
was conducted' by the Department of Labor and the Social Securitrir
Administration.

According to the first results ofa survey conducted by the De-
partment of Labor and the Social Security Administration, pension
coverage in the private sector has flattened ott. Their survey
shows that 49 percent of the full-time working population in indus-
try was covered by a private pension in 1972. By 4979 the coverage
had only increased to 51 percent. According to the same survey,
however, vesting in the private sector has increased because of
ERISA. In 1972, 32 percent of those covered by private pensions
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were vested. By 1979,'48 percent of those covered by private pen-
sions -are actually entitled to benefits. I might remind you, howev-
er, that this is still about 25 percent of the total work force.

According to the poll spOnsored by the Commission, approximate-
ly 58 percent of all-iNverkers expect social security to be their
primary source of retirement, income while about 22 percent expect
employer-based pensions to be their main support-15 percent
expect to rely on personal savings, while only 2 percent hope that
their family or children will support them in retirement.

Our_ poll also found an overwhelming majority of the population,
89 percent, say that they will definitely or probably receive social Arksecurity benefits, a somewhat different fmding than the Harris poll
issued last year. We found that about 48 percent anticipate they
will receive some benefits from an employer-based pension. Our
survqy, also found a profound pessimism in this country, regardless
of age pr sex, abouktheir retirement prospects. When asked wheth-
er they expected thUr retirement income to be adequate for their
needs, 63 percent answered "probably floe' or "definitely not." This
response shows that people are not confident in the ability of. our

iNation's retirement income systems to provide adequate pensions.
Along the same lines, 52 percent of those surveyed said that they

expecte* to live at a lower standard of living after retirement.
Without generalizing too much, the survey found that women tend
to be more pessimistic than men. And older women workers facing
retirement tend tote more cautious about the future than younger
workers.

Our survey respondenstditie not optimistic about future economic
trends either. I might add that-this survey was taken before our
recent outbreak of double-digit inflation. Fifty-eight percent ex-
pected continued high inflation every year while 60 percent fore-
cast that the country's economic_ conditions will worsen..

What dOes this mean for pension policy? Restating my earlier
remarks, work opportunities for the elderly and individual efforts
becomO much more important policy. objectives. At present_ income
from employment is not as significant a source of income of sup-

..

port 'for the elderly as if had been in the not too distant past. That
? is because of the well-ddetimented trends over the past decades

toward earlier and earlier retirement. While there have been a few
indications that that may be slowing, we found one disturbing
figure in our survey that tends to offer not much hope for the
future.

Our survey indicated that even though many pensiom benefits
may be actuarially reduced and that people expect inflation to

. continue at high levels in the .future, over 47.5 percent of the
working population, expect to retire at age 62 or Before. This. is an
even earlier number than is currently the case, indicating a poten-
tial for even greater dependency on our retirement income pro-
grams in the future. As I indicated; these are just our prelithinary
finding's. We will be con g to analyze the results of this. survey
over the next tevera weeks.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit our
completed tabulations for your hearings record at this time:

'Senator CHILES. The committee would like to have that for the
record.

- .
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Dr. WOODRUFF, In conclusion let me commend the committee for
its interest in this area. I hope that the upcoming recommenda-
tions of the President's Commission on Pension Policy will add
impetus to your thoughtful efforts.

Thank you.
Senator CHILES. Thank you. Your prepared statement,' with the

tabillaticas referred to, will be entered into the record now. .

[The prepared statement of Dr. Woodruff folOwsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. THOMAS MWOODRUFF

Mr. Chairmian, members of the committee, I would likR to address the issues you
have under consideration 'today from a different prospective. My remarks will focus
on the difficulties that older Americans . counter in retirement. I will elso..briefly
outline the problems our traditional ret ent systems are having as they attempt
to meet the needs of the elderly. Both these developments have a significant
effect on possible policy initiatives relatin increased work opportunities for our
senior citizens.

As you know, the President's Commission on 'Pension Policy was established by
Executive order and authorized by Congress to provide the country with an overall
retirement income policy. Put simply, our pgesent system of retirement income is a
hodgepodge. We have no overall national' pension policy. Nor has the country
arrived atan accepted definition of what constitutes an adequate retirement
income.

The Commission will be issuing an interim report to the President -Mid the
Congress in late May. Many of the issues we are discussing today will. be.addreese.
in the report. In fact, one of our study groups is expected to make specific recom-
mendations regarding employment opportunities for the elderly, And, this overall
question will be addressed by the Commission as it considers the relative roles of
social security, employer-based pensions, personal savings, and work in providing
income to older persons.

I think you can understand my role today as Executive Director. My comments
cannot be as specific as those of The other panelists because the Commission has yet
to make its initial policy recommendations. . -

At the very heart of our study and recommendation lies the question of how to
provide older Americans with an adequate level of income in their later years. The
country's retirement income repources, both public and private, are 'already strain-
in at their limits. We can expect that increasing amounts of the national income
will be diveted to pension beirj10,in thejery near future /as ow population ages
and lint* longer in' retieement. ,

Total retirement, disability, arid surviyois Ve&fibs have, grdwn from 2 of
the gross nation111 product in 1950 to 8 percent orthe QNP in 1975.

high rates of. =dation, arid a .aged, Population which is living
In the face of.ounting pressuresArought about by increased ne ta,

r in
retirement, isiebvious thkt the.Nation't-policymakers must examine everaipption 111
in,p.roviding additional indome'resources to' toselderlx.*It would also be gold policy -,
to initiative. ;

Oa policy tiative relievtli, intergefierationalotependence and fmancial
strains on o retirementsysteratid be to incigewor efforta.y,pluititailly. Tips.
could be accomplished through vgfrk incentives iihereised id) ,opportunitiesfo
older persons. *

I do not mean to suggest that increased employment opportu nities f0.thiicilderV
worker is a . Tbere are, unfortunately, no simple so1utii3ns...The eeseneand

unusual degree of insight and understanding on tlib pait of. the. Policyb*ers:
future prob ems associated with retirement income, alicAgre going tojequiretui /-

,
However, equdtoble and efficient answers can be found. °The trend over the last several decades haw been fortmore ;tales the 'age 6
categories 65+, 60-64. -and 55-59, to leaveitl labor force. Althougfi iijetire-
ment under social security was provided for males in 1961, the decji el'of the
seve ties-has seen the largest drop in labor force participation in the's& eal-egory

In ,I979, only 62 percent of this group are in the labor fbrce compared-to 75-
wrce t in 1970 and 78 "peicent,in 1960. The proportion of( women eked" 60-.64 liak

. also droppedoin the seventies although still above the 1960 *c11950 figures. Older
women had been experiencing a countertrend of increased participation. 6And, while other workers generally experience lower unemployment rates than
younger workers, their length of utiomployment tends to be longer. The highest
average duration of unemploymentin1979 for aft age'group was the 17 weeks for
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those aged 55-64. This compares to about 11 weeks those 16 and over.
Lengthy periods of unemployment may lead ,to early involuntary retirement or
becoming a discouraged worker and ceasing to look fora job.

As you know, workers aged 40-70 are protected from age discrimination op the
job by the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA). However, litigation
under ADEA indicates, and surveys have shown, that such discrimination exists.
And, although the 1978 ADEA amendments 'increased the permissible mandatory
retirement age from 65-70, early indications are that this will do little to keep olderworkers on the job beyond.

There are usually at least three elements present, to a greater or lesser extent, in
every retirement decision: (1) State of health; (2) anticipated retirement income; (3)
relationship of the worker to the job. Surveys have shown that poor heal be of
paramount importance. 'yet it can also be a socially acceptable reason for

be of

dislike of a job or inability to find employment. But, by and lasge, poor - health
literally, forces some people to retire unwillingly and deciding-factor for other
voluntafy retirement. Illness is also important in very earlyttetirement.

The relationship of the worker to the job is a factor that may keep older workers
on the job or push them, into retirement. Some workers may wish to retire at the
earliest possible moment while others, when asked when they will retire, confident-
ly reply "never." Occupations and the nature of the employer are also factits.
Persons who are self-employed in small businesses or professional practices do At
have any institutional pressures to retire and have more control over their working
time than those who are employees. S firms tend to not have mandatory
retirement ages or pension plans while r firms have both. Persons in occupa-
tions such as college teaching are ab have flexible hours and favorable working
conditions which encourage later re meat while blue-collar workers in factories
must punch a tinieclock and may have.other constraints and less favorable working
conditions which encourage early retirement.

The President's Commission is considering a number of policy initiatives which
couRi\increase work incentives and job opportunities for the elderly:

Elimination or modification of the social security earnings test.
Alternative work patterns. In order to retain older people in the labor force

we t encourage part-time work, staggered work hours, and sabbaticals.
Work sharing is another possibility.

Retraining. Another approach would be to retrain older workers 'the labor
force and to offer increased educational opportunities to accomplish the samepupose.

At this s point, let me describe why work incentives for the eldery so impor-
tant by giving you some of the f)telinun' ary results of a nationwide survey on
retirement income questions Which was sponsored by the Commission and several
other Government agencies.'

According to our 'survey, ws are witnessing the distaing development of a two-
class systeniof 'retirement income In this country.

One groffp'of senior citizens lives fairly well in retirement because they receive
social security benefits and some benefit from an employer pension.

A second group of older Americans has to rely primarily on social security to
mar taro a minimum standard of living in retirement. 4

Ve question for national policymakers is: should we, or can we, allow this
development?

Let me list a few results of two nationwide polls which verify my point:
According to the first results of a survey conducted by the Department of Labor

and the Social Security Administration, pension coverage in the private sector has
flattened out. The DOL/SSA survey shows that 49 percent Ortbe full-time workingpopulation in industry was covered by a private pension in 1972. By 1979, the
coverage has only increased to 51 percent a (see chart 1). s.1

According to the same DOL /SSA survey, ,yrsting, in the private sector has in-
creased because of ERMA. In 1972; 32 percent of the covered by private pensions

The President's Commission on Pension Policy, the Department of Labor, the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation, the Administration on Aging, and the Social Security Adminis-
tration are sponsoring a $1.2 million nationwide, random survey and analysis of 6,600 house-
holds on retirement Income issues. The first wave of the survey was conducted in, October 1979
by Market Facts, Inc. A follawu survey on some questions will be conducted with the same
respondents in October of this year. Final survey analyses on the primary questions relating to
the impact of social security, employer pensions, and other forms of retirement incomeoon
person savings behavior and capital .formation is being dose bY SRI International.

"Survey of Pension Plan Coverage, 1972 and 197p," Departmeht of Labor/Social SecurityAdministration.
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were vested. In 1979, 48 .cent of those covered by private pensions are actually
entitled to benefits.

According to a poll spo>Ssored by the Commission, 57.9 percent of all workers
expect social security to be their primary source of retirement income, 21.6 percent
expect,employer-based pensions to be the,ir main support in retirement, only 15.1
percent expect to rely on personal savings, while only 1.7 percent hope their family
or children will support them in ;etirement(see chart 2).

Our poll also-found an overwhelming majority of the population, 88.7 percent, say
'that they will definitely, or probably receive social security benefits, 47.8 percent
anticipate that they will receive benefits from art employer-based pension (see chart
3).

Ow survey also found a profound pessimism in this country regardless of age or
sei, about their retirement prospects. When asked whether they expected their
retirement income to be adequate for their needs, 62 9 percent answered probably
not or definitely not. This response shows that the people are not confident of the
ability of our Nation's retirement income systems to provide adequate benefits to

' the retired (see chart 4).
Along the same lines, 51.8 percent of those surveyed said they expected to live at

'a lower standard of living after. retirement (see chart 5).
Without generalizing too much, the survey found that,women are more pessimis-

tic tbfin men. And, alder workers facing retirement are more cautious than younger
worrars.

Our survey respondents aren't optimistic about future economic trends igitier,
58.3 percent expect continued, high inflation every year while 61.4 percent forecast
that the country's economic conditions will get worse (see charts 6 and 7).

What does this mean for pension policy? Restating my earlier remarks, work
opportunities for the elderly and individual efforts become much more important
policy objectives. At present, income from employment is not as significant a source
of support for the elderly as it was in the past. That's because of the well-document-
ed trends over the past two decades toward earlier retirement. Even though many
pension benefits may be, actuarially reduced and people expect inflation to continue
at high levels, our survey shows that 47.5 percent of the working population expect-
ed to retire at age 62 or before (see chart 8).

In conclusion, let me commend the committee for its interest in this area. I hope
that the work and recommendations of the President's Commission will add impetus
to your thoughtful efforts.

CHART 1.-PRIVATE PENSION PLAN COVERAGE

(In percent(

L

Coverage 1972 1979

Female .... ,.
,,,

Total.

54

38
49

56

41
51

F401-tone workers, age 16 and over, excides self-employed

Source: COliSSk

CHART 2.-EXPECTED PRIMARY SOURCE OF RETIREMENT INCOME

Penal

Ate

18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-64 65 p(u

Social wanly (57.9 percent)
Female 753 58.3 68.9 736 87.8 80.4
Male 420 376 453° 49.3 67.1 75.2

Employer-based pension (21.6 percent)
18.1 16.4 15 7 15.2 8 2 86

Male 9 36.6 34 6 34 7 22 3 1 142
Personal sangs (15.1 percent)

\174 16.4 9.0 53 6.9 8.2
8.6 202 61 93 7.5 7.4
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CHART 2.EXPECTED PRIMARY SOURCE OF RETIREMENT INCOME:Continued

Pe.Pertentl

Age

18-29 30-39 40-49 4 50-59 60-64 65 plus -

income from children or family (1.7 percent):
Female 2.6 3.3 3.3 3 2 2 6 19
Mak 1

45 1.2.
.

- 4

CHART 3.EXPECTED SOURCES OF INCOME AFTER RETIREMENT

Pa ream)

.
5.1 360,

Probably not 6.1 16.1
Protabry....

_

17.1 15 6
Definitey.. *71.7 32.2

CHART 4.Whether retirement income adequate for: financial needs

'Percent
:14 Definitely adequati; -.5.7Probably adequate 3L3Probably not adeqtulte 33.8Definitely not adequate 29.1

+lb

CHearr 5.Expected standard of living after retirement

Percent
Higher standard of living 7.8
About the same standard of living 40.4Lower standard of living 51.8

CIL9a 6. Opinion about future inflationary trends

Percent
High inflation will continue each year 58.3
Moderate inflation/less than now 31.9Infiation halted in future

r 9.9

Canter 7.Expected change in, country's condition

PercFnt
Improve

16.0Stay about same 23.9Gecworse 60.1

4, a

5 3
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CHART 8.Age at which respondent expects to quit working full time

tin Percent) .
6105 than 55 14.0 65 41.9

Ir 55 , 66 .2
56 .

.7.3
.2 67 .2

57. .5 68
58 .6 69 .1
59 .3 ...70 5.1
60 9.9 '71 ° .1
61 .4 72
62 k 14.3 73 .1
63: 1.0 74

e 64 .5 75 and over 2.4

Senator anus. I sTould like to start off with this question. About...
the cost of later retirement to the employer; wouldn't the salary of
the younger worker be cheaper?.,What about 'fringe benefitssuch
as health and life insuranceWahl these actually be more expen-
sive?

Mr. Rosow. Part of that statement is true. We build seniority
into compensation practices in the United States and that is a
recognition of both the quality, the loyalty, and the continued
service of people; particularly when they reach a point when they
are not continuing to be promoted. However, in our report we
Make a point of asking employers to, 4ake a hew look at the
equation. e

The old stereotype, that Lit is always cheaper to- hire a younger
worker, now should be set against the question of what it costs to
retire an older worker. In other words, we say to employers, take
the pension value of the' person retiring and deduct it from the

and benefit cost of the person remaining as an active em-
4571bay7e, and that is the net cost effect of keeping an older woiter

versus hiring the younger worker. We don't believe that this equa-
tion has been surfaced or oriented for use in industry simply be-
cause of the way in which the books are kept. The employment cost
shown on your direct payroll as a manager of a department or a
profit center is the active employment cost, and the inactive cóst
that are carried through an actuarial fund are not charged back ii)
the books tothe individual operating profit center. Therefore,,yo
have an incentive as a manager to retire an older worker and hire
a younger worker because the way the books are kept shows a net
reduction of cost. If the pension costs were added to the equatidn,
which part of the true cost of the employer as a whole, you et a
different answer.

Dr. SHEPPARD. May I put Mr. Rosow's point on a more personal
anecdotal leOel? I meet pension fund m ers who say they are
getting very .,irritated by their payroll onager peers who are
dumping their problems onto the pension nd. t540I also want tb add that you have to reckon in the coat: ot_
recruiting a younger worker, training that ,younger worker And'
losing that -younger worker through. high turnover. There have'
been some case studies on an individual firm basis showing all
these costs, and not concentrating simply on a single variable of
the Wages-of the older worker versus the wages of the potential
applicants; that the problem is not just wages. That must be consid-
ered.
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Mr. Blears. One)of, the points that should be made is that in the
Federal regulations to the 1978. amendments to the Age Discrimi-
nation'in Employment Act it allows employers to cut off or freeze
pension accrual after age 65 and an individual who is, hired after
age* 60 need not be enrolled in a defined benefit pension plan.
Furthermore, as far as life insurance and disability costs- go, an.-
employer; is only obliged to contribute the same amount as he does
for younger workers ands he can pay the older over-65 individual

Mess benefits. So the disoriminatory features of these regulations
, tend to mitigate the costs of hiring and retaining an older worker

`and I think they should be eliminated.
'Dr. SHEPPARD. Mr. Batten should mentionI am sure he meant

tothat the employer saves money with the 65-plus worker be-
'cause he does not have to pay as much formedicace.

Mr. BATTEN. That is true.
Dr, SHEPPARD. All are requiring their employees 05 and over to

register for medicare which saves them a few bucks.
Mf. Kurizz. Your criterion is the one that employers use as a

truism and they use it in-their niolp..ower planning and that is one
'of the reasons why older people-UT-have difficulties. fie\ Dr. Shep-
pard has said, there are many factors involved and many employ-
ers have not even made -the-effort to find out whether this is

,-correct or not. Dr. Sheppard mentioned turnover and training costs
as very important, hilt in some industries, especially some occupa-
tions, you have a problem of poor quality of workmanship among
your younger people, causing higher rework costs. Whether the
costs are higher or not depend really on the company, the product
and the cirbtunstances.

Senator CHILES. In the President's proposal, of course, he hitt
proposed that we would have ,the bmployer pay for the medicare
benefits of employees, pver.654.That is something that I opposed in
thee Budget Committee markupbecause any savings that might'
result from that, I 'think, would work 'as a disincentive if the
employer was. forbed to pfry, that. I think that would be one more
reason` they would loOkat why they. would not hire older workrs
and I think that is the rwkong place to try to get savings. As
-know, we are going to be hearing from the panel of corporate
executives to get their laws ozi these issues and I would like to
know from you gentlemer4diat kind of questions you .think that
we ought to be asking them.

Dr. SOPPARD. What about asking them to come equipped with
the very systemic, analysis -of the colpx. of retiring older workers'

:and lilting younger workers in. terfria of the variables we have
mentioned? Recruitment ;costs, hiring costs, training costsrap7
page ands- wastage,, and callbacks.: There 43 certairr absent
turnover.

Incidentally, Senator, you know-the way a variety of economists
can flip-fibp on different problems. -Three rears ago there was talk
about hoW we have to get'rid of older workers because they are not
very productive. Now, they are talking about the declining yoUth
population in the work force, and ,that with the aging, of the work
force; we can count on productiirity improving. So I've Deen asking

4 them to make . up their minds on what is the right 'perspective.
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Mr. BArrEN. I thirik a very important question to lay on the
table for the employer group is'the kinds of information they need,
to help resolve the issues of the aging worker. For example:section
3 of the Age Act mandated a large educational program to get the
kinds of facts and information I have been hearing today to the
employer community so they can use those. Now part of that
depends upon, of course, the Government agencies who are sup-
posed to sum this up anreieliver it, but one of the things to do is to
simply inventory them.

In many casts these age discrimination cases are not deliberate,
they just happen because of stereotypes, alid because those who
make the key:decision simply lack the information. I think if you
shared that with the employer group, then you don't look at them
in terms of oversight but really reaching out to them and saying
that you and the committee and the Government, as such, want to
facilitate older worker needs that but let's hear it from you what
you need. In many cases a little inventory on what they think the
critical issues are that they need to know would be most helpful for
all parties concerned with the positive utilization+, of the older
worker. -.4116

Mr. KUNZE. I would like to have you ask them what policy
statements their company has regarding older workers, and also
wheth'br age has. been incorporated into their affirmative action
programs. Some companies have added age to their affirmative
action coverage. In many cases, as you gedown to lower supervi-
sory levels, the less-informed supervisors are not aware of the Age
Discrimination Act and related legislation. At higher levels there is
some awareness of the legislation, but it does not get down to the
action levels. where the discrimination actually takes place. 's

One good reason for a policy is that people read them. Policies
are guidelines and are taken' seriously because many have been
burned by not 'following policies in other areas. One way really to
help this whole cause is to encourage top managemekit people to
issue policy statements on age discrimination and compliance with
the act and also to simply place the age variable in their affirma-
tive tax programs.

Mr. Rosow. I misunderstood Mr. Kunze's .comments. As a result
of our survey of the 1,300 corporations, many wrote to us or called
us and. said:

We don't have any silecial rograms for older workers but we are anxiously
looking forward to your repo e would like to look at it in terms of what we can
do.

'As we began drafting even the title of the report itself, which we
originally titled "Personnel Policies for the Older Work Force," we
realized that that suggested a dichotomy in policy. Our national
advisory committee of labor, management, academic, and Govern-
ment people, pointed out that we should talk about all workers
not e n the basis of age, sex, religion, national origin, or
an ng e. We did not want to pit the older'worker against

ebody else, or the younger worker against the'older worker. So
in our report, which deals exactly with what Mr. Kunze is talking
about, we have asked corporations to reexamine all of their person-
nel policies to eliminate age discrimination that is either overt or
implicit. For example, in development programs it may not be
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stated in writing, but after a certain age, say 45, you are not put on
the executive development track because the assumption is that
you are burned out and you are not going to make it.

That type of thinking has to be eliminated. So we talk about age-
neutral or age-sensitive approaches, based on th'e kind of informa-
tion that we are receiving from biomedics, on the increased vigor of
people, and on the law, all these things combined. So I would argue ,
for a broader set of personnel policies but not ones that are prefer-
eptial toward the oldei worker.
, One last comment. One of the biggest problems in the eighties
the this Congress, the Government, and the private sector must
face' is that the baby boom of the post-World War II period is
a middle-aged work force congestion problem in the 1980's. We are
going to have a ,52- percent increase in the labor -force of people
from age 25 to 44. Therefore, we are facing a problem in the, period
of slow economic growth, high energy costs, and high inflation: The
problem the employer faces is that of a tradeoff, or a rebalancing,
of the pOlicies that this committee -Would seekand as we in our
testimony have urgedin the face of the demands of the relatively'
younger, highly ambitious people, who want recognition and ad-
vancement.

Mr. BATTEN. Mr. Chairman, I think I would haVe to disagree
with that. If we had race neutral policy or a sex neutral policy in
human resources, a lot of women would still be secretaries and
blacks would still be loading something. or other in the backroom
or something like that. I really think older workers have seen, this.
They have seen the blacks get job's, they have seen women gain
advances and they have seen the Chicanbs Make it. An older
worker civil Fights movement is a real possibility., With all due
respect to those over 65, they seem to accept retirement, but your
55-year-olds are a different kettle of fish. That is a bad analogy, I
guess, but they have-seen the civil rights movement come and go
and they are nbt going to sit back. They are a sophisticated group
perfectly capable of spearheading their civil rights movement. They
learn from the blacks and learn from what women have done.
Otherwieb, if you don't meet your older worker fairly and squarely
in the workplace, you are going to meet him in the Federal district
courts. ,.,

Dr. WOODRUFF. One of the questions the Commission ki grappling
with, is pension accruals for workers after age 65. Proponents of
work incentives for older workers have supported the idea of pen-
sion accruals. I think one of the questions that we would like to
have addressed by the employer -group would be whether their
attitude toward workers over 65 Would- change if pension 'accruals
are required. ty:

The flip side of providing more incentives for work is that there
are no cost savings for pension programs themselves. A concern
that we have with requiring the accruals is whether that would
lead to discrimination of workers in those age brackets. -

I might add also that our chairman will be among the 'group
presenting testimony on May 13 and we hope :nlso that, he can
share with you, in addition to his own corporate policies, some of
the preliminary findings contained, in the Commission's interim
report.
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Senator CHILES. Senator Heinz. C

Senator HEINZ. Thank you,'Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask Dr. Sheppard one question. As I recollect, in

your remarks, Dr. Sheppard, you indicated that there was delay in
the implementation of the 197,8 Age Discrimination in Employment
Act. Were you referring to the fact that the transfer of enforce-

, ment responsibility of the ADEA from the Department of Labor to
EEOC caused, a period of confusion, or were y u referring to the
other facts?

Dr. SHEPPARD. I donrrecall having s that but I am concerned
about the transition problem. Whe referred to ADEA it was
with refererrce to our schizophted . We have this act but we also
have some contradictory policies.

I do believe there is much more to be done in-implementing the
Age Discrimination in Employment Act, for example, an education-
al program an;iong employers. I think we have to work on the
assumptionit is a good working assumptionthat- a lot of this
has to do with ignorance and unintentional behavior and also
stereotypes. I 'am convinced most of our decisions and our beha-
viors are based on images in our mind:-

Senator HEINZ. A number of people touched on the question of
whether we should be more actively enforcing the Age Discrimina-
tion in Employment Act and the 1978 amendments. There are
many ways of going about the enforcement. To what extent do
you feel, for exampleand I ask any of you to join in response to
this questionis there proper emphasis within the EEOC affirma-
tive action guidelines for the age discrimination in - employments
questions?

Dr. SHEPPARD. In the first' place, the act does not require an ,
'affirmative action program. That could be considered one of the
weaknesses.

Mr. KUNZE. Correct.
Senator HEINZ. Star on th left with . Schaie and work across

with your responses.
Are you urging that age di on in employinent be .cov-

eiled by affirmative action? Yes or no?'
Can I get a yes or no answer out of anybody?
Dr. SHEPPARD. Yes and no.
Dr. SCHAIE. That is' right, the answer really is yes and no.

[Laughter.]
Senator HEINZ. You gentlemen should be up here. [Laughter.]

SCHAIE. I think there are good 'reasons for a 'yes and no
answer because in one sense, as has been recognized, aging affects
all of us so that at some point along the age scale we, I think, do
have contradictory interests. One of the things we have to be most,
careful about is that we do avoid what may be shOwing pp on the
economic side already as a generational conflict. I think part of the
real time bomb here is the intergeneiational conflict and that is
something we must avoid. There may be some better alternatives
for the ,eldeily: I would argue, yes, of course, there ought to be
affirmative action 'but I am alSo concerned about. social peace in
our country. I' therefore say, wait a minute, let us think carefully
about this.

Senator HEINZ. How much disagreement is there with that state-
ment?
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Mr. BArrEN. A lot. One, we have affirmative action programs by
the Executive order that covers about everybody else imaginable
from the handicapped to the Vietnam era veterans to blacks to
Chicanos to other minorities and it does not cover older workers.
Again it gets back to the point of what I said before. Age discrimi-
nation protection is like half a loaf of; "civil rights. Either we are
consistent and allow this group of individuals to participate in the
civil rights protection of the Nation and especially the affirmative
action policies of the Government or we are not. As it stands now,
we are discriminating by denying them access to the affirmative
action programs. So I think we have to get off the stick and just
simply be consistent or review our whole social policy and.l don't
think we,are able to.do that.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Kunze was nodding his head in agreement
with, what you said.

Mr. KUNZE. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Kunze is a very active member on the NCOA

and is not discriminated against and being left off the record here.
Mr. KUNZE. I would like to read a paragraph from our public

policy agenda.
-Dr. SHEPPARD. Excuse me. I want to mention until May 1 I am a

member of the board of directirs of the organization he is talking. ,
about.

Senator HEINZ. NationalL.
Mr. KUNZE. National' Council on the Aging.
This is a part of our policyit is a policy statement, and reads:
We recommend modification by legislation, if necessary, df uniform guidelines on

employee selection procedures adopted by EEOC and other Federal agencies to
include age as a prohibited basis of discrimination. Further, the President should
modify Executive Order 11246 requiring affirmative action statements and plans
from organizations receiving Federal contracts to include older workers as a protect-
ed group. These actions would open new avenues of legitimate scrutiny of the
treatment of older workers without unduly burdening employers.

I cannot understand why four departments of the Government a
few years ago spent all thiL time and effort on these uniform
selection guidelines, and negretted, to consider age as one of-the
variables. I cannot understand the reason for that.
Senator HEINZ. I think that is certainly unequivocal.
Let's assume for the moment that we are successful, whether it

is by increased education and training programs, whether it is .by
14rtue of employers being incredibly farsighted and seeing the
value to them of keeping these more mature, more experienced,
and in many respects wiser workers in the work force as a means
to improving their productivity by whatever means that we succeed
in getting more people to work longer voluntarily. At Whose .ex-
pense will that be? Will there be agenuine'or a false intergenera-
tional conflict? Will there be 'fewer job opportunities for younger
people, women, minorities, entry level jobs, or will there not be?
What is likely to be the case? -

Who would like to tackle these questions?
Dr. WOODRUFF...I would like-to start and then maybe others canfill in.
On the issue of future intergenerational conflicts, I think we

have to look at future demographic trends. Future trends would
indicate a shrinking labor force after the turn of the century. I
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doult think we should assume that 'the apparent younger worker
versus older worker conflicts that may appear to be present as the
baby boom enters into the mainstream of the work force will
always be with us. We can expect in the future that the number of
new entrants to the labor force will actually decline. I think that in
the future the real intergenerational conflict potential is between
those who are retired and those who are in the work force, not
between younger workers and older workers.

'Dr. SHkPPARD. I would like to expand on that, Senator. The issue
is not intergenerational conflict vis-a-vis availability of jobs, which
incidentally is based on,a certain assumption about a fixed lump of
labor supply theory. The real issue, as I see it, is whether or not
the younger generation is going to continue to be willing to pay
adequate support burdens in retirement, especially for groups of
people who don't have to be retired. In meetings with young people
and mixed-age audiences, I tell them I think, I pray, I hope to God
you get the- biggest wage increases you can from your employers
because,you are going to need more in order to pay for those who
are going to be retired who you think should retire to make room
for you to have jobs.

Mr. Rosow. I would like to take a qualified position on the
affirmative action question. I don't think it is a total unmixed
blessing and I don't think we should ignore the fact that the
majority of the Ameridan work force is older. When you are women
or blacks who are not in the work force and you are ,setting up
timetables and goals, you are trying to raise the level, but when
you already have a preponderance of older people in the work force
it gets to be, a pre(ty difficult problem for any management or any
employer to see how to be equitable purely on the basis of age. So
then you have to get into very concrete analyses. It is a very, very
tough problem, and I ,know this is not popular with the advocateg
at this table and many people in this room, but the realities of it
are that it is a trend and ;1t has a lot of problems in it we shoUld
not oversimplify.

Second, we should not ignore the fact that the American labor
movementI arb not a spokesman for big labor but we had labor
on our commiNeis .not pushing for the extended viorking life.
They are saying basically two things. One is, we want better pen-
sions and earlier pensiona. In other words, we like the 30-and-out
philosophy. Second, we feel it serves two goals. One is it gives our
people, many of whom don't like their jobs arrd are ready to have
some leisure before they die, a chance to retire and have a pension;
and it also shares work with other younger people in the declining
industries, particularly in manufacturing where unionization tends
to be heavy.

must say I was shocked to find that there was such a strong
position of American labor with regard to the extension of working
life but you can see that this is dealing with a labor market
phenomenon. We know that in the 1980's the labor force growth is
going to decline from 2.5 percent td about 1.5 percent per year so
we do have a problem of internal competition.

Finally, as I said in my introduction, Mr. Chairinan, Senator
Heinz, and Senator Percy, the factor of choice is very important.
There are many people in our society who want to retire or who
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want to go into a phased retirement or change their lifestyle from
a full commitment to work, and that choice should be open. We
argue in our report very strenuously for the use of incentives and
for use of choice.

Let me give one illustration. When a person reachth the social
security age of 62 and goes out and starts drawing a social security.
pension for himself and his wife who is also retireo,/tha is a big

'drain on the social security fund-, but we don't give that person
incentives under the law to continue working.

A good question for the employer, apropos Senator Chiles' ques-
tion to the panel,' is how would you feel if older employees were
exempt from social security tax,when they reach the social security
age eligibility level and you as an employer were also exempt from
that tax. That would represent almost a 7-percent incentive to both
employer and worker. The otger thing is that at tho present time
the law and social security have been amended to give the annu-
itant who passes up retirement and stays working a 3-percent
annual increment for copenuing to work. That is far below the
actuarial savings to thi fund and I would recommend that the
Congress look at improving the incentives for older people to
workeconomic incentivesand to make the choice wider and
more elastic and to make those incentives also available to employ-
ers. So I am for the use of enforceMent.

Senator HEINZ. My time has expired,. Mr. Rosow. I think you
make an excellent, point. I suspect that we would be well served to
realize that we are talking about two rather distinct issues, at a
minimum. The first is, how do we structure vitat we have in this

try to encourage those people who want to work, to work from
age 65 to age x, which currently may be 70. That, -I believe, is a
crit cally important. question Perhaps even more important than
my second questie, which in terms ,of actual numbers of people, is
what 'do we do about age 70 as the cutoff for the extension of the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act provisions?

I don't ask any of you to comment on this, but I want to state fir.
the record, I think that.the second qUestion will require a consider-
able amounf ofsareful thought to determine how, or whether, or, in
What way we should address the issue of qualifications, standards,
objective criteria: -if anyby hieh we would judge a bona fide
means of an employer bri. about retirement. There is a con-
flict in the panel, I sense, ether we should or should not have
objective criteria. I is a legitimate issue and an extremely difficult
issue, end I hope that the committee will find the time to address
it, if not today, on another occasion.

I can imagine the equivalent of OSHA, Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, laws: We have massive books of guidelines
of exactly how you address jobsite Aafety, and I could 'imagine
almost-:-and I do not say this with great welcome in my hearta
similar heavyhanded approach to regulating employment of older
workers. I don't know what the right answer is, but in fairness to
Senator Percy, I cannot give you the opportunity to respond to
anything I have been saying. I want to raise the issue, and then I
am going to let Senator' Percy deal with you and it.
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY
Senator PERCY [presiding]. Thank you very much, Senator Heinz.
If any of you would like to put into the record comments in

response to Senator Heinz' question, we will keep the record open
for that purpose.

The subject you are 'dealing with is extraordinarily important. I
have grappled with it all my corporate life=_ tiuggling to find
answers. Now we have a whelle new set of circumstances. Ruinous
inflation is destroying' people's ability to retire in comfort. Cer'
tainly the primary considekation in workers deciding whether or
not to retire is the adequacy of theif income level, no question
about that.

So I have two questions to put to you. The first one deals with
lack of portability,of pension credits. A mobile worker is likely to
receive a smallO benefit from a given pension than the worker
who stays in the same job. This is due to a variety of reasons such
as the worker was not on the job long enough to be vested in every
pension plan. What steps need to be taken in the short term or the
long term to provide increased portability of pension credits?

Mr. Rosow. Our study Senator Percy, looked at this question. I
was disappointed that our advisory panel was so, split on this issue
because of its controversial character that we were unable to come
up with a concise recommendation. Speaking for myself rather
tlian for the institute report, with my background in both Govern-
ment and industry, )1 believe yoU are touching on an extremely
important problem to improve the productivity of the Nation and I
believe that as we have increased vesting under_ ERISA we have
failed to really look at the potentials for portability.

I see two things happening. One is that with the broadening of
the wage taxable base under social security there is a growing
possibility that it the present 1978 amendments remain in effect
without Congress backing down on those high tax rates, when we
get to the taxable wage base of $42,600 by the year 1987 we coul
well have preempted a great part of the private sector pension
coverage and in effect ham created a national pension base with
built-in portability depending on what happens to salary trends
overthe period.

Second, I would urge, apart from that, for more experimentation
with portability. For example, in thrift and savings plans, one of
our proposals to the Congress and the Treasury is.to allow workers
who leave a company to take their thrift and saving pit& and
establish an IRA account with a bank or brokerage firm that would
qualify as a partial type of poftability.

I, think portability is very critical to productivity. We hilve a lot
of evidence that employers are beginning to realize that many
people iri their forties who have topped out on their career won t
leave _because of *err 'Pension investment and therefore they are.
working at half level. They are not very happy, the company is not
very happy with them end they carry this problem on and on and
on simply because of the pension.

Senator PERCY, And the nonpdrtability.
Mr. Rosow. Theinonportability of the. pension.
Senator RCtor you, Mr. Rosow.
Dr. Woodruff.
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Dr. WOODRUFF. Yes, Senator. One of the toughest questions that
we have been addressing at the President's Commission has been
the question of whether anyway can be found to increase our
reliance on the advance-funded private sector pension systein and
to decrease the °dependency on a pay-as-you-go system. We have
been looking toward the private pension system because of all the
demographic problems that were raised and discussed earlier here
today. Last week we 'sponsored a roundtable discussion on the
question of whether we should recommend a universal private
pension system that would include as part of the proposal, a porta-
ble benefit for all workers. One of the problems in trying to design
portability in the prjyate sector is the low amounts of coverage in
the private sector that I mentioned in my prepared statement. In
the private sector, someone may have a benefit, move to another
employer and that emplOyer may not have a pension program.

The questions of portability I think must also address-this prob- 4
lem of low levels of coverage in the private sector. We are Strug-
gling with the question of how, through voluntary means or possi-
bly through some mandatory, system, we can make the private

-pension benefit system more universal. That still does not address
the question of inflation protection.

Currently the' social secettY system is inflation protected: As
you kpow, most private sector pension programs do not have that
kind ofprotection. So I think that is another problem in addition to
poitability that we need to address. We. want to see a greater role
for the private sector pension system in helping to cope with both

. problems.
Senator PERCY. Under- current law, employers participating in T

qualified pension. plans may not make contributions, to individual
retirement accounts. i-.Dr. WOODRUFF. That is right.

165enateir PERCY. From what I have seen, I would like to see them
able to contribute to an IRA as well. Wha would be the impact of
allowing pension plan participants_ o cont lute to IRA's? .

Dr. WOODRUFF. That was permitted for'a b f period in the early
sevdnties immediately preceding the enactment of ERISA. ERISA
essentially took away that option. There is some evidence in 1972,
in 1973, that a large number of new, plans were in fact formed. It is
unclear, however, whether, employers decided to establish plans
because there was some 'cost- sharing with the employees or wheth-
er the employers were establishing plans in anticipation of the
enactment of ERISA. We are looking very seriously at that ques-
tion and are likely to make recommendations on whether employ-. .
ees should be permitted the same tax treatment.on their.dontribu- I.tins as are employers.

Senator PERCY. Because of the distinction of this panel, I would
like to get your judgment on one issue. There is a widespread belief
that retirement benefits for public sector employ-des are'substan-
tially more generous than for their private sector counterparts. Is
that assumption correct? ,

. ' Dr. SHEPPARD. Yes.
''', Dr. Saila-E. Yes. , -

Mr. BATTEN. Yes.
, MI% Rosow. Yes. ,..
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Mr. UNZE. Yes.
Dr. 00DRUir. Yes.
Sen r YERCY. So it is a unanimous vote on that particular,.

score.
I wo d like each of. you to submit for the record proposals.that

would low individuals to prepare rgete_wisely,for their own-re:
tirement and not rely solely on avernment's help-My own experi-
ence is that the people who organized their lives the best and made
adequate preparation for retirement were also the most qualified
and the ones you would have liked to retain. They thought ahead
and planned for their retirement. Tkey were able to leave as soon
as they could. Then, there were thees that didif.t plan for their
retirement years. They thought somehow they were going to be
taken care of by their children or by social security. Unfortunately,
they were the ones that were not prepared' to leave. Ultimately,
they left under compulsory retirement rules. It was a terrible
hardship on. them. ,*-

What is going on now in- the field to better prepare people for
retirement? In 1950, when I was heading a company, I was faced
with this dilemma of people on retirexIent and not ready for it. We
started a comprehensive retirement program that included counsel-
ing and seminars in the . evenings. ttetirement was Set at 65, with
an extension in some cases to age - 68. Now I believe we have
extended retirement age to 70.

In looking back, I believe that training progregi w an extraor-
dinary experience. The spouses all participated. We he It in the
evenings. Many times peoplecanie up to me and said:

We were facing this dilemma with fOltr. Here we are, husband and and yet
we have never dared to talk about the problem. We never dared facing up to what
our relationships would be with our children. Where wewould live? What would we
do? -What about out- health problems.? Not..

I would like to be brought up to date as to what is happening to,
properly prepare , people for retirement. If you would not mind
taking the time, we will keep the record open for a period' of 2
weeks.'

I deeply appreciate your being here today. I know that those
members of the committee that could not stop by will- benefit
greatly from reading this testimony.

If there are no further comments, the meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:17 p.m., the committee adjoupied.]

ite

' See appendix, item 2, page 78.
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/APPENDIX

$

MATERIAL RELATED TO HEARING
Ario,

ITEM 1. "POSTPONING RETIREMENT: ID G WORKERS WHO GHT
DEFER *LABOR FORCE WITHDRAW " REPORT PREPARED BY

MI
DR.

HAROLD L. SHEPPARD* FOR THE GENERAL ELECTRIC FOUNDATION

INTRODUCTION-

Retirement age policy as an issue for policy debate in the United States has
emerged, for a number of reasons; including the belief by many Americans that the
right to continued participation in the labor force without regard to chronological
age, or at least that 65 is too young an age to be used in any compulsory retirement
age policy; and the opposite tendency among others, that older workers should
retire to make room for younger workers. Both of these contrasting beliefs are
tempered by the .prospects of an increasing economic burden on a declining working
population, relative to the disproportionate growth of a nonworking, retired worker
population (and that population's dependents), and on the public and private institu-
tions associated with the process of retirement income and services to the elderly.

-Inflation, too, may be affecting earlier plans for retiring at young ages. '
(Occasionally, the notion of a later retirement age has been introduced in discus--

sions and debates over the general issue, as one means of mitigating the potential
cost increases. The reasoning behind theliotion is that it is more feasible to support
'a smaller, rather than a larger, population of-retirees. A critical question evoked by
this idea, of course, is how to bring about or achieve such a reversal, or slowdown, of
current early retirement trends. Raising' the age at which an individual is eligible
for full benefits under social security (now 65) may be one logical approach but it is
fraught with political booby traps. A subtle (somewhat covert) redefinition of what
constitutes full benefitsculminating in social security retired worker benefits
below what. would have otherwise been paid ,without such redefinitionis another
approach, which is beyond the scope of this report. Certainly a continuation of the
current high inflation policy (sometimes at a double-digit rate) can be expected to
cause many persons to think more than twice about any previous plans or desires
for early retirement, although this is obviously too high a price to pay, and no one
advocates above-normal inflation as a way out of anything (except as a means of
paying off older, fixed payment debts). -
, But what about the t oncept of incentivesof offering a bonus to workers go delay

retirement after, say, 65, at a rate still below that which would be counterproduc-
tive, as far as the solvency-of the social security system is concerned? While it is
nomible that a policy of very gradually raising the, age -for full benefits might be
Tntroduced in years to come, a retirement-postponement bonus would entail fewer
political pitfalls, and in any gent, is more in keeping with American traditions of
not forcing, but motivating, individuals and organizations toward socially desired
ends.

The purpose of the analysis in this report is to identify those types of worke
who would be most likely to respond to such an incentive, with a special emp,
on implications of the research findings over the neir010 to 20 years. The da
derived from a selected subsample of nearly 1,000 men and womerr 40 to 65,
old is the labor force, Who were interviewed in two American metropolitan areas in
1978, San Diego and Denver. The original study was sponsored by the,Admirirstra-
don on Aging; under a-grant to the Center on 'Work and Aging, of the American

-Institutes,for Research.2
The subtample of approximately 660 persons, consists of only those workers who

Ve"1.140 nsistently employed, without -any break in 'employment, over a period of.

See
*
statement, page 8.

2 Harold L. Sheppard and Sara E. Rix, "The Employment Environment and Older Wof &fa
Experiences.' -final report, Washington, American - Institutes for Research, April 1979.
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roughly 3 years. Those men and women who were recently retired, or with any
unemployment experience in thal same time period were excluded from the analysis
for this report, in order to wash out any possible influence of the differences in such
experience. We are dealing here, therefore, with what might be considered the

;mainstream of American workers, although there is always the possibility that the
San Diego and Denver subsample for this report may not be exactly representative
of the total U.S. mainstream labor force. We have no reason, however, to believe
that these workers are unique or atypical, with respect to that national 1 bor force.

1 The proportion of our sample of men indicating that a bonus for tponing,
retirement after age 65 would be effective in doing so was 42 percent, slightly
higher than the proportion of women-31percentalso reairting that they would
postpo'ne retirement if such an incentive were possible. Respondents were first
asked if social security's scheduled 3 percent for each year full benefits at 65 are
postponedallould be enough for them to think about postponing retirement Sedond,
if they said "no," they were then asked how much of a bonus would be enough for
them to consider retirement postponement. _Respondents saying "yes" to the first
question, and providing some figure in answering the second, afe defined here as
meeting our first requirement for cedidacy for retirement postponement.

2. Primarily as a means of improving the chances of isolating the more serious
respondents within the group of workers indicating they would be interested in such
a postponement bonus, we added a second requirement, namely that they approve of
the legislative proposal to raise the allowable mandatory retirement age from 65 to
70. The respondents were asked their opinions in March 1978, before actual passe
of those amendments Compared to the responds to the first question, sukstantially
higher proportions-of both men and women approved of the proposal. Among the
men, 65 percent approved, compared to 72 percent of the women. Considering the
fact that no more than one-fifth of the sample were employed in establishments
with a fixed retirement, -age policy, these high-proportions approving of the increase
in age suggest that the principle involved has a wide appeal that goes beyond the
individual s own employment situation,

3. But our focus in this report is on'a typology based on the combined responses to
the two questions, especially those men and women who (1) wouldpostpone retire-
ment with an appropriate incentive and .(2) approve of the general principle of
raising the legally permitted age of mandatory retirement. (See table .1 for relation-
ship between the two criteria.) When both criteria are used, the proportion of what
we might consider as candidates for postponed or later retirement is considerably
lower than those reported above for each of the two separate criteria. For both men
and women, the proportion is approximately 29 percent (neaily 200 persons). In
other words, 29 percent of the men and women would postpone retirement and
approve of raising mandatory retirement age.3

TABLE 1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACCEPTANCE OF RETIREMENT-POSTPONEMENT BONUS AND

' APPROVAL OF INCREASING MANDATORY RETIREMENT AGE

Approve of

age increase
Disapprove of
age increase

Men

Would accept bonus (percent),

Nubber of cases

Women

Would accept bonus (percent)

Number of cases

98.3

230

412
204

30 8

120
.

295
78

5
Our purpose here is to present the rates.of candidacy for retirement postpone-

ment by selected economic, demographic, attitudinal, and other characteristics. For
reasons that will hecgrne clear as this presentation proceeds, men and women are
treated separately, f6Fthe additional purpose of ascertaining on which characteris-
tics the men and women in our sample are similar, and do which they differ from
each ()the; As we shall see, the variables that explain the differences among men
alone are not always the same as those that explain those among women,

' While not treated separately in this report, we should note that approximately one-fifth of
the total sample of men and women were (1) not interested in any incentive for postponing
retirement and 121 against increasing the allowable mandatory retirement age
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oA.EC NO1441C AND 'DEMOGRApHIC

INDUSTRY

For both men and women, workers employed in such service industries as busi-
ness and repair, personal services, and entertainment, had the highest proportions
(above-average) of candidates for postponed retirement (table 2). Among the workers
in finance, insurance, and real estate, only the women had an above-average candi-
date proportion (39 percent).

TABLE 2.CANDIDACY RATES BY INDUSTRY

V. , (In natant] .

Total
Comtruc Martufac

ton '
Put&
eines Ulaale

and NV retail
haw. owe
tat=

Somas.
Finance, personal

insurance, Seflite,
and real and
estate entertain

ment

Rhos-
Same VACIII

Men .. 287 150 289 273 268 296 500 365 30.7
Women 287 125 167 30.6 391 360 333 143

Few men in the construction industry would apparently opt for postponed retirer
mentonly percent could be classified as candidates, in contrast to 29 percent o
all the men 41 our sample. Contrary to our own expectations, the proportion of men
in manufacturing who were candidates for postponed retirement was identical to
that for the total male sample, about 29 percent, while the female rate for manufac-
turing was the lowest for the entire sample.

The proportions. of the male and female 'candidates for postponementwhen
compared to ,r(he noncandidatescuriously point to contrasting industry profiles,
specifically retarding employment in the service industrit of the private sector:

PERCENT IN PRIVATE-SECTOR SERVICE INDUSTRIES

zr

Cinema Pimal.
45.0 7.2.0
85.4 674

Th4 is, while the proportion of male noncarididates in such industries exceeds the
proportion of male candidates in the same industries, the opposite is true among the
women.

.00CUPATION

The unexpected finding about men in manufacturrhg is probably a function of
occupation more than of industry. Manufacturing is not synehynjous with blue-

'' collar, and when we examine directly the blue collar males and females, we find
that the proportion of such persons who are likely candidates for refiremenf-
postponement is the lowest for all occupations (table 3). Among the Leh in the
sample, ()rib, 22 percent okthe blue-collar workers in contrast to, 39 percent of the
1pwer white-collar men (in sales an)i clerical jobs) were later retirenept candidates
The corresponding percentages among women were 19 pertent (for:blue oilier), anti

032 percentifor lower white-collet!workers).
'''..0. t.it,a . ' TABLE 3.CANDIDACY RATS BY OCCUA N....

.

.._ l'Tin patio ,
`

Profesmonal lianners Ottercore
tectria Blue Collar non rtvMdate

29b :31 4- s 28 it
28.7 02%1 36 a4

° rt

394 220 250
31.6 18 5 , 21.1

I..
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INCOME

Assumipg that annual family- income of workers has some influgnce on future
income as retirees, we should expect to find that lower income persdris will tend the
most to defer withdrawal from the labor force, and to be most attracted* to incen-
tives to remain in the labor force. That'is, of course, what we found in our sample,
regardless of sex (table 4). Comparing workers with under $20,000 and those with
$20,000 or more in afi nual family income, about one-third of the lower income
group, but only, one-fourth of the higher income group, were candidates for retire-
ment postponement. , I

TABLE 4.RAT Y FAMILY INCOME LEVEL

cent]

Under
$20,000 S20,004plus

Men , I ..... 331 25 5 .
Women .. 32 2 25 4

to

The importance of income is much more pronounced, especially in the case
males, when the-focus is merely on the financial incentive or bonus for postponing
retirement, without consideration of the retirement-age issue. More than 50 percent
of the men with less than $20,000, compared to only 37 percent of those with at
least $20,000 annual family income, were interested in a bonus. Even among
women, the data suggest that the critical determinant is the bonus factor, rather
than approval-disapproval of the .extension of the allowable mandatOry retirement.

. age. In fact, attitudes about this issue seem ,not to be related to income at all.

AGE

The age of the worker appears to provide no explanation for any differences in
candidacy for postponed retirement (table 5). This is clearly the case among the
women in our sample. If there is any relationship of age to potential retirement
postponement among men, it is in an unexpected direction. The younger the worker,
the greater the odds .for being a later retirement candidate: 35 percent of the men
under 45; 31 percent of those 45-49 years old, but only 26 percent of the men 50 and
older, were candidates. But such differences were not proven. to be statistically,
significant.

"

TABLE 5.RATE BY WORKER'S AG;

fin percent]

40-44 , . 45-40 5$.54 55-69

z .
..

..G. 35.4-- 30.8 Z5.9 257
24 6 291 28,8 , 30 7i.

Gi current controversy over the possible effe ct of the recent amendments
to th Age Discrimination tti Employment Act on the job chances of younger
workers, some additional findings should be reported here. Any definitive conclu-
sions, however, must fie tempered by the fact that our sample here consiste of
persons no *miser than 40, but nevertheless it might be argued that workers as

"young as 40-44, for example, could feet that their promotion chanses would be
limited by any extension of the allowable Mandatory retirement age.

If this is the' case, we should eipedt to find that younger workers in our sample
would have the lowest approval of the shift from 65 to 'TO in mandatory retirement
age. Contrary to such ex dope,. however, the tyouhiest group of men in our
samplethose 40-44 years old had the highest rate orapproval, 75 percent, corn-
pared to 63 percent of "all other men in the sample. This difference in proportions
was statistically significant at the les7e1 (table 6),
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TABLE 6.- PERCENT AGREEING WITH INCREASE IN MANDATORY RETIREMENT AGE, BY AGE AND SEX

OF WORKER s
3 J e

40-44 Olt, 50-54 5549

74.7 58.6 67.1 63 8
Women .... 71.0 75 8 611 81.4 .. '

.e

The picture is a somewhat oppogite one among women: The oldest group (those 55
and older) had the greatest rate of approval-81 percent compar to only 69
percent, bf all others tinder age 55, But, nevertheless, the youngest group of women
(those 40-44) did not Have the lowest approva1 rate, contrary to w t might have
been expected. As in the case of men, there was no unilinear relationship among
women gltden their age and approval or disapproval of the receht ADEAlimend-
ment.

In other words, our findings do not provide support for the notion that compared
to older ones,

jobs
workers oppose the 1978 legislation because of any self-

interest in the that older ones occupy.
But even move directly related to this issue are 'the responses to "p question

eliplicitly designed to measure extent of agreement with tha notion that older
workers should retire in order to provides opportunities for younger people. We
explicitly asked our respondents, in early 19'77, whether they agreed with the
follaing statement 43lcler workers should retire when they can, so as to give
younger people more of a chance on the job." .,

The results were, Co say the least, surprising. If there is ajiy relationshiri, of the
worker's age to his or her position on this question, it was opposite to what might be
expected the older workers approved in proportions greater than the younger ones
(ta le '7).

.

TABLE 7.-PERCENTAGES AGREEING IHAT OLDER WORKERS SHOULD RETIRE TO GIVE YOUNGER

PEOPLE A CHANCE, BY AGE OF RESPONDENT

40-44 45-49 50-54. 55+

.6nde

Total

- .

35 0 46 2 46.2 49.5
42.9' 37.8 47.2 50.0

38.5 43.0 46.7 49 7

The positive relationship between age and agreement with the above statement,
rather than an inverse relationship, is clearly suggested by the data on the response
'of the men, as shown in table . But the main point is that the youngest workers

, *re not the ones with the greatest support for a policy of retiring older workers to
give younger persons more oppottunities on the job. This finding is consistent with
the )reviously discussed results on the question abqut, approval-disapproval of the
new ADEA legislation.

Such unexpeCted findings deserve fa; more attention than we have iqven to them
'here, and in future analyses areAtiope tqAnd some explanations for such contradic-
tions. The contradictions, to be sure/ may only be due to some fallacy in our own
assumptions concerning the motivations and values of 'individuals. The findings are
unexpected only if one assumes that they are driven primarily (if not exclusively) by
short-term self-interest, more specifically, that removal of persons other than them-
selves from employmgnt rolls enhance their cusin economic opportunities, and hence
should be endorsed. 41ccorslidg to such an assumption, then, younger workers would
be (1) more against any extension bf compblsory retirement ages, and (2) more in
favor, of older workers retiring when they canbecause of the impact of such
positions on their own employment and promotion chances.

Ori a sppculative level, the fact that our data did not verify the assumptions may
be due to the possibility that younger toiorkers (pt least those in their young forties)

_ are.more altruistic than otherwise believed, and/Or concerned about, how a given
, policy or practice has longternt_orsonal consequences, i.e., that they, as they

themselves become older workers will benefit from an extension of mandatory
retirement age, and fronr labor market or personnel practices that. do not force

2 them to retire simply to create vacahcies for ybunger worke7s.

6 9.
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It should not be surprising that candidates for deferred retirement (males and
females alike) had the highest percentage rejecting the suggestion that older work-
ers should retire to make roan for younger ones. Expressed in different terms, the
greatest candidacy rate is among those workers who disagree Strongly with the
suggestion. -Slightly more than 46 percent of the men and women disagreeing
strongly were later retirement candidates, compared with only 5 percent of the
workers who strongly agreed' For the workers agreeing or disagreeing but not
strongly, the candidacy rate was nearly 30 percent.

Table 8

Later Retirement Candikcp Rate, by Agreement or
Disagreement on Need of Older Workers to
Retire to Make Room for Younger Workers

Candidacy

Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree

Stion.gly
Disagree

Rate 5.0% 29.6 %' 29.4% 46.4%

4 No. of
Caes (40) (257) (337) (28)

p.01

Age, to repeat, is apparently not related to one's position on this critical issue
concerning the use of retirement as an integral part of an employment policy
designed to enhance job opportunities ror younger workers. What we did find as
being influential in the worker'd position regarding that issue were).(1) Whether the
individual was in a labor market area with high or low unemployment rates; and (2)
the individual's own employment experience.

Inour larger report for the Administration on Nging (the sponsor of the fieldwork
from which the data in this report were derived), we carried out ark. analysis that
found that 11) Among the workers in the group forming the basis of this repdrt's
analysesthe steadily employed agreement with the Policy of retirement by older
workers to make room for younger ones was considerably higher in the case of the
workers in the high unemployment area (San Diego) than it was among those in the
low unemployment area (Denver)-48 versus 41 percent; and (2) workers with an
unsteady employment recordespecially those steadily unemployed duriiig the
entire course of our 16-month longitudinal studyhad the highest level of agree-
ment with such a policy.

The employment environment, and Orsonal employment experience, rather than
the age of the worker were, therefore, among the relevant factors that influence
workers' attitudes about requiring older workers to retire in order to crate better
opportunities for others ,In this connection, it is an interesting commentary on the
American scene that during our most recent recession periods, few, if any, voices
were heard that advocated legislative -action Jo provide earlier retirement under
social security as a means of soloing the unemployment problem. It is interesting
especiplly liecause such advocacy was and still is prominent in several European

, countries, and especially because the overt impetus for raising the allowable com:
pulspry retirement age to TO emerged in Congress during the 1973-75 recession.

'
. MARIPCAL STATUS

Given the fact that nearly all of the men in our sample were married (94 percent),' it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the role in matlal status on the
retirement-postponement tendencies among them (table 9). There is a suggestion,
however, that nonmarried men are more likely to have such tendencies than the
married ones. Among married then, slightly less than 29 percent were delayed-
retirement candidates, competed to 36 percent of the nonmarned ones.

I
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Table 9

Candidacy Rate by Marital Status

Married

All

Men 28.8' 36.0

Women 25.0 36.1

TOTAL 27.4 36.0

Not Married

V.71°'m
Never

Se & Div. Widowed Married

xxx xxx xxx

29.1 45.2 45.5

xxx xxx xxx p<.02

The case is more clear-cut among women, however. Only two-ihirds were married,with husband present. Among married women, only 25 percent were candidates,compared to 36 percent of those who were not married (i.e., separated, divorced,
widowed, or never married (p=.05)). When the data for men and women are com-bined, 27 t, of the married workers, and 39 percent of all other workers,turned ou to becandidates, a difference that proved statistically significant at lessthan the .02 level.

To the extent that women incsingly become members of the'lator force, andover time (as they become older) may, remain unmarried throughout heir lives toan extent greater than in the recent past, or become divorced.and widowed, it maybe reasonable to project a future in which current retirement age policies may beless accepted than previously. If remaining unmarried also develops among men,the same scenario might also be expected. Tile reasons for our fmdingic and ourportrait of the future, are 'both economic and psycho] in nature. Marriedcouples, both partners of which are in the labor force, t,e to have a higher level of
financial retirement resources. Conversely, nonmarried persons, with ewereof suchresources, may also tend to derive greater psych logical rewards from work continu-ity, in terms of satisfactions from social contracts derived from remaining at workin the absence of a marital relationship..

EDUCATION.

Our-findings on the relationship betyncen years of schooling and candidacy for
postponing retirement simply confirm -national and smaller sample data on laborforce participation and retirement$rates by level of education. Such data show ahigher participation rate (and lower retirement rates) among higher educated menand women. In our own data, this relationship is confirmed even when education istested as an influence on the two measures used in this report as an indibator of
intended retirement, postponement <table 10).

TABLE 10.RATE, BY EDUCATION

Ply perceM1

oran
Under 12 yrs. deiii7

lyears
et

wane

Men
19.7' 29 6 , 32.1Women :
15 4 29 8 31.3

The remarkable aspect about our own findings is that there is virtually no male-,female difference in candidacy rates by level of schooling. Among men and womenwith at least 1 year of college, between 31 aiid 32 percent are candidates for
postponing retirement, compared to 30 percent for those with a high school degree,but only 20 percent.of the men, and 15 percent of the women, with less than 12years of schooling.

It is possible that the rising educational levels of workers in future decadesreaching what we now call retirement ages (because of .the high levels of today'syounger_ workers) will tend to be a tempering influence on pose other factors that
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are typically cited as major influences in the retirement decition, such as a growing
level of social security benefits and private pension amounts. That is, while it may
be true that such influence (or incentives) are important determinants of retirement
rates, we cannot rule out the emergence of counterVtiling variables, such as the
growing level of years of schooling which operates in the opposite direction in the
complex Of factors that affect the age at which workers withdraw from the labor
force. Coupled with presumably higher levels of health status and with the pros-
pects of continued high inflation rates, the improved educational levels of workers
in future years, may indeed modulate the opposite influence of the other factors
that have, iitrecent years, served to accelerate rates of retirement.

DEPENDENTS

In much of our research we have been Interested in the issue of how much
Influence the number of dependents has on the retirement intentions and expecta-
tions of workers, especially of family heads. Among all the workers in. our sample
without any dependents, only 22 percent were candidates, compared with 33 peitcent
of those with one or more dependents (p<.005). The relationship between absence,or
presence 'of dependents to candidacy for later .retirement is especially marked
among the men in the sample (table 11). In the case of women, the cutoff point
clearly among those with three or more dependents,--among such women, nearly 46
percent are later retirement candidates, compared to only 26 percent of those with
twd or fewer dependents

'Table 11%

Rate, by Number of Dependents
(in percent

None 1-2 3 or More

Men 19.0 34.3

Women 25,.2 .27.4 45.7

TOTAL 22.0 33.3

This analysis, of course, does not take into consideration the age of the worker,
but we still are of the opinion that the total number of children ever born and
reared IV workers affects what we call their retirement resources. The greater the
number, the lower such resources. Furthermore, even though persons in the future
reaching the current retirement ages can be expected to have had fewer children
than their counterparts in recent years, we might also expect that they will have
children at an older age, i.e., a postponement of childbearing to an age later than is
currently the pattern If that is the case, we can expect ahigher proportion of older
workers with children still at home, in college, or only recently having moved out of
a dependent status--all affecting the financial capacity of such older workers to
'retire. . '

Furthermore, reduced financial responsibilities for children' are not necessarily
arithmetically reduced per fewer child in a family. According to Paul Demeny of the
Population Council, "Parents might have 'smaller families and -yet spend just as
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much in total on children, or even more than when larger families were the
norm.'

PENSION COVERAGE
.

We hakexpected to find that workers without any private pension coverage (over
and WA& social security) would be more likely to be candidates for retirement
postponement. But our data did not definitively confirm that expectation. Among
the men in the sample, coverage versus no coverage made no difference at all.
There was a slightly higher proportion of women without such coverage who were
candidates (33 percent), but this proportion was not clearly statistically different
from that among women who were covered by a pension (25 percent).

We should' report, however, that when the focus of analysis is on the bonus
variable alone, a difference in percel'itages in the case of women does not appear
(table 12). Only 33 percent of the women covered by a pension reported that such a
bonus would, be an incentive to postpone retirement after 65, compared th 43
percents long t4ose without any tension coverage.

Table 12

Percent of Women who Might Postpone
Retirement After 65, with Adequate
/ Incentive, by,Pension Coverage

Covered 'Not Covered

%'Might Pdttpone
Retirement 3.1 42.8

p<.10

EMPLOYED WITH FIXED RETIREMENT AGE

Only 20 percent of the men, and 15 ifercent of the women, reported that their
current employer had a fixed retirement age policy, percentages which, incidentally,
suggest that the recent legislation raising the allowable mandatory retirement age
should have less of an impact than is widely believed.

The important point, however, is that candidacy for postponed retirement was not
clearly related to presence or absence of a fixed retirement age in the establishment
in which respondents were employed. Our hypothesis had been that workers em-
ployed in establishments with some fixed age for retirement would be the most
likely candidates for postponed retirement. This was clearly not the case among the
women in our sample. On the other hand, the findings in the case of men was in the
expected direction-36 perit of those employed with a fixed retirement age, but
only 26 percent among` those" without such a policy, were later retirement candi-
dates. But th difference didlnot prove to be statistically significant.

Neverthele there is some indication that when the focus of analysis is on the
bonus variable alone, workers employed with a fixed retirement age (both men and
women) are more 'likely tb indicate that they would postpone retirement with Such
an incentive than would workers'not covered by any fixed age ibr retirement (table
13). Among those covered by such a policy, 48 percent would take advantage of such
an incentive compared to only at percent of those not so covered (p=.05).4

4 PaulDemeny, cited in "The Burgeoning Benefits of a Lower Birth Rate," Business Week,
Dec. 15, 1973.

+Contrary to what might be expected, workers covered Oy a fixed retirement age were only
slightly more likely to be in favor of the increase from 65 to 70 in the legal mandatory
retirement age.
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Table 13

Percent of Men and Women who
Might Postpone RetireMent After 65

with Adequate Incentive
By .Fixed- Retirement Age Coverage

dovered by
-Fixed Retirement Not Covered

gge Policy - ' by Policy

Might Postpone
Retirement 47.8 37.9

p=.05

NUMBER OF OTHER EARNERS IN *FAMILY

Contrary to what we had expected, there was no single relationship between
candidacy rate and number of other workers in the respondents' family. Among the
women, however, there is some suggestion that workers with no additional earner
in the family (one-third of all the women) had a greater tendency to be candidates
for later retirement. Among such women, 35 percent were candidates, in contrast to
only 25 percent of those with one or more 1idditional earners (p=.10). Part of the
explanation has to do with the fact that women with no additional earners are most
likely to be not married, and henc=e have fewer additional supports for income in the
later years.

But the finding is complicated by the fact that among the women with three or
more additional earners, fully 40 percent are candidates for later retirement. With-
out any further analysis, our guess is that 'families tbday with that many earners

**(four or more, including the vmman, respondent herself) are probably in lower
socis ieConomic circumstances than other families, and accordingly, the individual
woman worker might be attractedout of necessityto the notion of postponing
retirement. Our earlier discussion regarding family income showed that workers
with relatively low family incomes (as an indicator of low socioeconomic status) had
the highest candidacy rates.

B. SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
°

The previous section concentrated on such objective economic and demographic
variables- as industv, occupation, income, education, etc. But human behavior,
decisionmaking, and intentions, also can be influenced by social-psychological varia-
bles such as the ones presented below.

ACCEPTANCE OF UNIVERSAL FIXED RETIREMENT AGE

Obviously, how an individual feels about the notion of a fix4netirement age for
everyone-will affect, or be affected by, his or her own propercAty to extend retire-
ment age. We should report, first, that over 80 percent of both men and women
disagreed with any universal fixed retirement age. In fact, about 45 percent disa-
greed stronglya percentage of strong disagreement that is unusual in opinion
surveys in general.

As might be expected, few of the persons. agreeing with such a fixed retirement
age policy6 can be classified as candidates for postponed retirement (table 14).
Among the men, only 10 percent of those in favor, but 34 percent of those against
such a policy, were later retirement candidates. Among the women, only 19 percent
of those favoring a fixed age, were candidates for later retirement, compared to 31

° The question wording was: "Many people feel that there should be a liked retirement age for
everyone:How strongly do you agree or disagree .with that statement?"
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percent of those against a fixed age policya difference in the expected direction,
although not statistically significant. The difference among the men is without any
question statistically significant (p=.0001).

TABLE 14.CANDIDACY RATES, BY. AGREEMENT-DISAGREEMENT WITH UNIVERSAL FIXED

RETIREMENT AGE

(BP went)

Agree Disagree

Men 10 0 34.0
Number of cases 70 307_
Women 18 8 31.0
Number of cases 48 239

Our preliminary data suggests that w rkers against both notions used as our
candidacy criteria are also substantiali favor of a universkil fixed age for retire-
ment.

PREFERRED RETIREMENT AGE

Here again, we should expect to find that candidacy rate and the age at which the
worker prefers to retire are related to each other. The statistical analysis unques-
tionably confirms this expectation, especially among the men (table 15). The older
the preferred retirement age e greater the rate of candidacy for postponing
retirement. Among those me icating that they prefer to retire before the age of
65, only 28"percent were candid compared to 37 percent of those opting for age
65, and 47 percent of the Men preferring an age after 65 (p<.001). But even among
the women, the relationship is fairly strong. Only 18 percent of the women wanting
to retire'before age 65, compared to 45 percent of those preferring age 65, and 50
percent of the group preferring post-65 retirement, could be considered candidates

for delaying their retirement. (p <.001).
f

TABLE 15.CANDIDACY RATE, BY PREFERRED RETIREMENT AGE

On roam]

Before 65 65 After 65
Nonage
aromas

Men ...- ...... ..... - ..,.._ 25.1 36.1 469 33.3
Number of cases ... _...- .................. ... :..... .............. .. .......... :........: 195 52 _. 32 75
Women , It 17.8 44.7 50.0 34.9

152 38 22 63

Thifact that the Post65 respondents have such high candidacy rates should be no
Surprise. What is more relevant is the finding thaamong those preferring age 65,
37 percent of the men, and 45 percent of the women, would consider a postponement
of retirement after that age, compared to 18 to 25 percent of the men and women,
respectively, preferring pre-65 retirement ages. In other words, a small but substan-
tial .percentage of workers would prefer retirement at 65 on earlier, but might
consider Working beyond that age if assured of an adequate incentive in the form of
increased social security pensions.

AGE SELF- IDENTIFICATION

as4..c.4- We had expected that a person's own ,self-image as to how old , he or she isg'
(whether young, .middle-aged, late middle-dged, or old) would influence his or her
tendency to delay retirement, on the grounds that persons viewing themselves as
young would have a more positive orientation about work continuity, in contrast to
those with other self-images. The findings in the ease of the woman in our sample
were in this expectid direction, but they were not proven to be statistically sigmfi-
cant. Only 17'percent of the few women defining themselves as being late middle-
aged or old were candidates,, compared with 27 percent of the group self-labeled as
middle-aged and 31 percent of the'young group. Among the men, there was no
relationship whatsoever between these two measures.

Q
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CONTROL OVER ONE'S LIFE, OR INITIATIVE

Human beings differ from one another in the extent to which they believe and act
as if they can influence their life chances, in how much initiative they have, or
confidence in their own capacity to affect -their fate, how much they Feel that
external. factors beyond themselves control their liveshow, passive or activistic
they are Some years ago, the psychologist, Julian Rotter, developed a theory and
series of questions concerning this Kychological factor. According to other social
scientists, the measure might also reflect varying degrees of a commitment to the
work ethic and the feeling that success comes from hard work.'

The following items from the longer Rotter scale were used in our own study:
"Ird like to get your reactions to some things that people have different opinions

on Do you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with these state-
ments?"

"When things go wrong, it's usually my own fault."
When a person is born, the success he will have is in. the cards."

"Don't expect too much- out of life and be content with what comes your way."
"Planning only makei a person unhappy since your plans hardly ever work out

anyway."
"Most things that happen to me are the result of my own decision."
In this report, we are interested in exploring the question as to whether workers

with greater initiative,'With a feeling of some degree of autonomy and mastery in
their lived, are alawthe ones more likely to be potential retirement postponers, on
the assumption''that such persons prefer to make their own retirement decisions
and;furthermore, believe they can. Such persons might also be the most likely to be
opposed to the notion of a fixed retirement age, altholigh we have not attempted
here to present data on that question.

What do the results show? Table 16 presents their', for men and women combined.
It is quite clear, in our opinion', that this assumptionis verified, but especially in
the case of the men in our sample who, it should be noted in passing, have a higher
level of a feeling of _mastery, or initiative, than the women in the sample. One-third
of the men bproviding passive answers to' nonrOr only one of the questions cited
above were candidates, .compared to 24, percent with two or three passive answers
and none of the small number of men providing passive answers to at least four of
the items (p<.05). Among the women, the 'distinction is between those with no more
than one passive answer, and those, two or more-32 percent versus only 22 percent
(p <.10).

It should be noted he,re that as long as women had a high degree of mastery or
initiative, as measured by such items citedearlier, they were no different from men+
with respect to candidacy proportions (32 percent). Similarly, among all persons
agreeing with two or more of the Rotter scale items (indicating lower initiative), the
proportions of men and.. women who were candiates was the same (about 21-22
percent).

'See Julian Rotter, "Generalized Ex noes for Internal Versus External Control of Rein-
forcement," Psychological Mon aphs 9, 1966, Paul Andrisani and Gilbert Neste!, in The
Pre-Retirement Years, edited b rt S. Parnes et al , Center for Human Resources Rer
search. Ohio State University, 1 Pp, 197-235; and Harold L. Sheppard, "Factors Associated
With Early°Withdrawal From the bor Force," in Men in the Pre-Retirement Years, edited by
Seymour Wolfbein, Temple University School of Business 4dministration, 1977, pp. )92-195.
, A
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Table 16

Later- Retirement Candidate Proportion,;'
by; Level of Mastery or Initiative,

Men and Women Combined

High Low
Mastery Intermediate Mastery

32.1% 22.7%

No. of Cases (474) (163) (2,3)

p=.01

"High" = Passive on 0-1 statements ..

"IntermeAiate" = 'Passive on 2-3 statements

"Low" = Passive on 4-5 statements

'Further analysis of the data, however, point to the fact that the explanation of
this relationship is in terms of how the,respondents felt about the raising of the
allowable mandatory retirement age, and not with respect to the bonus variable
which is one of the two measures used to define candidacy for delayed retirement. If
the focus of the analysis is simply on the ADEA item, there is little doubt that for
both men and women, the greater the feeling of mastery or initiative, the higher
percentage in favor of the increase in the mandatory retirement age, as shown in
table 17.

Table 17

Percent Approving of Raising Mandatory
Age to 70, by Degree of_Mastery'or

Initiative, and Sex ,

High Low -

Mastery Intermediate Mastery

Men 70:Z
(267)

510 410
(12)

i)<.01

Wome? 78.3
(189)

No. of.cases in parentheses

JOB SATISFACTION FREQUENCY

65 4', 36.4. p.01
(84 (11).

Contrary to our expectations, candidacy rates are not related to our measure of
job satisfaction frequency, a question asking how frequently the worker is satisfied,
with his or liar Job (as opposed to asking how satisfied the individual is). The only
meaningful statistical relationship job satisfaction frequency had 'was with the
approval or di prover of the ADEA amendm nt, and only among the men in the
sample. Among the men who indicated they wire satisfied with theinjob most of the
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time, 69 percent greed with raising mandatory retirement age to 70, in contrast to
only 56 percent oi the men satisfied less than most of the time (p<.05).

This finding by,itself, of course, may be important. It suggests that at least among
employed men, attitudes concerning the notion of extending compulsory retirement
age are, in part, a projectiOn of their own feelings about their individual jobs. The
prospect of continuing to work in a job that does not provide frequent intrinsic
satisfactions is not exactly an enticing one. For many workers, early retirement is a
way out, an escape from an undesirable work situation. For such persons, any
question that connotes the extension of working life (such as the one asked in our
survey about raising the retirement age from 65 to 70) might evoke more negative
feelings than for workers who are satisfied with their jobs most of the time.

We should also point out here that the type of analysis on which this report is
based focuses only on the contrast between one type of worker (those who would
consider deferring retirement because of the social security bonus and who approve
of raising the Mandatory age for retirement) and the rest of the sample. The rest of
the sample includes, of course, those workers who are the very opposite of the first
type, I e , those who would not be interested in any deferral bonus and who also
disapprove of the ADEA amendments Our concentration on only the first type, in
comparison with the rest of the sample, was based on the concept that if that type
was unique; it should stand out clearly from the remainder with respect to the
several variables reported m this report.

Current analysis underway by AIR is intended to identify the four different types -
of male and female workers that can be classified along the two-variable dimension
treated in this report.

Returning to the measure of job satisfaction frequency, preliminary findings from
that current analysis indicate that among the male workers who would not defer
retirement even with a bonus and who also are opposed to raising the retirement
age (i.e , the definite noncandidates), job satisfaction frequency was the lowest. The
figures used fel- this report, because they do not single out that type of male worker,
obscure -this finding.

\ WORK COMMITMENT

Somewhat independent of the measure used to estimate the potential for deferred
retirement age is a-question frequently used by industrial social scientists to tap
what they consider a commitment to work, or level of work ethic. This question, Inc
a form adapted by H L. Sheppard, is worded as follows: "If you could stop working
with as much money as you need for a good income, and not have to work anymore,
would you do it right away, or would you wait awhile?" (If wait awhile). "About how
many years would ybu wait?" ./ . .

The resptnses to this question can also be viewed as an indicator of retirement
propensity among workers Our interest at this point in the report is in both
dimensions of the responses, and how they'relate, for example, to the two separate
major variables under consideration throughout this report, and these same two
variables when used jointly to ascertain candidacy for postponing retirement.

There is no intrinsic reason why answers to this question, taken as an indicator of
commitment to work, should be related to a worker's agreement or disagreement
with the increase in allowable mandatory retirement age. We are not dealihg
simply with the same phenomenon expressed in different terminologies. On the
other hand, if we take the question strictly as an indicator of a retirement propen-
sity, there could be an *vious relationship of the question to the agreement or
disagree ent. .

But at he very least, work commitment and retirement propensity_are intricably
part and cel of the same psychological process. They interact and influence each
other. . ,

Regardless of how one prefer's to view the question and its responses (as work
commitment or retirement propensity1,- we were nevertheless-impressed with the
statistical finding that agreement with the ADEA amendment is- closely related to
how long a worker would continue to work, even though assured of a good income.
This dose relationship prevailed especially among the men in our sample.

Jo

"Twpnty-four percent of the men, and 20 percent.of the women fell into this classification
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Table 18
Percent Agreeing With ADEA Amendment, by

Degree of Work Commitment, or
Retirement Propensity

Right Away, or
in Less eThan
One Year

53.1
(145)

66.7
(120)

After 1
9 Years

70 0
(400)

77.1
(153)

4smAfter at Least
10 Years, or
"Never"

79.0
(105) .0001
81.,4

(59) p<.10

No. of cases in parentheses ,

The 'data in table 18 suggest quite sharply that the attitudes of workers '(especially
those of men) about raising the allowable mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70
are influenced heavily by their level of work commitment or their own retirement
propensity, and by the complex set of factors that enter into the development of
that commitment and propensity. It is interesting to speculate about the issue of the
futile of work commitment (or the work ethic) and whether or not a rising or a
decreaeing level of that ethic or coinmitmeht could influence the age -at- retirement
decision. Previous research has indicated that the qualitative nature of job tasks
eve,:bamong young workers can influence their responses to our measure of work
commitment 'or retirement propehaity. The love; the level of autonomy, variety,
and responsibility, for example, the greater the worker's retirement propensity, i.e.,
the greater the odds for his or her ceasing to work altogether if assured of good
income without having jo work.

TM raises the question as to whether the degree to which job enrichment and
other quality of work programs in industry spreads in this country, and how the
success of such programs might influence employees' retirement age preferences.

As' for the relationship between a bonus for postponing rdtirement and work
commitment, there is only a slight one, if at all, and only in the case of men. Among
those who would retire within 1 year if assured of a good income, only 39 percent .
would be interested in such a bonus, as compared with 42 percent of those who
would wait 1 to 10 years, and 47 percent of those who would wait at least 10 years.
Although these findings are in the expected, direCtion, the differences are not
statistically significant Given this conclusion, and the further fact- that among
.women, there was no relationship between the two variables, we might infer that
the incentive fO'r postponing retirementivas not strong enough to offset the hypo-

,thetical opportunity to stop working'but with a good income.
The candidaby rate. among men, hovaver, may be related to work commitment.

Nearly TrPercent of those who would} retinue for at least 10 years, or never stop
working, but only 27 percent of the remainder, were candidates (table 20). While the
corresponding differences among women was not statistically significant, it was in
the expected direction. Nevertheless, the detailed data in table 19suggest that work
commitment may be a relevant influence.

o
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Table 19

Rate, by Work Commitment
. (in percent) c..y.

. .
.

Would Stop Working: - . ._

Men

Right Away
or in Less than

One Year

After
1 to 9
Years

After
at Least
10 Years*

26.5

(147)

27.8

(108)

36.8
e

(114)

27.1 p<.05*:

Women;-, 26.8 33.9

'(3.23) (95) (f52.)

426.6 not'sig.
, ,

TOTAL 26.8 35.8 p<.03

(473) (176).

*InCludes men saying they would "never stop working.%
Among those saying they would continue working for)
10 years,or more, the candidacy rate was 41.13 per-
cent (t167).

* *If 'Never stop working" is excluded, p=.02 among
men, and .02 for the total.iample of men and women.

)0*C. HEALTH FACTORS-

It shOuld be emphasized that the analysis in thia_ repoii is _based an -those workers
Without any unemployment experience for nee* 8 years prior to "being inter-
viewed. Almost by definition, such workers tend to be hi better health than workers
with lees than steady employment experiences.9.-Accorclingly, there is little hetero-
geneity in working-limiting health conditions in our sample which means that there
is less room, statistically speaking, for testing anyihypotheses concerning health and

, retirement decisions,, unlike other studies yhich, because of their nature of' their
dimples, have been able to demonstrate the importjuice of the health factor in labor
force participation and withdrawal.

The assumption, of course, is that workers with excellent health conditions are
more likely to be candidates for deferred retirement than other workers.

One of the two health-rvlated questions used in this analysis asked if the individu-
al had any health or physicar-condition which limited the amount or kind of wort,
they could do; and if so, hovianuch that condition *limited the amount or kind of
work. While the pro rtion of candidates among the men and women in the sample
reporting no work -I' ling conditions was higher than among those reporting some
degree of limits (80 versus 25 percent), the difference was not statistically
significant, al h in the expected direction (table 20).

° Eighty percent of the sample reported they had no health eonditions that affected the
amount or.kind of work they could cid:
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TABLE 201RATE, BY WORK-LIMITING CONDITIONS

None Sane or we

Men and women (in percent)
30.0 d 25 0Monte( of cases
536 136

The second question asked tfie respondent' how frequently he or she had2had eachof 16 physical conditions, during the past year (such as cramps in the leg, hiaciaches,becoming tired in a short time, etc.). Using the mean number of conditions cited bythe worker which was experienced often (as opposed to sometimes, rarely, or-never),we fourid, just as in the case of the previous question that while the differences werein the expected direction, they were pot statistically significant. Nearly 31 perdntof those with one or no physical corklition experienced often during the previousyear were candidates for deferred retirement, compared to nearly. 24 percent ofthose experiencing' two or more physical conditions (table 21). The lack of anystatistically significant difference on both health measures (even though, the differ-
ences are in the expected direition), to repeat, is largely due to the fact that we aredealing here with a relatively' ealthy group of middle-aged and older workers. Thischaracteristic is a result of our having selected from our original total sample onlythose workers with a long-term steady employment record, whichbiases the selectedgroup upward in terms of positive health status. This is evidenced by the fact that80 percent of the group selected fqr analysis in this report, but only 68 percent ofthe group excluded (without a long-term employment record), reported no work-limiting health conditions (p=.0005).

fABLE 21.RATE, BY NUMBER OFPHYSICAL CONDITIONS

0-1 2 of mat:
. , . .Men and semen (in p'efeelit)

. - , ... 305 23.1Member of cases 4- o ' 544 . 118

° °

GiVen the generally accepted fact that workers in poor health are the most likelyto retire earlier than other workers, our, restriction of the sapple to thetype chosenhere (with letter health. conditions) pfovides for a betterttest of the retirement-
postponement incentive. However, because of the eliininatioq of those workers morelikely to have work-limiting health problems, any differences among the remaininksample respondents have less chance for being statistically significant, although thedifferences that were found tended to be in the expected direction. That is, thecandidates for retirement postponement tended to be healthier workers.

Here, too, is a basis for some speculation about the future. If the health'status ofthe workers of 20 to 30 years from now improves (end we believe it will), might wenot expect to see, thereby, ose more reduced incentive to retire especially if finan-Cial incentives for deferru* retirement are also available? Additional
thandata also suggest that this vimore-likely to be the case,among women than amongmen, even though they, too, could j,e espond-in the 'same direction.

D. SUPAVARY AND CONCLUSIONSt
This ,report hare,preaented an exploration the attributes,of individual middle-aged 'and older workers which are associated with their willingness to consider afinancial, incentive for postponing retirenfent (over, and above what is gainedthrough additional years of earnings), i n the form of increased social security?benefits. In examining those attibutes that appear to be associated with thatwillingness, consideration should begiyen to whether a giyen attribute (when appro-priate) will characterize American society and its work force more in the futurethan is presently the caseas in crude baituseful form of projections concerning thefuture of retirement age policy in our country
Those attributes associated with candidacy for postponing retirement among bothmen and women included:

Sales and cleriCal employees.
Low family income.
Nonmarried. .
College-educated. a 7 ... .4%

a aa a 8

411i,

44
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Several dependents.
Rejection of universal fixed retirement age.
High personal initiative, or mastery over one's life.
Work commitment.

Age may be a factor, but only among men. The fact that younger men (those 40-
44) had the highest candidacy rate of all men (and those 50 and older, the lowest
rate) needs to be interpreted witlecaution. Such a finding does not necessarily mean
that as ,they grow older, men will be less inclined to respond favorably to any
incentive to postpone retirement. (Other data we have show they-L-the youngest
menhave the highest proportion believing that social security is in frouble.) It can
also mean that younger male workers of today have a different set of expectations
and perceptions about the nature of retirement, expectations and perceptions that
may remain with them as they grow oldera possibility that can only be verified
through long-term longitudinal research. If they do carry these expectations and
perceptions with them as they reach what w,e now call retirement age, they maybe
more likely to consider extending their age of retirement beyond the retirement age
of men retiring in recent and current years.

Changing retirement age policies and practices will, in our opinion, Undoubtedly
characterize the next 10 to 20 years in American persomiel and industrial relations.

°\ The previous trend toward early (pre-65) retirement will, at the very least, stabilize
and)be accompanied by an opposite patternan increasing number of workers
opting to remain in the labor force 'longer than their older relatives and counter-
parts. This new pattern will emerge partly out of economic necessity, and partly out
of the changing characteristics (demographic and psychological) that enter into
retirement behavior, regardless of historical time period.

At the same time, we might-expect a growin(attention in Congress and elsewhere
to proposals for some form of a gradual increase in the age for retirement under
social security (at least for full benefits), as one meaps of alleviating the rising
expenditures for retired workers (and their dependents)' benefits. To the extent that
the population of such workers increases more than expected (for example, as a
result of the increasing life expectancy of persons at ages 60-65), those expenditures
might.come under closer scrutiny.

We have some preliminary data that bear on the critical issue of the degree of
1. receptivity on the part of worker* to such proposals. Workers in our sample who

agreed that the social security system was in trouble (approximately 80 percent of-
t the overall sample) were also asked their approval or disapproval of some suggested

solutions, including gradually raising retirement age, if/keep the number of retired
persons from growing so fast. The findings indicate that the following types of
workers tend to approve the most of such a proposal:

All bgt2blue-collar workers.
College-educated.
Candidates far retirement postponement.

Can we assume that as the population comes to consist less and less of blue-collar
workers, and acquires higher educational levels, proposals of such a nature may be
considered more seriously by the electorate? We can only indulge in -speculation
about such an issue now, but any trends regarding opinions on the idea bear
watching.

At any rate, on the' level of' the individual, inflation appears to be producing
changes in one's expected retirement age, and in an upward direction, perhaps for
the first time in several decades. If and when individual motives conwide with
governmental and other institutional recognition of the aggregate,`Macrolienefits of
an increase in the national average ;ertiremeiit age, we might witness a somewhat
dramatic shift in the country's retire nt age policy."

ITEM 2. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM EDWARD F. HOWARD, GENERAL
COUNSEL, NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE AGING,. INC.,' TO SENATOR
CHARLES H. PERCY, DATED MAY 12,1980

DEAR SENATOR PERCY: You will recall that, during the April 24 hearing of the
Senate Special Committee on Aging, you asked each of the witnesses for informa-
tion about ideas and suggestions relevant to preretirement planning for employees.

'" See H. L Sheppard and S E Rix, "The Graying of Working America, The Coming Crisis of
Retirement-Age Policy " New York, 1977 and 1979, Free Press-Macmillan Publishers, for an
extended discussion of the economic, biomedical, and demographic factors that may lead to a
reanalysis of current retirement age policy.

'See page 36 for statement of Karl Kunze, chairman, National Institute on Age, Work, and
Retirement, NCOA.
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This is a subject about which NCOA has been concerned for some time, and to
which we have devoted an increasing amount of attention in the past few years. The
swipe of our present activities is perhaps best summarized in testimony delivered by

,our executive director, Jack Ossofsky, before the President's Commission on Pension
Policy ear this year. A copy of thet-statement is'enclosed for review.

The mg* areas covered by the statement are (Wa-survey of the attitudes of top
k managegent of the "Fortune 1,000'' companies on retirement planning-related ques-

tions and (2) the retirement planning program developed by NCOA with support .
from the Administration on Aging and a consortium `OE large unions and major
companies. .

We believe, that. NCOA's retirement planning program represents a major step,
- forward in the field, particularly in the way it results in a tangible, personalized

.,plan for each employee and spouse involved. 'We would be happy to* provide mofe
details about the program, or respond to any questions you or your staff might haveabout it,' . t ,

Your interest in this matterso vital to the economic welt -being of retirees and
their familiesis greatly appreciated. ; ' - i

Sincerely, ' -i .

4 , ,
, Erowmo P. HOWARD,

General Counsel. ''1 0 t
Enclosure. o

. - . '. .
STATEMENT OF JACK OSSOFSV, RXECITVE6DIRECTOR, THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE

AGING, 'TIC., AND RAMUND W. Frrot.KERICK, PH. D., DIRECTOR.* INDUSTRY CONSOR-
TIUM RETIREMENT NNING PROGRAM ,

We are pleasei to appear bee" you today to discuss the questiqn of an adequate
retirement income in an inflationag era. ' v

As you know, the National Council ontthe Aging, has a long history of concern
over the economic status of older person, both when they are employed and when

. they are retired. NCOA is a private, nonprofit organization formed m.1950 and from
its inception it has focused on the issues of age, work, income, and retirement. aii
they affect the middle-aged and older worker.

The timing of this (hearing is fortunate for' it follows by one day the announce-
Is' ment of the remits of a major study that will be of interest to the President's

Commission on Pension Policy. The surve, entitled "Retirement Preparation: Grow-
ing Corporate. Involvement," was cif the chief executive officers and personneldirec-

. tors of the Fortune 1,000 companies. The survey was conducted by Research &
Forecasts, Inc., a, subsidiary of Ruder & Finn; Inc. The National Council on the

assisted in the design of the survey and the interpretation of the results.
a The same New York City press conference ht which the survey results were

of itsthe availability
:new retirement planning pgram. We have pared materials which summarize
armoug ad, the National Cowell on the .-o Aging,i1aLso anno9d- ty

program; re
-both the survey and the new program and; with got* permission, we ,rould like to
make them available to become a part of the record. ,We believe that both the sure and the new retirement 'planning program
especially its personlial financial p nning modulebear on4fe topic of-this hear -ing. We.would like to discuss, aspects of each. , . °The survey dealt, th fair major questions: ..- ,

1. The ect o inflation on early retirement.
. . 2. How, older-employee is viewed by, employe.
. 3. The ved benefits of retirement planning p programs; and -

4. The uture,of retirement planning p
I will summarize the findings in each of theroformalmsargest.
L. eds. of inflation onearly refirement.--Significantly, nearly 9.of 10 '(88 per-

tent) personnel directors querieB see a decre.ase in 'early retirement among, their
em oyees. They vier tMit as a direct result of contintiitg inflation find its' impacton fixed infomes. i.

".. This finding coincides with recent reports frOnl the'Social Security Administration
indicating that applications for early retirementehave- dropped off. Moreover, scar-
tered reports from inclividual companies eu,c1fasSears & Bechtelsuggest the more'
employees are also delaying their retirement beyond the normal retiremen age of65., 9..- .In other words, ae-a consequence of inflation we see the probable reversal of a 10- .yeak.trend toward earlier retirement-and, belondthnt, more workers delaying, heir.
retirement past aget65,,The implications areolvions; Unless some means is found to

will hold onto -their jobs and we will have,'a work force that is aging at an
re.emplpyees that their retirement income will be adequate, more,older employ-will ..

. - 4,.

.
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accelerated rate. It will include many employees who would like to retire but who'
are afraid to do so for financial reasons.

a Now the older employee is uzewed.We are pleased to state that the survey also
found what appears to be a marked improvement in executives' attitudes toward
older workers.
'Four out of five (84 percent) of the personnel di tors disagree with the state-

ment that older workers tend to be less productive an younger employees.
And nearly one-third (31 percent) of the personn directors feel that older work-

ers have much better attendance records than younger workers, while the remain-
ing two-thirds (65 percent) believe their attendance records are somewhat better

In terms of job satisfaction, three of four (74 percent) of the, personnel directors
report they find older workers to be generally more satisfied with their jobs than
are younger employees. These findings can be contrasted with results from earlier
studies. In 1974, NCOA commissioned a national study of attitudes toward older
persons. That study found nearly 9 of 10 (87 percent) respondents, who said they
had personal responsibility for hiring and firing workers; believing older workers to
be less productive and more likely to have on4he-job accidents.

The improvenieht in the attitildes toward older workers, as fotind in the new
survey, is in our view, tardy, but most welcome. Moreover, the recognition of the
productive value of the older worker is taking place at a time when we can expect co
more older workers to hold onto their jobs, rather than retire, because of the
problem they arhicipate due to inflation. Accordingly, we can presume that, though

k the older worker may feel that retirement is not a viable option, he will on the
'other hand -find a, more positive work climate than existed only 5 years ago. :',/,

3. Benefits of retirement planning programs. The new surveyaalso suggests that
the Corporate view of retirement planning programs continues to evolve and,. we'
believe, fot Ale better. Significantly only a minority of the respondents (34 percent)

. believe inducing early'retirementparticularly among nonproductive employeesis
an important reason for having a preretirement education program. '? I"

Perha* evenmore interesting is that 9 of 10 (92 percent) of both the_chief ,
executive officers and the personnel directors believe retirement planning is impor-

'tant in encouraging people to lead productive lives. And a hl 10,(81 percent) see it as
important in using the Nation's resources. , -e

Nine oT ten (91 percent) of the personnel directors indicate that retirement prepa-
ration progms will improve relations with employees; 8 in 10 (83 percent) say they
will retrikrce morale and productivity; and a little over half (53 percent) see them
as enhaticIng the corporate image. ...t

reThe has been belief among many that a major reason for having a retirement
preparatioti program wasto induce retirement. We are pleased that two o6 three
surveyed rejected this view and instead cited more positive reasons for having such
programs. 4

... .
4. The future of retirement prepazationfirgirams.More than, four of five (83

percentApersonnel directors say themajor spur to retirement preparation programs
is inflation and its financial ramifications. And almost the same percentage (82
percent) agreed with the statement: "Corporations feel they have some social re-

3' sponSibility to prepare their older.workera for retirement!'
Only 37 percent of the personnel directors say they presently have programs, but

another 22 percent of their companies say they are working on them_ Almost all (92
.pertent) of the pergonnel directow polled think companies will be more committed
to retirement planntng iri the funfre. 1, .

Accordingly, NCOA believes that retirement preparation programs will;continue
to grow, both in number and in comprehensiveness. Inflation will continue to'b one
of the major reasons for this growth. At the same time, we believe the ch6ging
ritWude toward older Workers and the commitment to social responsibility will ;be
an equaland perhaps in the long run, a g'reater-factbr in the contiriped growth "of.
retiremerbt preparation programs. In this connection, I will cite on'e more finding df
the survey. More than 9 of 10 chief executive officers and personnel directors agree
that although ,ilie responsibility for retirement planning is a shared .one between
the employer and the employee, the prinnity responsibility tests with the individual.
Retirement preparation programs, of course, are the means for helping employees to
meet'this responsibility. a

In 1977, the National Council on the Agihg joined with a consortium of major
companies and large =Mons for the purpose of,'developirig a new approach to
retirement preparation. A major feature of this new retirement preparation, pro-
gram .would be the unique way in -which it treated personal financial Planning
These criteria were established:

6

It had to enable the employee to deyelop.a long-range personal financial plan that
takes inflation into account.

,I
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of employe6s- l
* Pie approach had to be one that diverse groups could use, including

blue-collar workers. . ' ,
In preparation for developing the program, a survey was conducted of employee

'expectations regarding retirement. In response to the question: "If you do run into
problems after retirement, in which area, or areas are they most likely to occur?"
morethan two out of three indicated they expected maintaining their standard. of

+ living would be a problem. This confirmed our belief that inflation had to be fully
addressed in the program we were developing. Discussions with employees after the
survey suggested thatmany believed high inflation rates to be temporary and would ,

probably go away before they retired. It is possible that in the 2 years since this
survey more and more employees have come to believe that inflation is here to stay. .
Many lack confidence they can retire and still be financially secure in such an '''''
economy and thus delay their retirement. ..-

I would like to describe briefly how otR retirement planning program helps
employees and their spouses plan financially for their retirement, taktug inflation 11

fa into account. In describing the process, I will respond to some ofilli,e specific ',.
'questions you wish to have addressed 'in this hearing.

I would like to mention at the outset that the program is not designeeog
/ .....4-i1-414sts:

whd havevery high incomes or persons who have very low incomes. Rather, itjs for, ,
the great mass of employees who fall between those extremes, from blue,-collar
em_ployee up thilugh midlevel executive. .,

-

The personal financial planning mcidale is the ; largeit component of our new
retirement planning program. It requires three sessions of about 21/2 hours each to
Conduct the module:A basic assumption is that, while the employer and the Govern-
ment might help, each person raust'aisume the responsibility for his or her own
financial.security in retirement.

This module takes very sophisticated concepts and breaks them up into small,
understandaYle, and easy to use pieces. Employees are helped to apply these pieces ,
step-by-step U,. their own siniatiatt using personal data dpring the module. As a
result, each employee actually produces his own long-range 'personal financial plan
Suring the three sessions comprising the module.

The module stresses maintaining a, given level of purchasing power during tke
retirement years. Maintaining purchasing Power is a key concept and is used so we t.can deal with finances in future years when inflated dollars have different values
from today. , .

In the early part of the module, the employee is helped to forecast what his
retirement expenses will be at the time he plans to retire and what they will be
eacioyear of his retirement. This forecast may span a period of, say, 10 years before
retirement and20 years after retirement. AU assumption is made about the average
inflation rate during that perish, such as 7 or 8 percent In other words, inflation
before retirement is taken into account asiwell as inflation after retirement. .

Qne of the three alternative techniques wq,help the employee usd in determining
retirement expenses, is to calculate a figure' that is equal to 60 to 80 percent of
preretiremept purchasing power. It is a mistake and is misleading for some econo-
mists and noneconomists to talk about 60. to 80 Percent of preretiretnent income. In
reality, retirees soon need more than 100 percent of their preretirement income to
maintain purchasing powerin an inflationary economy. The emphasis should prop-

.

erly be on maintaining purchasing power not maintaining a given income;
After estimating retirement expenses and projecting them into the 4uture, we

help the employee and spouse do the same with their currently expected retirement
income. We show them how MI construct a graph that allows them to quickly and
easily compare their expeCted expenses with their expected income for each year of
retirement. We call this graph a retirement incom&profile. . .

.
*Ice the retirement income profile is in terms of purchasing power, an indexed

pension, such as social security, will be seen as hblding the same purchasing power
over the entire retirement kenod. OnNhe other hand, a fixed-income pension will be
seen as constantly losing italpurchasingpower.

For example, at a 7percent rate of inflation, a $200-per-month fixed pension is
4 worth only $100 per month after 10 years and only $50 per month after 20 years.

Every 10 years, in other words, its purchasing power is cutin half.
The employee uses his retirement income profile to identify gaps between ekpect; ed expenses and expected retirement income. An employee might find that in the

early years of retirement his retirement income purchasing power will be 'more
thanhe needs and that it is not until 4 or.5 years after retirement that the income
purchasing power gap will develop. ;

We then assist the employ to determine how Much of a nest egg he or she will,
need in order to fill any gaps that exist over the, say, 20 years of retirement. More
specifiqatlx the employees present assets are analyzed and piojected to the time of

. .
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expected retirement If they equal or exceed the nest egg needitd, it is reasonable for
the employee to expect a financially secure retirement .If the projected assess fall
short of -the amount needed, the employee knows how much in additional assets he
needs to create before he retires or, as an alternative, how much he will have to
adjust his planned retirement lifestyle in order to-reduce costs.

We conclude the module with a substantial amount of time devoted to saving and
investments possibilities Each employee and spouse learns to use a set of basic
criteria for evaluating a wide range of saving and investment possibilities that
might be of interest to them. Stress is placed on maintaining after-tax yields that
come as close to the current inflation rate as possibleor even exceed itwithout
incurring too much risk. , . .

I wish to vemphasize that in this three-session module the employee actually
develops a long-range personal retirement financial plan, covering perhaps 30 years,
that takes inflation into account Blue-collar plantworkers and white-collar clerical.

' employees are highly successful in this module, as are other groups of employees
In the financial plan that results, the employee in effect becomes responsible for

indexing his own retirement income to the extent that it is not indexed by another
source The employee also assumes the responsibility for providing an additional
pension and indexing itif the pension from his employer is inadequate from the
start. These can represent major demands on an emploij,ee's present income` Yet, if
the employee does not Ossume this responsibility, the alternative may be poverty or
flour poverty if he lives long enough in retirement The recent Johnson & Higgins/
Louis Harris survey reported that employees are willing to sacrifice current income
in order to have indexed retirement benefits.

Some employees in developing their financial plans are surprised to learn that
they can afford to retire Thes are employees who will not feel they must Stay oh
the job out of fear of inflation-when they want to retire. ' fi

Employees who find they are grossly inadequately prepared financially for their
retirement are usually pleased to have the problem diagnosed and their specific
needs identified. They then can begin to realistically assess their options and take
positive steps. i

Our observation confirm that employees who experience the module are more
likely to take advantage of options,they overlooked before.

Even with the bes.t efforts, many employees will reach retirement with insuffi -,
cient pension income to maintain a reasonable semblance of their present standard.
of living. They will need to be employed at least part-time in order to have an
adequate ,retirement income. In our reti itment planning program, we stress the
creation of retirement job options well in dvance of retirement.

We believe that a comprehensive module such as we have developed can help the
employee to fulfill his own responsibilities for retirement financial planning. In
support of the same objective, we would like to suggest that the Conimission give
consideration to the following: .

1. Seek ways to encourage the provision of ziore part-time or part-year work
opportunities for persons who are retired or whoaant to retire This would not only
make use of a valuable, productive resourceolder personsit would also help
them to maiiittain their financial independence. The ,answers for improving our
public and private, pension systems are not/ikely to come quickly. In the mean-
wbile, part-time retirement employment would be a major benefit to employers
whose employees qr fraid to retire because of inflation, tp the' employees who
want to retire but raid to, and to those' already retired who are sli ing into
poverty as their pu asing power erodes Wages, even part-time wages, tend to
keep up with the cost of living. . ,

2. Studies show that the users of individual retirement accounts and -Keogh plans
tend lo be those who already have some private. pension protection. Wd suspect that
the reasons why some individudls do not take advantage of these plans is because
they do not understand them. The'employee at the local drugstore, foodstore, or
clothing shop does not have a CPA or attorney to turn to for jniormation sand
advice. Yet, anyone opening such /a plan must fill out and sign complex legal and,
financial documents designed for lawyers, not for laymen Simplifying the use of
IRA and Keogh plans and taking steps to increase public undprstanding might
encourage broader use among those who could be most helped by such plans 11

3 The great t disincentive to save is found in the interest rates payable to small
depositors-5' 6 per:got and,51/2 percentwhich are less than one-half pf the cur-
rent inflatio rate Many sa ers-1n seeking a better returtf, have purchased certifi-
cateS' of de It only to fi that they have locked themselves for yentsinto low
rates relate e to the inflatio rate
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Results such as these ,tend to discourage small savers and investors from building
their _retirement nest eggs. We need more incentives, not disincettives, for this
group and, if possible, some means of insuring that their savings and investments
for retirement will maintain purchasing power, not lose it befogitfretitement.
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